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PREFACE TO THE FOURTH
RUSSIAN EDITION

Thi~ book has boon named JloleclIles. \f any chapters
from the second half of previous hook, Ph usics for
Everyone, by Lev Landau and Alexander Ki ta igorodsk y,
have been included without revision.

The book is devoted mn in l v to a study of the structure
of matter d(la1t w i t h fro m v ar i 0 11S asi}(~c t s. The at0 m ,
however, remains. for tho t ime being. the ind ivisihlo
particle conceived hVl)PTllOCl'it IlS of ancir-n t (~I'Pcce.

Problem- rvla l ell 10 ", he m ot ion of m() Iecu los are con
sidered, of COli i-c. hcr ause l he y are the ha-is for our
mod or 11 k 110 \\< JP due of 111 orm al ]11() t ion. A 1.1 CIt l ion h a~

b.et: g'i veil. wel J ~ to pro h1ems COliC -ning ph n:--;p t ran
Sltl()ll~"

In ,the year. si uc« the preceding edition of Physics
for ]!Jveryolle ,,,as ;pu bl ishcd , 0111" inform a tion Oil the
struct.ul'e' of rn()lpciJl~~ and t ho interaction has been
considerably ~llpplprnPJlt.ed. Vl un v di~c()\erips II<lvU been
ltl.a~le lila t iJridgp t Ii t' ~a p::: lidwe~> II till' Pruhlcru s dDedi llg'

wit l the nlolc.ll'lJlcll· -t ruc tun- or -u hstnucos .uul 1heir
PJ'()porLie~, 1'1Ji~ Ild:-- lIHI1H'l.'d to add su hst un t in l
am U11n t Jl e \\ a' t \ I' j a 1.

• f~ 1U Jl ~. () V(' rd lit ~ III e i.\ :--; U rp r11y oP j II j ()n , i:-: I hpad _
d it ion to S('lll<l· 'I l It I t' I " I .

]
• l d I ( P \ )(l U \ ~ () ('"t\ II (\ ra j It 0 rrn at J 0 II () n

run ecul«- L1. l ~ .
f '. uu r o m p lo x 111;\11 Lhp mo lccu los

o 0 x vgon 1\ I' t 1'( I ., 1 I" I l Jen t t~ , ,~ '- \II ' cl r )( III ( I 0 \: I ( P. i P l.() t H~ Pl'es-
.t me.' t Itl~ (l U III 4) r.' In (),"":! c. i It ph y s j Cs h ave

no t considered .L l-

i Hee 'J to de;.. \\ i th more cornpl i-
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ca te d com billa t ion s of at0 m- . HIII g'i ant 1n 0 lee t110S 11 ave
become ext.re mcl y common in 0111' .evervr] ay life ill the
Iorm of a great d i versi tv of s yn l.hct.ic ruatcrinls ..t\ now
sc ien ce , 1110lee u1ar 1> i 0 log y . has heoII f 011 nde d toex
pl ai nthe ph 8 no men a 0 f l i ying m a t t er, II sin g the 1ang11age
of protein molecules and nur lcic acids.

Likewise undcserverllv om it.tcd . as a rule. are problems
concerning chemical reactions. Such reactions belong,
however, to the phvsir a l process of the collision of 11101

ecules, accompanying their rearrangement. It proves
much simpler to explain the essenco of nuclear reactions
to a student or reader who is already acquainted with
on l i rel v sirn j lar behaviour of molecules.

1t \V~S found expedient in revising the book to transler
certain part.s of the prov ions Plujsirs for Ereruonc to the
subsequen t hooks of this series. I t \\ as considered fea
sible, for instance, to refer only briefly to so und in the
chapter on Inoleeu la r mcchnn ics.

It was found ad visnble , in the same m an ner , to defer
the discussion on the features of \VRVO motion to the
treatment of clectromagnet ic phenomena.

As a whole, the foul' hooks of the new cd it iou of Ph.usics
for Eceruone (Physical Bodies, Molecules, Electrons, and
Photons and /y'llclei) covel' the Iund amentals of physics.

April 1978 .11. 1 f< it aigorodsky
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I. Building Blocks
of the Universe

Elements

What is the worl d surround i JIg In ade of? The f rst
answers to t h is quest ion which have reached us origin at
ed in Ancient G reoce more than 2;) ceuturies ago.

At first glance. t h0 (U1S\Ver' SCCln as strange as can
be , ann we -would have to waste n lot of paper in order
to explain to tho ronrlor the logic of the ancient sages
Thales, having as~el·ted that evervthi nu consists of
water. An ax im nnrlsr , having said that 'the world is
made of air. or Herncl it.ns. in whose opinion every
thing consists of fire.

The i nrongt-n i t.v of such expl ana l.ions forced later
Greek "lovr-r : of wisdom' (thnts how the word "philos
opher" is translat.ed) to increase tho number of funda
mpntaJ princip los Of, as they were called in antiquity,
elemcnts. Em porloclos asserted that t1181'e are four ele
mP II ( ~ : l'art] J. \YH ( e I' ~ (\ i J' a It d nre . :\ I' i ~1()t.l P c() 11 t ri b11 ted
the .nll;" (for' VPI' long t ime) correct iOIl~ 1.0 t his in
ve~t.IQ"at i011.

I Accord ill!.!' to Arist ot lo, all bod ie~ cnnsist of one ;lIld
~~~ ':lIl1l' ':llb"tiltlC'P. but th is "111>"1:111('(' tall assume
11~1'0nl qlJ«diti0S. Thpre arc four im runto r inl olomcnts:

?O , ho t , m()j~t and drv Com hini rur in pair and hoincImp t 1 .' ~ h

I ar e( t () a ~ II hst. a Jl co, '\ r istot1e'~ ole 111 o11 t s form the
e .ements of l~lllpedocles. Thus, a dry and cold substance
~:~ds earth; dry and hoI. lire; m;)isl. and cold, W:1t.Ol'

1 , finally, moist and hot, air.
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However, in view of the difficulty involved in an
swering many questions, ancient philosopher's added
a "divine quintessence" to the four elements. This \VaR
a kind of god-cook, cooking the various elements together.
Of course, it isn 't hard to explain awav anv perplexity
by reference to a god.

But for a very long time-c-alrnost up to the 18th con
turv-s-few dared be perplexed and ask quest ions, Aris
totle's teachings were avowed by the Church. and any
doubt j n their v al id i ty was a heresy.

But these doubts arose anyway. They were engendered
by alchemy.

Tn the distant past., into the heart of which we can
look by reading ancient m anuscri pts, people knew that
all bod i es surrounding II ~ were capable of hoi ng trans
formed into 0 tilers. Com hust.iou , sin tor i ng. 1he mel ting
of met.a ls c-ul l these phenomena were well known.

1"h i ~ . i t \V0 ul d ~e0 m. did not con t rndie t. .-\r is tot les
teaching. The so-cal led "d osaue" of the eloment s changed
during any trunsiormat ion. If tho whole worl d consists
of only four' clements, the possibilities of trnusf'orm ing
bodies should be very great. 1t is morel y necessary to
find the secret of wh a t to do in ol'~le(' that ~lY body
might be obtained Irorn any other one.

flow tempting is the problem of making gold or fInd
ing a special. extraordinary "ph il osophers' stone", giving
its possessor wealth. power and eternal youth. 'file
science of manufacturing gold and a philosophers' stone,
of transforming any body into any other one was called
a lchem vb\" the ancien t Arabs.

The iabo'lIf of people devoting t.hernsel ve. to the so
In lion of t his pro blern COIl tin fled fat' cell turies. :\ lchem ists
did not leurn how to make g'O Id , did not l'IJHl H ph ilos
ophers' stone, but made up for this by col lecting many
valuable facts about the t.ransforrn at ion of bodies. In
the final analysis, these facts served as the death sen-
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tence for alchemy. In t.he 17th centur y, it became ob
vious to many peoplr that the number of basic sub
stances-elements-·--i~ineomparablygreater than four.
Mercury, lead, sulphur, gold and antimony turned out
to be undecomro~Hhle suhst.ances: one could no longer
say that these suhst ances were made out of elements.
On the contrarv. one had to rank them among the ele
ments of the \~Torld.

In 1661 in EnglHnd. Robert Boyle (1627-1G91) pub
lished the hook '''The Sceptical Chemist, I-Iere we find
a completely new defiuition of an element. This is no
longer the elusive. mysterious immaterial element of
alchemists..An elemon t is now a substance. a component
part of a bod y Th is i~ consistent with the modern def
inition of the ron ce pt of an clement.

Boyle's list of clement s was not very large. I-Ie added
fire to a correct Ii st Tneidentall y, the idea of elements
lived on evon nftel' Bovlo. Even in a list of the great
Frenchman An t.o iu« Laurent Lavo isier (1743-1.7D4), who
IS. regarded as tho founder of chemistry, side by side
with real elelnrnt~ there also appear imponderable
etlemen ts: hPH t-·p1'~)(11i ci ng and ligh t-prod ncing sub
s ances.

In the first half of the 18th century, there were 15
knO\\'1l elements. anrl their number rose to 35 by the
enrl of the cent.urv True onl v 23 of then) were real
cle ".'

rnent~, hut l.he rest were either non-existent elements
or

h
:l~e ~1I bstances like caustic soda and caustic potash

w I~ch t1ll'ned out to be com pOll nds,
d Y the midille of thel!llh ccnt ur y, more than 50

hun decoln P()~ah Ie ~';11 hst .uicos were .lescribed in chemical
an books.

M The period i:', law of the groat I{ ussinu chemist Dmitri
~ndeleev (1~ .'~.'J H)U7) provided til (3 -Li III U] us for a con-

SCIOUS search 1" •
earl t ~ or undiscovered eletnen ts. I t is still too

Y 0 speak about this Iaw here. Let us merely say
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that by means or his Iaw Menrleleev showed how one
must look for the e Ie IIIent. ~ w Iti cIt h nd not ·yet bp eJl di~
covered.

Almost all the clements OCCUl'l'i ng ill nature
discovered by the beginning of the 2Uth century.

Atoms and Molecules

About 20()() vcar ago, an original poem was writ.ten
in Ancient Horne. 11.~ author was the Homan poct Lucre
t ius. IIis POOHl wus called On the Nature of Th ings.

\V ith son ornus Ii nes L ucrot i us tal d of the ane ient
Greek phi loso pher Dcmocritus' v iews on tho wor-ld
in his poetic work.

What Vi0\VS were these? These wore teachings about
tho m i nu test , in v isi hlo particles wh i ch our whole world
is Blade of Having observed various phenomena, De
1110cri tus t.ried to gi ve them an ex plan a lion.

Take wate for (I ample. When sufficicutl y heated,
it eva pora te~ nnd d i:,i:.l PPoa L' TTow cant h i~ he ex pla i ned?
It is clear that -uch a pro pertv of water related to
its iutern al SLI.'IICI·(Il"t'.

Or wh v, for oxnm ple, we .,jcl'cEdve the scent of

1'1 0 »:er~ a t. a d i ~ l.a ~ 1c~ '? . ~ .
Med I Lating OJ} Sf ITlJ Jar q ues t Ions. Dem ocr 1l us hec.une

con viuced that bodies onlv seern (.0 he sol id . but. ill

fuct consist of t he miuu te-I purticlc-. These particles
arc d i Ilereut in Iorm for d i Iluren t l>odips, but. they (Ire

all that they '(\I11l0! I>P ~f)(\Il. Th a t wh,: al l hud it-s
seem to us to hp "':0 ( id

Deuioor i t us cal led ~1I('11 \'PI' t.iny l'Hrtir.1es which
canHot 1H~ f {J rt hPI' d i v idp d H n d ()f \VII i cII. \vat.eran d aII
other bod ies ~Oll~i~t atoms (derived Irorn the (~l'eld~

aiomos m ean irlg" ~. ill tl i v i si 1)10").
T his re 01 ark ahie go II e~s 0 fanc iell t G roe k t hillker~ ,

born 24 centuries Hg'o, \V3S later lonz forgotten. Aristotle's
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PlTon80US teaching exercised complete swav oyer the
sr ie n Li lic worId for more than thousand years.

\:..:~el'ting that all substances are m 1I tual l y trans
mut.ahle , Atistot.le categorically denied the existence
,.[ (l t.orns. Any hod v can be infi n i tel r divided, taught
\ r istot le.

In 1G47 the Frenchman Pierre (~a~sendi (1!)~)2-1{)55)

pu hl i~hed a book ill which hp cOlll'ag'poll~ly denied Aris
t otlc'« teaching and nsscrtrd t.hnt all suhst.ances in the
\V 0 r1d c·0 nsis t of sm a] lind i v i ~ i b1epar li cIc~ - at 0 ill~ .

Atoms differ from each athol' in shape, size and mass.
Atrreeing with the teachi JIgs of the ancient atomists,

(~a~~(\Jldi developed these teach ings further . .fIe explained
lu)\v the millions of diverse bodies of nature can and
till arise in the world: For this. he asserted. a large number
of different atoms is not necessary. 14" 0 [' an atom is the
"';C\L110 thing as building materials for houses. I t is pos
,j hlc to construct an enormous number of the most di
\ vrse houses from three different kinds of building mate
riu l vlnicks. boards and logs. In precisely the same
wa ,: nature can create thousands of the most diverse
b()di('~ from several tens of different atoms, Moreover,

paelt body various atoms are united in small groups;
~ (\ :'~(.~ nd i cal IeJ these go ro11pS nI oleeules ~ i .o. ~'s ill al l

!IlH~Ses" (derived from the Latin moles Ll18allillg' "mass").
\folccllles of various hodies differ front each other
t.h(' n 11mb0 r and kind ("so r t") 0 f a tom shelong i ng to

f lu-m. I t is not difficult to understand that immense
1llIln1>o1' of d i Ilorent combi u atious of atoms, molecules,

ho crca ted from sevend tens of d i rt'el'f'n t atoms.
\vhy the such gTC'(1t ra,.iel.~T t ho bodies

"lll'l'OUlld i ng us.
1-lo\\PV8J'. (~a~~t.~lldi's v iew- -Li ll eOlltailled -h that

i ucorrcc t. 'rhus, he hel icved that t her« ~JH'cinl

i\l II m ~ for Ilea t , eo Id , ta-Le all d SH1P II. j\S 0 thpl' sci en Lists
or that time he too could not completel y Iroe himself
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from Aristotle's influence, and recognized his immnteri al
elemen ts.

The Io llowiug ideas cxpcriurcn tal ly verified much later
are cou tained ill the wri tings of 1\1. V Lo munusov ,
the great enlightener and founder of science in Hussia,

J.~ 0 illon 0 S0 V \\ r i Ie~ t Ita l rnolee ul e~ can Ll~ 11 0 m 0 g"one0 us
or heterogeneous. III the Iormer cnse , sim ilar - atoms
are grouped in a mo lecu le. In tllP latter. a molecule
consists of atoIllS d i Hering Iroru -ach other. 1£ some
body is composed of homogeneous molecules, it III list
be regarded as simple. If, all tho cuutrary , a body con
sists of molecules built up from various atoms, Lorno
nosov calls it compound,

vVe IlO\V well know that uat ures various oodles have
precisely such structure. I It fact, lake the gas ox ygen
for exam ple; two iden tical atoms of oxygen are contained
in each of it.s molecules. This is a molecule of a simple
substance. But if the atoms composing a molecule are
different, it is a chemical compound. Its molecules
~onsist of atoll1:.of those c~lenljcal eleI1Jents ~v~lich occur
III the coniPll~ltion of th is corn pou nJ. TIlls can also
be said otherwise: each simple :-:11 hstance ionsists of
atoms of one chemical element; compound contains
atoms of t\VO or wore elements.

A number ..if thinkers spoke about atoms, adducing
logical arguments in favour of their existeuce. The
English SCiClI t ist John Dal tou (17()G-l~44) in trod ucod
atoms into SCience in the right way and made them an
oLject of reseal ell. Ua! tun showed t ha t there exist chemical
regularities \vhieh call be cxplaiued ill a natural manner
oIII y by uH1k ing II se 0 f th e idea ()fan a to III .

Alter Dul to: at oms CJrndy entered science. l Io wuver ,

for a very long' t iruo there still were s~ieJlli~ls \\"110 did Hot
believe ill al orus. Even at the very end of the last CCOt.lIL'Y,

one of them .v ro l.e that al ter several decades it would
be possi hle to lind at.oms on l y iu LIJl' d ust of libraries.
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Such reasoning seems funny now. \Ve know now so
man v delai Is about the "life" of an a tom that to doubt
il~ u"'xislenee is the same thing as to doubt the reality
of the Black Sea.

The relative masses of at0111S were determined by
r hem ists, At first the mass of a hydrogen atom \\'HS taken
as the atomic mass unit. The relative atomic m ass of
ni trogen turned out to be approximately equal to 14 1

oxygen, approximately 16 1 chlorine, approximately 35.5.
A somewhat different choice of the relative atomic
mass units was later made, for which the number 1(-).0000
was assigned to oxygen. The atomic mass of hydrogen
turned out equal to 1.008 in this scale.

Of interest, of course, is the absolute mass of atoms
and not only their relative mass. I t is Sl1 fficient, for
this purpose, to measure the absoluLe mass of an atom
of anyone kind. Taken as the basis today is carbon
rather than oxygen or hydrogen. Up to the present time,
investigators regarded measurements of absolute masses
of atoms with distrust and proceeded as follows. They
took the mass of the carbon isotope 12C to be equal to
exactly twelve atomic mass nnits (amu). Then, paying
no attention to the accuracy of measurement of the
absolute masses of atoms, they assumed that

1 am u ~ 1. 6G2 X 10-2!! g

In any case, this value does not differ appreciably
from the true one. Perhaps they arc overcautious, how
uver , since the precision of measurement today is within
a fraction of about one-milliouth. ~rensuring techniques
have advanced greatly during the last century. In 1875,
lhe known value of 1 amu was accura to wi thin about
;30 per cen t.

I-Iow do we measure the I11HSS of the aLOIn in grams?
No scales have heen constructed, of course, on which
a )JItysic j s t co ul d p laco 3 sill g Ic a to nl and thon b a Iance
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it wi th a tin y weight. Like a hundred years ago, physi
cists use iud irect oxperiments for this purpose tod ay
as wel l. 'I'hoy arc not, however, in any way less rel iable
than direct weighing' won ld be. nut we cannot do without
any weighing at all. We put a solid ball of carbon 12(:
on the scale rather than a single atom (actual1 y \YO pro
ceed in a somewhat d i ilere n t way, hut the point is to ex
plain the jdea of weighing and so we hope the informed
reader Iorgives out" simpl ificd description). When the
nlUSS of the ball and its size are known, we can determine
its density. The substance being weighed must be a
perfect crystal. This is not easy to achieve, but more
or less feasible. I-Ience, we can evidently write the fol
lowing for the density found in the experiment.

ZillA
p==v

where m ); Blass of the atom in amu
V volume of a unit cell of the crystal
Z number of atoms per unit cell (see p. 61).

The last t\VO quantities can be determined by X-ray
structure anal ysis which to he discussed .in the fourth
hook.

The reader should not resent the fact that I seem to
be getting ahead of m y st.ory. nooks on physics should
be read at least twice.

Employing this method, we can determine the atomic
mass unit with exceptionally great precision. The most
reliable value today is

1 a III U == (1 . G( jO 113 -~ 0.000 R1) X 10-2
'1 g

We now ask the reader to use his imagination in order
to grasp tho m in ut.cness of this value. Assume that you
demand a thousand m il lion molecules Irorn each person
on earth. 1Iow 11111Ch matter can you collect in th is way?
Only several thousandths of a mi l l iont.h of U gram .
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()[" another such .ompnrison: tho o.uth is as mauy
i mc heavier than an apple all applo is heavier thau
h~ d l'Og'P at.oru .
The reciprocal of tho atomic mass uni t is called .lll.iO

gadro's number:

,VA=la~nll= .02209t~ 1023

This enormous number has the Iol lowing signiflcancc.
Let us take a substance of an amount in grams equal
to the relative mass 11! of its atoms or molecules, for
cx aruplc, 12 grams of the carbon isotope 12C. This can
be expressed more concisely: lot us take one mole of
a subst a11ce (check , picase , \V i th the de fill it ion of tho
t1101e given in the first book, where 'YO introduced the
international System of UI1its~SI units). The mass of
() IIe In0leo f a substan ce is equa1 1.0 J1m -\. Consequen tl y ,
the number of carbon atoms in 12 grams of carbon, as
\volJ as tho nurn ber of RtomS , In 0 Iec uleS 0 r an y 0 t 11er
particles in II10}(' assom hl y of these pnrl.iclcs, equals

_.\_1_ - 7V
J/IIIA- A A

which is Avogadro's nu mher.
For a long time physicists found no uocc-si ty for using

t he concept of the "amount of su bst.ancc' As long as
\VO deal t only wi th a toms and molecules it was qui te
snita hle to de fInethemole as t hp mole cHI a r (0r at0 m i c)
\\"eight expressed in gr.uns.

Hut then ions, clcetl'()n~. mesons nurl manv , ruan v
lliOn\ parl iell'. ado I heir' appcur.uic«. ])hysici~ts camr
to the coucl usi on that. it is not a lw. .~ conv ouien t to
«huructcrixc an assent 1>1 y of part ic1p~ by t heir mass.
Th is led Lo the estn bl i-h men t of t hp unit for the amount
or suhstanco- the m0] e . \Vh (\ 11 \\' (~ Speak 0 f a ill0 leo f
e1ecl ronS , a ITl 0 }(~ ()r 1oad a lorn n11clei 0 rail} ()1C 0 f pi 
mcsons , we are 110L ~peciryillg the mass of t hose particles
2-038~
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(which, as you will find further on, depends upon their
velocity), but only their number. The previous definition
of a mole is still valid, however, because N A atoms
or molecules of any kind have a mass equal practically
to the atomic or molecular mass expressed in grams.
Neither has Avogadro's number changed its meaning;
it simply has a new name: mole",

What Heat Is

How does a hot body differ from a cold oV? Up until
the 19th century, this question was answered as follows:
"A hot body contains more heat-producing matter (or
'caloric') than a cold one, in exactly the sam~ sense
as soup is saltier if it contains more salt." But what
is caloric? The following answer was given to this question:
"Caloric is the matter of heat, it is the elementary fire."
Mysterious and incomprehensible. And this answer is
in essence the same as the following explanation of what
a rope is: "A rope is simple 'ropeness',"

Along with the caloric theory, a different view on
the nature of heat had long been in existence. I twas
brilliantly advocated by many outstanding scientists of
the 16-18th centuries.

Francis Bacon wrote in his book N ovum Organum:
"Heat itself in its essence is nothing but motion .... Heat
consists of a variable motion of the minutest particles
of a body."

Robert Hooke asserted in his book Micrographia:
"Heat is a continuous motion of the parts of a body ....
There is no such body whose particles would be at rest."

We find particularly clear statements of this kind
in Lomonosov's work (1745) Reflections on the Cause
of Heat and Cold. The existence of caloric is denied in
this work, where it is said that "heat consists of the
internal motion of particles of matter".
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Count von Rumford put it very graphically at the
end of the 18th century: "The more intensively the
particles composing a body move, the hotter the body
will be, analogous to how the more vigorously a bell
vibrates, the louder it rings."

In these remarkable guesses, far ahead of their time,
the bases of our modern views on the nature of heat
are concealed.

There are sometimes quiet and clear days. The leaves
lie still on the trees, not even a slight ripple disturbs
the glassy surface of water. The entire surroundings
have frozen in strict, triumphant immobility. The
visible world is at rest. But what is taking place in
the world of atoms and molecules?

Contemporary physicists can say much about this.
Never, not under any circumstances, is there a cessation
to the invisible motion of the particles that the world
is made of.

But why don't we see all these motions? Particles
move, but the body is stationary. How is this possible?

Have you ever watched a swarm of midges? When there
is no wind, the swarm appears to be suspended in air.
But an intensive life is going on inside the swarm. Hun
dreds of insects flew off to the right, but just as many
flew off to the left at the same instant. The swarm as
? whole remained at the same place and did not change
Its form.

The invisible motions of atoms and molecules are
of the same chaotic, irregular nature. If some molecules
leavs a volume, their place is occupied by others. But
SInce the newcomers do not in the least differ from the
departed molecules, the body remains entirely as it was.
Ahu irregular, chaotic motion of particles does not change
t e properties of the visible world.

"However, isn't this idle talk?" the reader might
ask us. In what sense are these arguments, however
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beautiful, more convincing than the caloric theory? Has
anyone actually seen the eternal thermal motion of
particles of matter?

I t is possible to see the thermal motion of particles
and, moreover, with the aid of the simplest microscope.
This phenomenon was first observed more than a hundred
years ago by the English botanist Robert Brown (1773-
1858). ...

Looking at the internal structure of a plant through
a microscope, he noticed that tiny particles of matter
floating in the sap of the plant were continually moving
in all directions. The botanist became interested: what
forces made the particles move? Perhaps they were
living beings of some kind? The scientist decided to
examine under a microscope small particles of clay
making some water turbid. But neither were these un
doubtedly lifeless particles at rest; they were engaged
in a continual and chaotic motion. The smaller the
particles were, the faster they moved. The botanist
examined this drop of water for a long time, but still
he couldn't see any end to the motion of the particles.
Some invisible forces seemed to be constantly pushing
them.

The Brownian movement of particles is just a thermal
motion. Thermal motion is inherent in large and small
particles, clots of molecules, individual molecules and
atoms.

Energy Is Conserved Forever

Thus, the world is composed of moving atoms. Atoms
possess mass, moving atoms possess kinetic energy. Of
course, the mass of an atom is unimaginably small, and
so its energy will also be minute, but there are millions
of millions of millions of atoms.
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We now remind the reader that although we spoke
of the law of conservation of energy, this was not a
sufficiently universal conservation law. Linear and angular
momenta were conserved experimentally, but energy
was only conserved ideally-in the absence of friction.
But as a matter of fact, energy always decreased.

But we did not say anything previously about the
energy of atoms. A natural idea arises: where at first
sight we noticed a decrease in energy, some energy was
transmitted to the atoms of a body in a manner which
is imperceptible to the naked eye.

Atoms a-re subject to the laws of mechanics. True
(you will have to learn this from another book), their
mechanics is somewhat peculiar, but this does not change
matters-with respect to the law of conservation of
mechanical energy, atoms do not differ at all from large
bodies.

Hence, the complete conservation of energy will be
detected only when along with the mechanical energy
of a body the internal energy of this body and the en
vironment is taken into account. Only in this case will
the law be universal.

What does the total energy of a body consist of? We
have, in essence, already named its first component
it is the sum of the kinetic energies of all its atoms.
But it must not be forgotten that atoms interact with
each other. Therefore, the potential energy of this in
teraction is added. Thus, the total energy of a body
is equal to the sum of the kinetic energies of its particles
and the potential energy of their interaction.

I t is not difficult to comprehend that the mechanical
energy of a body as a whole is only part of its total ener
gy. For when a body is stationary, its molecules do
not stop moving and do not cease interacting with each
other. The energy of the thermal motion of particles
which remains in a stationary body and the energy
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ofthe in te ract i0 II bet\veenthepa rtic Ies eons titute 1.he
internal energy of the body. 'rho total energy of a body
is therefore equal to the sum of its mechan iral and in
ternal mergies.

Tho grav it a t.ional cncrg y of a bod ~T is cornponen t
part of its mechanical enertry i.e. the po lon t i al energy
of tho interaction between its part.icles and t.he Il~artli.

Considering internal energy, we no longer detect
vanishing of energy. \Vhen \1~ consider nature through
glasses magnilyi ng the- worlrl m i l l i ons of Limes, the
picture seems to U~ to be of ra eo harmoniousness. There
are no losses of mechnui cal energy, bu t. then: is on 1y
its transformation int.o tho internal energy of a body
or its surrou nrl ings. Has any work disappeared? No!
The energy went into nrcelpratioll of LIll' relative
mot iou of molecules or (-lOge' in their mu tual dist.ri hu-
tion.

Molccu los obey the Inw 0 r ('.on~CII Tit l ion of mechanical
energy. There are no Irict.ional Iorces in the world of
molecules: the world of molecules is «ontroiled by tra ns
formations of potential energy int.o kinetic, one and
vice versa. Only in tho course world of large objects.
which dor-s not notice molecules, clops "energy vanish"

If IlICC.lUU11cc.d. lo l.nll v OIl purt i all y v.in ishe ..
during ~OIlH~ nee Tenf.' t ho i nfCI'J):11 PIlei-goy of tlip. bodies
and mcd ia pa 'ipallJl;.{ in this occurrence wil l grow
by the ~nTnp HI110unt Put t.iug it. otherwise, mcchn nir-n l
PIlc:rg'y tf'(ln~..:rol'lned \\ i l hout ]t')~~ \\''1I(1I.~(,eVrl' into
l Illl (\IIPl'g\ of IIlOlc('ll!l1

'rile Ll\\" or l'on~p '(\I.ion t lip "'lj'ic,t('~l.

"hookkccpo of physic l'ht~ (~fld olilgo of eJlcrg-~'

should pXcleLly bn lauc d uri r »n y ·'lllTPJU'(\. [1' this
d i (1 Itu l. Ul kr pl»co i n ~ () Inp ex pel.'j 111l' n t I hi ~ i tn pI ie~

that somct h i ug im port an t escn pcd n t t on t ion. In sur h
c·; the la\\ )1" rnn~0rv;lt inn of PflPl'~'~'

ul : ~HI'l:"Ul', repent the ex peri uu-nl ,
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curacy of your measurements, look for the cause of the
lo~s! Physicists have repeatedly made new, important
d iscoveries along these lines, convincing themselves
t i mo ann time again of the perfectly strict val id it y of
t 11 is rem arka ble Iaw.

Calorie

\Vc already have t\VO units of energy-the erg and
l he kilogram-force-metre. It would scorn that this is
enough. However, it is traditional to employ yet a third
unit-the calorie-·jn the study of thermal phenomena.

\Ve shall see later that even with the caloric the list
of units adopted for designating energies is not exhaust
ed.

It is possible that in each individual case the use of
its "own" uni t of energy is convenient and expedient.
Hu t in any exam ple which is tho least hit complicated,
dealing with the transformation of energy from one
form to another, an inconceivable mix-up with units
(lrises.

In order to simplify computations, the system of
units (81) provides for a single unit for work, energy
and an amount of hoat--the joule. However, considering
, ho strength of tradition and the length of time which
wil l be required for this system to become the only
<ystcrn of units in general use, it is helpful to acquaint
ourselves more closely with the "depart ing" unit of
hf'clt- the calorio.

'rile small calorie (cal) is the HIHOllIlt of heat rcq uired
to raise the tompern ture of one gl'Clm of wa ler from 14.5
f 0 15.5 °C. The word "small" must he mentioned be
(".;lllse one sometimes uses the "large" calorie, which is

thousand times as great as tho chosen unit (the large
rnlovie is often denot.ed by kcn l , which means "k il o
('nloric").
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Tho relationship between a calorie and mechanical
units of work, such as an erg or a kilogram-foree-metre,
is found by heating water mechanically. Such experiments
have been performed repeatedly. I t is possible, for exam
ple , to ra ise the tempera ture of water by stirring it
energetically. The mochanical work expended for the
he at i ng can beeval uated wi th su f [1Ci en t accu racy I t
was found from such measurements that

1 cal 0.427 kgf-m 4.18 J

Since energy and 'York have units in common, it
is also possible to measure 'York in calories. One must
expend 2.35 calories in order to raise a kilogram weight
by one metre. This sounds unusual, and it really is
inconvenient to compare the raising of a load with the
heating of water. Therefore, calories are not employed
in mechanics .

.,
Some History

The law of conservation of energy could only be for
mulated when the idea of the mechanical nature of
heat had become sufficiently clear and when technology
had posed in practice the important question of the
equivalence between heat and work.

The first experiment establ ishing a quantitative re
lationship between heat and work was carried out by
the well-known physicist Sir Benjamin Thompson (Count
von Ilumlord) (1753--181'1). He worked in n factory where
cannon were manufactured. When the muzzle of a gun
is bored, heat is liberated. How could it be estimated?
What should be taken as the measure of hea t? It oc
e urred to f\ umford to relate the work performed in
boring w it.h the heating of one 01' another amount of
wa tel" 1.> y one or another number of degrees. This i n
vcs t.ign t iun was perhaps the first precise expression of
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the idea that heat and work should have measure
in common.

'rho next step towards the discovery of the law of
conservation of energy was the establishment of an
important fact: a disappearance of work is accompanied
by an appearance of a proportional amount of heat;
thus a common measure for heat and work was found.

The original defini tion of the so-called mechanical
equivalent of heat was given by the French physicist
Sadi Carnot (179G-1832). This ontstanding person died
at the age of 36 in 1832 and left behind a manuscript,
which was published only after 50 years. The discovery
made by Carnot remained unknown and did not in
fluence the development of science. Carnot calculated
in this work that the raising of 1 m" of water to a height
of 1 m requires just as much energy as is needed for the
hea ting of 1 kg of wa tor by 2.7 degrees (the correct figure
is 2.3 degrees).

The I-Ieilbronn doctor Julius Hobert von Mayer (1814
1878) published his first work in 1842. Although Mayer
called physical concepts familiar to us by entirely dif
ferent names, a careful reading of his work leads never
thcless to the conclusion that the essential features
of the Iaw of conservation of energy are presented in
i t. Mayer distinguished between the internal energy
C'thermal"), gravitational potential energy and energy
of motion of a bod y. He tried to infer the nccessi ty
of conservation of energy under various transformat.ions
1'['0111 purely theoretical considerations. In order to check
this assertion uxperi mcn tnl ly, one must have a common
measure for measuring these energies. Mayer calculated
t Ita t the hea ting of t kg of wa ter by one degree is equi v
alen t to the raising of 1 kg by 365 m.

I n his second work published three yea rs Ia ter, 1\1 ayer
noted the universality of the law of conservation of
energy-tho possilJilit'y of applying it to questions 0.(
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Hermann Helmholtz (182f-1894J-a Inmo us Grrrnan scientist. Helm
holtz worked in Ih(' flrlds of physics, mat.hematics and physiology
with groat success. 110 was t.he first (1RI,7) to givo () mnthornatical
in tr r I' r r f :It.i ()n ()f t 11 P 1:1\V () r ('on ~ ('rv a ti ()n or (' n('r go ~T (' m p11 :1~ i zin g

1.1H~ 11n ivr 1'.: a I ('h(l rn ('te r 0 r II tis I:\\v. II r IndI () I t7. oht.el in od ()It t~'(1 nd -
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chemistry, biology and cosmic phenomena. To the
various known forms of energy Maver added magnetic,
electric and chemical.

A lot of crcd it for tho discovery of the Iaw of con
<erva lion of -nergy goes to the remarkable English
physicist (a brewer Irorn Salford in Englund) J ames Pres
cott Joule (1818-t8SU), working independently of Mayer.

While a certain inclination to an indeterminate phi
losophy is characteristic of \of ayer, Joule's basic trait
is a strict experimental approach towards the phenom
ena unrler consideration. Joule posed a question be
foro nature and obtained an answer to it by means of
special experiments set IIp in an exceptionally painstak
ing manner. There is no doubt that in the entire series
of oxperiruen ts performed by J ou le, he \YHS guided by a
single idea- to f nd a common measure for evaluating
thermal, chemical, electrical and mechanical actions,
to demonst rate that energy is conserved in all these
phenomcnn. Joule formulated his idea as Iol lows: "The
destruction of forces performing work does not occur
in nature without a corresponding action."

Joule reported on his nrst work on January 24, 1843,
and on August 21 of the same year, he communicated
his results OIL the ist a hl ishmen t of a common measure
for lica t and work. Heating '1 kg of water by one degree
proved eq uivulont to raising' 1 kg by q.()O m.

tlunuo. I'll' i1ppl\' t.I1(~

u-rnir al Pl'()(,l'''~(·. H," hj~ \\ OJ' the vnrt»
ion liquids, l Iohnhnl lz Iouudutions or hydro-

aorodyn a mir l Ic (JILt a numhor of valuable
lhl~ fwlds of ucuusl.i« :l1Hl eleclrom;lgnrli~rn.

oped the ph y~..d('" I theory of music Ilo applied
;d Tllilthfllll;ll il~;d IllPt.hnds ill h is ph,\'sical
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In the following years, Joule and a number of other
researchers spent a great deal of effort in order to find
a more precise value for the thermal equivalent, and
also attempted to prove the complete un iversal i ty of
the equivalent. During the late forties, it became r lear
that, regardless of how work is transformed into heat,
the amount of heat arising will always be proportional
to the amount of work expended. In spite of the fact
that Joule la id the experimental basis for the law of
conservation of energy, he did not give a clear formula
tion of this In \v in his works.

The credit for this belongs to the German physicist
Hermann Helmholtz J On July 23, 1847, at a m·eeting
of the Berlin Physical Society, HelmhoI tz gave a lecture
on the principle of conservation of energy. The mechanical
basis of the law of conservation of energy was clearly
presented for the first time in this talk. 'The world con
sists of atoms; atoms possess potential and kinetic ener
gies. The sum of the potential and kinetic energies of
the particles which a body or system is made of cannot
change, if the body or system is not subjected to ex
ternal influences s The Iaw of conservation of energy,
as we outlined it several pages above, was first formulated
hy Helmholtz.

After the work of II clmhol tz , it remained for other
physicists to merely verify and apply the law of conserva
tion of energy. The success of these investigations led
to the fact that by the end of the fifties tho Iaw of con
servation of energy was univorsal l y rocog nized as
Iu ndn men tal lnw of nat.ural science.

Phenomena casting doubt on the law of conserva tion
of energy have already been observed in tho 20th century.
However, ex planations were later found for the apparent
discrepancies. Tho law of conservation of energy has
so FaJ' alwa y ... stood the test wi th crorli t..
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Intramolecular Bonds

r:i Molecules consist of atoms. Atoms are hound in 11101

ecules by forces which are called chemical forces.
There exist molecules consisting of t\VO, three, four

atoms. Tho largest molecules, protein molecules, consist
of tens and even hundreds of thousands of atoms.

The molecule kingdom is except ional ly varied. By
now, millions of substances built up out of various
molecules have already been isolated by chemists from
natural materials and created in their laboratories.

Properties of molecules (lee determined not only by
JIO\V many atoms of one or another sort pruticipa to in
thril' construction hut also hy the order and configura
t ion in whir h they arc bound. f\ molecule is not a hoa p
of bricks, but a cornpl icatcd architectural structure,
\\Thore each brick has its place and its cornpletely de
torminod neighbours. The atomic structure forming a
mulcculo can be rigid to a greater or lesser degree. In
any case, each of the atoms carries out an oscillation
nbon titsequ il i hr i 11In pos i ti 0 n . In ~er l it incases , soIn o

parts of a molecule can even revolve (11'01l.lH1 other parts
.~.dving different and tho most Innt.astic .onfigurntious
l () f 1'(' P molecu)o j nthc pr'O (' CSS 0 f i l.~ the 1'1nn1 m 0 t ion.

Lo l. us nnnl yze the i n ternr l.iun be twcon at oms in greater
detail. The potential energy curve of a diatomic mole
vulo is depicted in Figure 2.1. It has characteristic
forul-it first goes down, then turns up forming a "wel l",
and afterwards rises more slowly towards the horizontal
axis on which the distance between the atoms is marked.



Figure 2.1

We know tha t the sta te in which the pot.en ti al energy
has the m in imum value is stable. When an al.orn forms
a par t 0 f molecul e, i t Usits" in pot en t inI \YeII ,
rying out small thermal oscil la ti oris nhout its
librium position.

The distance Irom the vert.icnl ax is to the bottom or
the well can be called the equil ilnium distancc. Tho
atoms would be located at this d istnnce if tho thermal
motion were to. cease.

The potential energy curve tells about all the details
of the interaction between atoms, Whether particles
attract or repel each other at one or another distance,
whether the strength of tho in t.e 'ac Lion increases OJ'

decreases when the particles sepnra La or approach all
this informat.ion can be obtained from the anal vsis of
the potcnl.inl energy curve. Poi nt.s 1.0 the lof t of l.h~ "ho l.
torn" of the well correspond to repulsion. On t he contrary,
points to the right of the bottom of UlC wcll vh.unctcrtzo
attraction. The steepness of the curve also yields irn
portnnt information: the steeper the curve, the grouter
the force.

When atoms arc at great distances from each other,
they are attracted; this Iorce decreases rather rapidly
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wi l.h all increase ill tho d islu nr between them. As the y
approach each other, the force of attraction grows and
reaches its max imum value when tho atoms come very
close to each other. As they come even closer, the at
traction weakens and, finally, at the equilibrium distance
the force of the interaction vanishes. When the atoms
become closer than the equi li lniuru distance, forces of
repulsion arise which sharply increase and quickly make
a further decrease in the distance between the atoms
practicall y impossible.

Equilibrium distances (below we shall say distances
Ior the sake of brevity) between atoms are different for
various types of atoms.

For various pairs of atoms, not only are the distances
between the vert.ical axis and the bottom of the well
different but so are the depths of the wells.

Tho depth of well has a simple meaning: in order
to rollout of the well , an energy just equal to the depth
is needed. Therefore, the dep th of a well can be called
the binding energy of the particles.

The distances between the atoms of molecule are
so small that it is necessary to choose appropriate units
for their measurement; otherwise, their values would
have to be expressed, for example, in the Iollowing form:
U.OOO 000 012 em. This figure is for an oxygen molecule.

Units especially convenient for describing the atomic
\vol'ld nrc called angstroms (true, the name of tho Swedish
scientist in whose honour these units were named is
properly spelt Angstrom; in order to remember this,
a small circle placed over the letter A);

10-- 8 ell}

one-hund red-mil l ionl.h of a centimetre.
The distances between the atoms of a molecule lie within

UIL~ limits of 1 to !l ..\ The equi l ihrium distance for oxy
gen, which has been wri tten out above, is equal to 1.2 A.
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Interatomic d ist.auces, yon ~e, are very small.
If we gird the Earth wi til a string a L the cq ua tor, then
the length of the "belt" wi ll be as many times greater
than the width of your palm as'tho latter is greater than
tho distance between the atoms of a molecule.

Ordinary calories are used for measuring binding
energies, but they are related not to one molecule, which
woulrl , of course, yield a negligible number, but to
one mole, i.e. to the number of grams equal to the rel
ative molecular mass.

I t is clear tha t the bind ing energy per mole di vided
by Avogadro's number, N A == (l.023 X 10 23 nl01- 1 , yields
the binding energy of a single molecule.

The binding energy of the atoms in a molecule, just
as interatomic distances, varies within naITO\V limits.

For the same oxygen, the binding energy is equal to
116 000 cal/mol, for hydrogen 103 000 cal/mol, etc.

We have already said that the atoms in a molecule
are distributed in an entirely definite manner with re
spect to each other, forming in compi icatcd eases rather
intricate structures.

Let us present several simple examples. In a molecule
of CO 2 (carbon dioxide), all three atoms arc lined up
in a row, with the carbon atom in the middle. A molecule
of 11 20 (water) has an angular form, with the oxygen
atom at the vertex of the anglo (it is equal to
105°).

In a ill 0 lee ul 0 of 1\1[:; (a m In 0 n ia ), the nit 1"'0ge nat0 III

is at the vertex of a three-faced p yrarn id , in a molecule
of (~If4 (methane). tho carbon a lo rn is located at the
centre of a four-faced Iigurc with eq uul sides, which
is called a tetrahedron.

The carbon atoms of C6 I-f 6 (benzene) form a regular
hexagon. The bonds of the carbon atoms with the hydro
gen atoms go fr orn all the vertices of the hexagon. All
the atoms are situated in one plane.
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CARBON DIOXIDE
o C 0

{j fI ~

o

~H{~ ;~;;~;lH
WATER

Figure 2.2 Figure 2.3.

Di agrarns of thp d ist ri huti on of 111e centres of the
atoms in these molecules 2'1'0 shown .in Figures 2.2 and
2.3. The lines svm bolize the bonds.

A chemical rp(~ction OCCUI~['(\<1; t hero were molecules
of one type, and t hen ot hor. were formed. Some bonds
were broken, wh i le other.. \\'Cl'C nowl v created. In order
10 break the bonds between atoms (recall Figure 2.1)
it is necessary to perform work, just as in rolling a ball
011t of a wol l . On t.he contrary, energy is liberated when
new bonds are formed, just as w hen Jl hal I .rol ls .int 0

wel l . -
Which is gl'cnl.el'. the work involved in breaking or

ill crea t ing Lends? \Ve COIUC across )(1clions of both
types in nature.

Tho excess energy is called t.he thermal eflect , or ll101'C

conc isel v, the heat of transjormat ion (reaction). Tho heat
of react ion is usunl Iy ~ .. qua!11 it y of t lu: (~rd(~l' of tens
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of thousands of calories per mole. The heat of reac
tion is often included as a summand in the formula for
a reaction.

For example, the reaction whereby carbon in the form
of graphite burns, i.e. unites with oxygen, is written
out as follows:

C + °2 = CO2 + 94 250 cal

This means that when carbon combines with oxygen
an energy of ~4 250 calories is liberated.

The sum of the internal energies of a mole of car
bon and a mole of oxygen is equal to the internal energy
of a mole of carbon dioxide plus 94 250 calories.

!\lUS, such formulas have the transparent meaning of
algebraic equalities written in terms of the values of
the internal energies.

With the aid of such equations, one can find the heats
of reaction for which direct methods of measurement,
as a result of one or another cause, are unsuitable. Here
is an example: if carbon (graphite) were to combine
with hydrogen, the acetylene would be formed:

2C + H 2 = C2H 2

The reaction does not proceed in this manner. Never
theless, it is possible to find its thermal effect. We write
down three known reactions:

(1) the oxidation of carbon
2C + 20 2 = 2C0 2 + 188 000 cal

(2) the oxidation of hydrogen
1

H2 +202 = H20 +68 000 cal

(3) the oxidation of acetylene
5

C2H2 + 2" O2 :::: 2C02 + H20 + 312 000 cal
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All these equalities may be regarded as equations for
the binding energies of molecules. If so, we may operate
on them as on algebraic equalities. Subtracting the
first two equalities from the third, we obtain:

2C + H 2 = C2H 2 - 56 000 cal

Therefore, the reaction we are interested in is accom
panied by the consumption of 56 000 calories per
mole.

Physical and Chemical Molecules

Until investigators had formed a detailed concept
of the structure of matter, no such distinction was made.
:\ molecule was simply a molecule, i.e. the smallest
representative of a substance. I t seemed that nothing
more could be said. This is not so, however.

The molecules we have just discussed are molecules
in both senses of the word. Molecules of carbon dioxide,
ammonia and benzene (mentioned above), and the mol
ecules of practically all organic substances (which were
not discussed) consist of atoms strongly bonded to one
another. These bonds are not ruptured by dissolution,
melting or evaporation. The molecule continues to be
have as a separate particle or small physical body upon
any physical action or change in state.

But this is not always true. For most inorganic sub
~tances, we can speak of the molecule only in the chem
ical sense. The finest particles of such well-known
Inorganic substances as common salt or calcite or soda
do not even exist. We do not find separate particles
of these substances in crystals (this will be discussed
a few pages further on); when they are dissolved, the
molecules break down into their component atoms .

.Sugar is an organic substance. Therefore, the sugar
dIspersed in a cup of sweetened tea is in the form of
3*
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molecules. Salt is a different matter. We find no molecules
of common salt (sodium chloride) in salty water. These
"molecules" (we have to use quotation marks) exist in
water in the form of atoms (actually, ions-electrically
charged atoms-that will be discussed later).

The same is true of vapours; and in melts a part
of _. the molecules live their own independent lives.

'When we speak of the forces binding the atoms together
in a physical molecule, we call theIN valence forces.
Intermolecular forces are not of the valency kind. The
general shape of the interaction curve, of the type il
lustrated in Figure 2.1, IS the same for both kinds of
forces. The difference lies in the depth of the potential
well. For valence forces the well is hundreds of times
"deeper.

Interaction of Molecules

There can be no doubt of the fact that molecules at
tract each other. If they stopped doing so for .an instant,
all liquids and solids would decompose into molecules.

Molecules repel each other, and neither can this be
doubted, because liquids and solids would otherwise
contract with extraordinary ease.

Forces are exerted between molecules which resemble
in many respects the forces between atoms spoken of
above. The potential energy curve which we have just
drawn for atoms gives a true picture of the basic features
of molecular interaction. However, there are also es
sential differences between these interactions.

Let us compare, for example, the equilibrium distances
"between oxygen atoms forming a molecule and oxygen
atoms of two neighbouring molecules attracted in solidified
oxygen before the equilibrium posi tion. The difference
will be very noticeable: the oxyge~atoms forming a
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molecule settle down at a' distance of1.2 ~A", while', the
oxygen atoms of

o
different molecules approach each other

to within 2.9 A. I

Analogous results have also been obtained for other
atoms" Atoms of different molecules settle down farther
from each other than atoms'of the same molecule. It is
therefore easier to tear molecules apart from each other
than atoms from a molecule; moreover, I the difference
in energy is much greater than that In distance, IW~J]e
the energy necessary for breaking the bonds between
oxygen atoms forming a molecule is. about 100 kcal/mol,
the energy needed to pull oxygen molecules asunder
is less than 2 kcal/rnol. ;;'

Hence, on a 'p,ot~ntial energy curve .for mole.cules,
the potential well lies farther ~way 'from the vertical
axis and, furthermore, the well is much shallower,

However, this does not exhaust', the, diff~ence'between
the interaction between atoms forming"fa 'molecule' and
the interaction of' molecules, ,

Chemists have ·shown. that atoms are bound in a mole
cule with a fully determined number of other atoms.
If two hydrogen atoms have formed a molecule, no
third atom will join them to this end. AI) oxygen atom
in water is bound to tWQ hydrogen' atoms, and it is im-
possible to bind another atom to them'. '.We d~ not find anything similar 1 in intermolecular
interaction.. 'ijaving f attracted one Ve~hbolir. 'to ~~self.,
a molecule does not lose its "attractive force" 'to any
degree. The approach of .'¥eighbpurs will"','c~tinue, as
long as there, is enough room.
. What does "there Is 'enopgh room" mean? A're molecules
reaJly something. like apples o:F ,eggs? Of 'course, in a
certain sense such a. 'co~parison is justified: molecules
lr~ physical bodies possessing defiriite size' and shape.
The equilibrium distance between molecules is nothing
but their size.
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What Thermal Motion Looks Like

The interaction between molecules can have greate
or smaller values during the "lives" of the molecules'

The three states of matter-gaseous, liquid and solid
differ from one another in the role which molecular
interaction plays in them.

The word "gas" was thought up by scientists (derived
from the Greek chaos meaning "disorder"~.

And as a matter of fact, the gaseous state of matter
is an example of the existence in nature of complete,
perfect disorder in the mutual distribution and motion
of particles. There is no microscope which would permit
one to see the motion of gaseous molecules, but in spite
of this, physicists can describe the life of this invisible
world in sufficient detail.

There is an enormous number of molecules, approximate
ly 2.5 X 1019 molecules in a cubic centimetre of air
under standard conditions (room temperature and atmo
spheric pressure). Each molecule's share is a volume of
4 X 10-20 em", that of a small cube whose sides are
approximately 3.5 X 10-7 em = 35 A. However, the
molecules are much smaller. For example, molecules
of oxygen and nitrogen-the basic components of air
have an average size of about 4 A.

Therefore, the average distance between molecules is
ten times as great as the size of the molecules. And this
in turn implies that the average volume of air per mole
cule is approximately a thousand times as great as the
volume of the molecule itself.

Imagine a plane surface on which coins have been
thrown in a random manner where there is an average of
a hundred coins to each square metre. This means one or
two coins on a page of the book which you are reading.
This is roughly how sparsely gas molecules are distrib
uted.
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Every molecule of a gas is in a state of continual
thermal motion.

Let us follow a single molecule. Here it is swiftly
moving somewhere to the right. If it met no ohst.aclas
in its path, the molecule would continue its motion with
the same velocity along a straight line. But the path
of the molecule is crossed by its innumerable neighbours.
Collisions are inevitable, and the molecules fly apart
like two colliding billiard balls. In which direction will
our molecule gallop? Will it acquire or lose its speed?
Anything' is possible: for its collisions can be of the most
various kinds. Blows are possible from the front or from
behind, from the right or the left, which are strong or
weak. I t is clear that. being subject to such irregular
impacts during these random collisions, the molecule
which we are observing will rush about through a II
parts of the vessel in which gas is confined.

How far are gas molecules able to go without a col
lision?

It depends on the size of the molecules and the density
of the gas. The larger the molecules and the more mole
cules there are in a vessel, the more often will they
collide. The average distance travelled by a molecule
without any impact-it is called the mean free path-is
equal to 11 X 10-8 ern = 1100} for hydrogen mole
cules and 5 X 10-8 em = 500 j. for oxygen molecules
under ordinary conditions. The distance of 5 X 10-6 ern
(one-twenty-thousandth of a millimetre) is very small,
but it is far from small in comparison with molecular
sizes. A distance of 10 m for a billiard ball corresponds
in scale to a path of 5 X 10-8 ern for an oxygen molecule.

The structure of a liquid differs essentially from that
of a gas whose molecules are far from each other and
only rarely collide. In a liquid, a molecule is constantly
found in the immediate vicinity of others. The molecules
of a liquid are distributed like potatoes in a sack. True,
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with one distinction: the molecules of a liquid are in
a state of continual and chaotic thermal motion. Because
they are so crowded, they cannot move around as freely
as the molecules of a gas. Each of them is always "marking
time" in practically one and the same place surrounded
by the same neighbours, and only gradually moves
through the volume occupied by the liquid. The more
viscous the liquid, the slower this displacamcn t. But
even in such a "mobile" liquid as water, a molecule
moves 3 }\ during the time required .by a gas molecule to
cover 700 }\.

The forces of interaction between molecules deal very
resolutely with their thermal motion in solids. I n solid
matter, the molecules are almost always ina fixed posi
tion. The only effect of the thermal motion is that the mole
cules are co~tinually vibrating about their equilibrium
positions. The lack of systematic displacements by the
molecules is precisely the cause of what we call solidity.
In fact, if molecules do not, change .neighbours, all tho
more will the separa te parts of the body remain in a
fixed bond with one another.

Compressibility of Bodies

As raindrops drum on a roof, so do gas molecules beat
against the walls of a vessel. The number of these blows
is immense, and it is their united action that creates the
pressure which can move the piston ·of an engine, explode
a shell or blow up a balloon. A hail of molecular blows
this is atmospheric pressure, this is the pressure that
makes the lid of a boiling tea-kettle jump, this is the
force driving a bullet out of a rifle.

What is gas pressure related to? It is clear that the
stronger the blow inflicted by a single molecule, the
greater the pressure. I t is no less obvious that the pressure
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wi ll depend on the number of blows inflicted in a second.
The .more molecules in a vessel, the more frequent the
blows and the greater the pressure. Hence, the pressure p
of a given gas, is proportional, f rst of all, to its
densi ty.

If the nlHSS of gas '.'is constant, then decreasing its
volume, we increase its densi ty by the. corresponding
factor. Therefore, the pressure of a gas in a CIoserl vessel
wil l be inversely proportional to its volume. Or, in
other words, the product of the pressure by the volume
must be constant:

pV = const

This simple Iaw was discovered by the English phvsi
cist Robert Boylo (1627-16rl1) and the French scientist
Edme Mariette (c.. 1620-1684). Boyle's laio (also known
as Miiriotte's laui; is one of the first quantitative laws in
the history of physicul science. Of course, it holds when
the ternperature is constant., I

As a gas is compressed" the Boyle equation is sa tisfied
\VQfSe land worse. The molecules approach each other
.and , the interactions between them begin to influence
-the r beha vicur of tho gns. , ,

Bo vla's Iaw is 'valid in those cases when the inter
ference' ~f lhe.. forc"es of inter~etion ,between the gas mole
cules is completely insignifican t~ One I therefore .speaks of
I?oyle'~, law as a Iaw of rqeal gases. I

The udjcctivo "irleal" sounds rather' funny when modi
fying the word "gus" ;Ideal means perfdG't, S!)i that it is
impos;ibly 'to be better. ".r., ': .' (">.' t

,Th~ .simpler a model or' ·diq.gram~. the mo're"ideal it is
for the physicist. .Computatfons are simplified, ;)'xplana
~ion~ of physical phenomena become easy and clear. The
term "ideal gqs" 'pert ains 'to the simplest modcl ..of a gas.
'rho behaviour of sufficiently rarefied gases is practical ly
indistinguishable from that of ideal gases.
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Liquids are much less compressible than gases, In a
liquid, the molecules are already in "contact". Compres
sion consists only in improving the "packing" of the
molecules, and for very high pressures. in pressing the
molecules themselves. The degree to which the forces of
repulsion hinder the compression of a Iiquid can be seen
from the following figures. A rise-in pressure from one
to two atmospheres entails a decrease in the volume of
a gas by a factor of two, while the volume of water changes
by 1/20 000. and "that of mercury by "a total of
1/250 000.

Even the enormous pressure in the depths of an ocean
is incapable of compressing water to any noticeable
extent. In fact, a pressure of one atmosphere is created
by a ten-metre column of water. The pressure under a
iO-km layer of water is equal to iOOO atm. The volume of
water decreases by 1000/20 000, i.e. by one-twen
tieth.
r;- The compressibility of solids differs little from that
of liquids. This is understandable since in both cases the
molecules are already in contact, and so compression
can only he achieved at the expense of a further drawing
together of molecules which are already strongly repelling
each other. By means of ultrahigh pressures of 50-100 thou
sand atmospheres, we are able to compress steel by one
thousandth, and lead by one-seventh, of its volume.

I t is clear from these examples that, under terrestrial
conditions, we cannot succeed in compressing solid mat
ter to any siznificant extent.
L--- But in the Universe, there are bodies where matter is
compressed with incomparably greater strength. Astron
omers discovered the existence of stars in which the
density of matter reaches 1Q8 g/cmS Inside these stars,
called white dwarfs ("white" for the nature of their lumi
nosity, "dwarfs" because of their relatively small size),
there should therefore be enormous pressures.
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Surface Tension

Is it possible to emerge dry from water? Of course it
is, if one smears oneself with a non-wettable substance.

Rub your finger with paraffin and put it under water.
When yon take it out, you will find that except for two
or three drops there is no water on your finger. A slight
motion-and the drops are shaken off.

In this case we say that water does not wet paraffin.
Mercury behaves in such a manner towards almost all
solid bodies: it does not wet leather, glass or wood.
FWater is more capricious. It adheres closely to some
bodies and tries not to touch others. Water does not wet
oily surfaces, but thoroughly wets clean glass. Water wets
wood, paper and wool.

If a drop of water is placed on a clean plate of glass,
it will spread out and form a very shallow. small puddle.
If such a drop is put on a piece of paraffin, it will just
remain a drop, almost spherical in shape and slightly
flattened by gravity.

Among the substances which "stick" to almost all
bodies is kerosene. Striving to flow along glass or metal,
kerosene is capable of creeping out of a loosely closed
vessel. A puddle of spilled kerosene can spoil one's
existence for a long time: kerosene will seize a large sur
face, creep into cracks and penetrate one's clothes. That
is why it is so difficult to get rid of its not very pleasant
odour.

The failure to wet bodies can lead to curious phenomena.
Take a needle, grease it and carefully place it flat on
water. The needle will not sink. Looking attentively,
you can notice that the needle depresses the water and
calmly lies in the small hollow so formed. However, a
slight pressure is enough to make the needle go to the
bottom. For this it is necessary that a considerable part
of it turns out to be in the water.
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This interesting property is madc use of Ly "'(1t('1' ~tI'id

ors running sw iftl y along the surface of the wal cr wit h
out wetting their feet.

'Vetting is used to dress ores by means of floatat ion.
The word "floatation" means "surfacing" 'The es~cncc of
the phenomenon is as Io llows. Finefy crushed oro is
loaded into a va t containing \\"<1 tor A. smn 11 amoun t of
special oil is added: this oil must wet the pa rtir les of the
mineral and not wet the purticles of the f~'anglle (t h is
is what tho valueless rock or 8g-greg~ltl'~ of, m i nern ls
in an ore arc called). When mixed I the part icles of l]lP
mineral are coated with an oil y film.

Air is blown into the hlnck m i x t u re of oro, wnt or .uul
oil. There is formed a mass of l i tl lo huhh 1('~ of a i 1'-

Ionm. Tho (\ i r bu bbl«. come to the surfuc«. The Pf'()(,(\~~

of noatat ion is b ('1. ~r d () n t11 r rnr t t11 n t t Itp p;\!' l i r 0,(' ~ r
\vi l hoi1 cl i ng tot he Hit' bub b1(', \ 1il I'go p b' 1hhl. \
up a small particle Iike a hal loon.

The mineral collects at the surface in 1he Iorm of Ioa m
and the gangue rerna ins nt 1hp 'hot t orn. Th« Ion m i~
moved and sent Ior 1'111'11)(\1' pl'ores~ing O\'dPL' 10 ohtu in
a so-called "concentrato", which contains lens of timcs
as little gangue.
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F'ol'CPS of r olu-si on hetwco n ~t1rr(l('(\~ nrc capable of
vio la I ing the levelling of l i q II idin communicat ing
vessels. Il is very easy to verify the t ruth of this.

If a th in glass tube (wi th n diameter of a fraction of a
mill i mot.rr-) is lowered in to Tn ter, then in v j ala tion of
the I(\ \\' ()f ('0 m nIII n i ('.(II i Jlg V0 ~~p I~ , lho \va tor in it \ViII
q u ick l y begin r ising, [\IH1 its level wil l become consid-
\rllbly higher than in 1.1,e large vessel (Figul'e 2.4).

But wha t took place? \Vha t forces are supporting the
\Yeigh I of the colum n of liquid lila t has risen up? The
rise is accompl ished by the forces of cohesion between
the wu tel' and the glass.

}1"OIT0S of cohesion between surfaces clearly manifest
thomsr-lvc- only when a liquid rises ill sufficiently
lit in t ube. The nn rrowor the t U U0, the II igher the liquid
uurl the 11101'e distinct the phenomenon. The name of these
~llrfi1ce phenomena is related to the name of the tubes.
Tho inside <1 inmetcr of such tube is mensurod in fractions
of In i 11 i rue tro. sue It lube is cal led enp il lary (meani ng
u( It ina Iii ." The phenomenon of l lu: rise of liq II ids

thin tubes is called capillarity
Btlt to wha t height are capil lnry tu hos capablo of

raising n liquid? It turns ant that water rises to a height
of 1.!) m min a tu be of I-mrn d ia meter. F 0[' a diameter
or 0.01 H1111, l he height of the rise wi ll increase as many
li mes the diameter of the tu be decreases, i.e. to
1~) CIII .

Of ·~n. the clcvat ion of a liquid is possible only
in t he of wet t i ng. I t is nol hard to guess that mercury
\V ill r ise i n gln~s tubos. On the cont ra rv , 111CrCUI'Y
falls in gJas~ tubes. Merr ur y is so "intolerant" of contact
w i I h gLl·~~ that. it strives to reduce the total surface to
I Ill.' m i u i m u m u l low etl by gravity.

Tlur« oxist mn nv hod ios wh ir h some thing l ike
~Y~(('\ln~ or vcrv th"'in tube-s. Ca pi l ln ry pho nomcnn can
cd\\'(lY~ bp o hsurv cd in such bodies.
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Plants and trees have an entire system of long ducts
and pores. The diameters of these ducts are less than
hundredths of a millimetre. Because of this, capillary
forces raise soil moisture to a considerable height and
distribute water throughout the plant.

Blotting paper is a very convenient thing. You spilled
some ink on a page and want to turn it over. But you're
not going to wait until the blot dries up. You take a sheet
of blotting paper, dip one of its edges in the drop, and
the ink swiftly runs upwards against gravity.

A typical capillary phenomenon has occurred. If
you look at the blotting paper through a microscope,
you can see its structure. Such a paper consists of a sparse
network of paper fibres forming thin and long ducts with
each other. These ducts play the role of capillary
tubes.

The same kind of system of long pores or ducts formed
by fibres exists in wicks. Kerosene rises through the
wick of a lamp. A siphon can also be created with the
aid of a wick by placing one of its ends in a glass partially
filled with water, in such a way that the other end hanging
over the edge is lower than the first (Figure 2.5).
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In the technology of the dyeing industry, frequent

use is also made of the ability of a fabric to draw in
a liquid through the thin pores formed by the threads
of the fabric.

We have not said anything yet about the molecular
mechanism of these interesting phenomena.

The differences in the surface tension of various sub
stances can be excellently explained by intermolecular
in teractions.

A drop of mercury does not spread out over the surface
of glass. The reason is that the energy of interaction
between the mercury atoms is greater than the energy of
cohesion between the glass and mercury atoms. For the same
reason, mercury does not rise in narrow capillary tubes.

It is a different matter with water. If was found that
the atoms of hydrogen of the water molecules readily
cohere to the atoms of oxygen in the silica of which
glass mainly consists. The water-glass intermolecular
forces are greater than the water-water intermolecular
forces. Therefore, water spreads out into a thin film over
the surface of glass and rises in glass capillary tubes.

Surface tension or, more precisely, the energy of cohe
sion (depth of the potential well in Figure 2.1) for various
pairs of substances can be both measured and calculated.
A discussion on how this can be done would lead us too
far away from our subject.

Crystals and Their Shape

Many people think that crystals are beau-tiful, rarely
found stones. They occur in various colours, are usually
transparent and, what is most remarkable, possess
a beautiful regular shape. Crystals are most often poly
hedra with ideally plane sides (faces) and strictly straight
edges. They please the eye with a marvellous play of
colours at the faces and an amazingly regular structure.
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j\1110ng' them are the unassuming crystals of rock sul L.

natural sodium chloride, i.e. common salt. They are found
in nature in the form of rectangular parallelepipeds or
cubes. Calcite crystals also have a simple form-trans
parent obl ique-anglcd parallelepipeds. Quartz crystals
are much more compl icntorl. Each little crystal h<1S n gren]
many faces of different shapes, in l.ersect ing in edges of
d i Ilerent lengths.

However, a crystal is anything 'but a museum-piece.
Crystals surround us everywhere. The solid bodies with
which we build homes and make machines, the substances
which \ve use in our daily lives almost all of them ate
crystals, J3ut why do we not see this'? 'l'~le reason is that
ill nature \YC rarely come across bodies in the form of
single individual crystals (or, as is said ; monocrystals).
Substances are most often found in tho form of firmly
linked crystalline grains of very srn al l"si'zc, less than
a thousanrlt.h of a mill imet re. Such a structure can only
be seen through a microscope.

'Horlies con'sist ing of "ti~)y crysl al l ine grui ns are called
pol ycr'yst.al'l'ine (derived' [1'0111 the (~reek ]July.~ meaning
"many"). .

Ofcourso, pol yc'rystal l lne bodies 111USt also 'be included
among the cr·ystn:js·: Jt'\,Jlf 'tl~jen turn out that almost all
the solid bodies 'S'ULTOH~dir:t'g'us are crystals. Sand and
granite, copper and I iron, the salol sold in a drug store
arid paint all these are crystals.:"

l'hcl'e are except.ions: glass and plastics do not eon
sist of small crystals, Such sol id., bo.dies are called
amorphous.

'rhus, stud ying rrystnls Jnean~' stlld'yiJ~g almost all tho
bod ies surround ing us. I t is 0 bvi Ol1~ t h»..t tlfis j ~ i In port-an L

Single crvstalsnrc rcr ogn izcd nl'b'ncp· by the regularity
of their shapcsv L'Innc faces and st'rn ight edges ar« cha 1'

nctcrtst.ic properties of n cryst.al ; t.h8' regu lar i t.v of shape
is und ouhtod l y related to the regu ln rit y (if the iu ternal

, •• I ..
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structure of a crystal. If a crvst.al has been especia ll y
stretched in a certain direction, it means tha t tho struc
ture of the crystal in this direction is also special in
some way.

But imagine that a ball has been made by machine out
of a large crystal. Will \\"0 succeed in figuring ou t tha t we
have a crystal in our hands, in distinguishing this ball
from a glass ball? Since the di Heron t faces of a crystal
are developed to differen t degrees, this suggests tha t the
physical properties of a crystal also differ in different
directions. This, of course, refers to the strength of a
crystal, its electrical conductivity and to many other
properties. This peculiarity of a crystal is called the
anisotropy of its properties. Anisotropic means different
properties in different directions.

Crystals are anisotropic. On the contrary, amorphous
bodies, liquids and gases are isotropic, i.e. possess iden
tical (dorived from the Greek isos meaning "equ al")
properties in different directions (derived from the Greek
tropos meaning "turning"). Tho anisotropy of the proper
ties of a crystal is precisely what permits us to find out
whether or not a transparent, formless piece of matter
is a crystal.

Let us visit a mineralogical museum and closely exam
inc va rious monocrystnlline specimens of crystals of
the same substance. I t is qui te possible that specimens
of both regular and irregular shapes are on display. SOlDO

of the crystals resemble fragments, others have one or t\VO

abnormally developed faces.
From the collection of specimens we select the ones

that seem to be of perfect shape and sketch them. The
drawing we obtain is shown in Figure 2.G. Quartz has
again been taken as an example. As the crystals of other
substances, quartz can develop a different number of Iaces
of each "kind", as well as a different number of "kinds"
of faces. Evon if their similarity in appearance is not
1.- 0389
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Figure 2.6
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self-8V ident , such small crystals do resemble one another
as do close relatives or, sometimes, as twins, In what
docs their sim ilari ty consist?

Look carefully at Fig-ure 2.6, which illustrates a number
of quartz crystals. All of them are close "relatives"
They can be made truly similar by grinding off various
faces by different amounts in such a \vay that they remain
parallel to 1heir initial positions. I t is readily evident,
for instance, that crystal II can be made, in this way,
entirely sim il ar to crystal I. This is possible because
the angles are equal between like faces, for example, be
tween faces A and B: Band C, etc.

It is this equality of angles that gives the crystals
their "family" rcsem blance. As the faces are ground off
paruilcl to the] j' initial positions, the shape of the crystal
is changed, 1>11 ( th« angles between tho faces are
rcta i ned .
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Figure 2.7

As a crystal grows, cert ain of its faces, due to various
random factors, may be in more favourable, and others in
less favourable conditions for the addition of new layers
of atoITIS or molecules. Crystals grown under differont
conditions may not appreciably resemble one another, as
far as their appearance is concerned, but the angles be
tween the corresponding faces of all crystals of the sub
stance being considered are always the same. The shape
(or habit, as it is called) of a cryst.al is a matter of chance,
but the angles between its faces (and you wil l understand
why further on) depend upon its internal structure.

The flatness of its faces is not the only fea ture that
distinguishes a crystal from shapeless bodies. A crystal
also possesses symmetry. The meaning of this word , in
the sense we are about to employ, can best be demonstrat
lid by examples.

Illustrated in Figure 2.7 is a statue (reminding us of the
famous ones on Easter Island) standing in front of a large
mirror. The reflection in the m irror is an exact copy
(actually a mirror imago) of the statue. The sculptor
could have carved t\VO statues and arranged them in the
same mariner as our statue and its reflection in the mirror.
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This douhlo scu lpturo is a svmmetrical Iiguro; it consists
of two equal parts. one being a mirror image of the other
and equal in the sense that one's left hand is equivalent
to OIlO'S right.

Let us assume that a flat mirror is placed as in Fig
ure 2.7 Then the right-hand part of the sculpture
exactly coincides wi th the reflection of its loft-hand part.
Such syrumct.rical arrangement would have a vertical
plane of mirror symmet ry passing through the centre
bet\veen the t\VO parts. The plane of symmetry is an
imaginary one, hut we sense it di~inctly in examining
a symmetrical body"

The hodies of animals have planes of symmetry: a ver
tical plane of external syrnrnotry CRn be passed through
a man as well. Svm met.r y is only approx imate in the
animal worl d , and, in general, there is no ideal syrn
metry in the world around us. Au urch itector can design
a house consisting of t\VO ideally symmetrical halves.
But when the house is built, no mu tter how wel l, you
can always lind some difference in the t\VO symmetrical
parts: one may have a crack at some place where the
other has not.

1"11e most exact symmetry is found in the world of
crystals, though it is hardly ideal here either. Fissures
invisible to the naked eye, scratches and other Ilaws
always make equal faces differ slightly from one another.

The child's toy .al lcd a pinwheel is illustrated in
Figure 2.8. I L is also symmetrical , bu t you cannot pass
a p lune of symmetry through it in any \vay. What then
is symmetrical about this toy? First , let us consider
its symmetrical parts. How many are there? Obviously,
Iour. What makes their mutual arrangement regular?
This, loo, is siuiplu enough. Let us turn the pinwheel
-ounterclockwise through a right angle, i .e. one-fourth

of a revolution. NO\V vane .I has turned to the previous
posi lion of vane 2, 2 to that of vane 3,8 to that of vane 4,
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and 4 to that of vane 1. The new position of the pinwheel
cannot be distinguished from the previous one. We say
that such a figure has an axis of symmetry 01\ more pre
cisely, an axis of four-fold symmetr-y because it coincides
with itself after turning through one-fourth of a revolu
tion.

'rhus, an axis of rotation symmetry is an imaginary
straight line about which a body, when turned through
a unit fract.ion of a revolution, is in a position that can
not he distinguished from its initial position. The order
of rotation symmetry (Iour-Iold in our case) indicates
tha t such co inc idence occurs after turning the bod y one
fourth of a revolution. Consequently, after four such
turning motions we return to the initial position.

1)0 \VO lind symmet rv of all kinds in tho crystal king
dorn? I nvestignt ions have shown 1hat we do not. In
Iuct, t.he only axes of rotation symmetry found in crystals
a(~e tho t\VO-, t hrce-. four- and six-fold ones. Th is is no
mere chance. C ·y~l(\lJogl'<1phel'.. have shown t.hnt it is
rclut ed wit.h tlu: interunl slruct ure of cr .st.als. Therefore,
tho numhor or diHpl~ent. kinds 0", as we say, classes of

-ystnl symrnetrv is rolut.ivel y smul l-i-onl y 32.
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Strudure of Crystals

Why is the regular shape of a crystal so beautiful?
Its faces, so smooth and shining, look as though they were
polished by a skilled lapidary. Different parts of the
crystal repeat one another, forming a handsome sym
metrical figure. This exceptional regularity of crystals
has been known since time immemorial. But the con
cepts of the ancient scholars on the nature of crystals
differed only slightly from the tales and legends made
up by poets whose imagination was fascinated by the
beauty and elegance of crystals. It was believed that
rock crystal is formed of ice, and diamond.•f rock crystal.
Many wonderous properties were attributed to crystals;
they were thought to heal diseases, protect one against
poisons, have an influence on one's fate and many
others.

The first scientific views on the nature of crystals
appeared only in the 17th and 18th centuries. An idea
of these conceptions is given by Figure 2.9, which was
reproduced from Traite de Mineralogie, written by the
French abbe, Rene Just Haiiy, near the end of the 18th
century. According to its author, crystals are made up
of tiny "building blocks", fitting tightly to one another.
This conclusion is one that is naturally arrived at. Let
us break up a crystal of Iceland spar (calcite, or calcium
carbonate) with a sharp blow of a hammer. I t flies apart
into pieces of various sizes. Examining them carefully,
we find that the pieces are of regular shape, quite similar
to that of the large crystal, their "parent" Evidently,
reasoned Hally, if we continue to break up the pieces
into smaller and smaller ones, we will finally reach the
smallest building block, invisible to the naked eye,
which is a crystal of the given substance. These ultimate
blocks are so small that steps formed by them, comprising
the faces of the large crystal, seem to us to be immaculate-
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Figure 2.9

ly smooth. Well, and what is this final building block
like? The scientists of that day could not answer this
question.

The "building block" theory of crystal structure was of
great benefit to science. I t explained the origin of the
straight edges and flat faces of a crystal. As a crystal
grows, new building blocks attach themselves to those
of the crystal, and a face grows like the wall of a house
built by the hands of bricklayers.

Hence, the question concerning the reason for the
regularity and beauty of the shapes of crystals has b.een
answered a long time ago. The reason for this phenom
enon is their internal regularity. This regularity con
sists in the endless repetition of one and the same ele
mentary parts.

Imagine a park fence made of rods of different lengths
and distributed helter-skelter. An ugly scene. A good
fence is constructed from identical rods distributed in
a regular sequence at equal distances from each other.
We find such a self-repeating pattern on wallpaper. Here
an element of a drawing, say, a girl playing with a ball,
is repeated not only in one direction, as in a park fence,
but so that it fills a plane.
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But what relationship do a park fence and wallpaper
have to a crystal? A most direct one. A park fence con
sists of links repeating along a line, wallpaper of pat
terns repeating in a plane, and a crystal of groups of
atoms repeating in space. One therefore says that the
atoms of a cryst.al form a space (or crystal) lattice.

There are certain details concerning a three-dimension
al, or space, lattico that we must now discuss. To sim
pIi fy the \V 0 rk 0 f t 110 i IIus trat 0 r , we sha]I expIainaII
that is required, using wallpaper as an example, rather
than asking him to construct compl icated drawings of
thrce-d imensionn1 figures.

Sr-parn tcd ou t in Fign re 2.10 is the srnal lest piece 1hn t
can be t ransferred or shifted to obtain the whole pn t.lern
of the wn llpaper. 1'0 separate out such a piece, \ve-dra\v
t\VO st rn ight Ii nos from any point of the d rawiug , for
instance, tho cent.ro of the beach ball, connecting it to
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the same points of the t\VO adjacent balls. As can be
seen in our drawing, we can use these two lines to con
struct a parallelogram. By shifting or transferring this
parallelogram along the directions of the two ini tial
basic lines over distances equal to its sides, we can
obtain the whole wallpaper pattern. This smallest repeat
ed portion, commonly called a unit cell, can be selected
in various ways. It is evident from Figure 2.10 that
several di fferen t parallelograms could be selected, each
containing one drawing. We emphasize that in the given
case it makes no difference to us whether the picture
inside the cell is a whole one or it is divided up by the
lines bounding the cell.

It would be a mistake to suppose tha t after drawing
the repeating picture, called the motif, for the wallpaper
the artist can always consider his job to be finished. This
would be true if the only way to make a pattern for
wallpaper was to add to the given portion another identi
cal portion, shifted parallel to the first along the two
initial basic. lines.

In addition to this simplest method, however, there
are sixteen more ways to fill in the wallpaper design
with an orderly repeated drawing, or motif, i.e. seventeen
types of mutual arrangement of drawings on a plane.
They are illustrated in Figure 2.11. Here a simpler
repeating motif has been selected, but, like the one in
Figure 2.10, it has no symmetry in itself. The patterns
composed of this motif are syrnrnc trical and. tho difference
in the pa11erns is due to the d i ffprcJlc(\ in the sym met r icn1
arrangements of the motifs.

We see, for example, that in the first three eases the
pattern has no plane of mirror symrnet I~Y: you cannot
posit.ion vort.ical mirror so that one part of tlu: pat torn
is a mirror reflection of another part. Cases 4: and rl,
on the conl.rary , have planes of svmrnet.ry. 1\""0 mutua ll y
perpendicular m i ITOl'S can be set up ill eases H and B,
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Figure 2.11

Case 10 has an axis of four-fold rotation symmetry, per
pendicular" to the plane of the drawing. In case 11, the
axis is of three-fold symmetry, and in cases 13 and 15,
of six-fold rotation symmetry.

Planes and axes of symmetry are found on our drawings
in parallel series or families, rather than singly. If you
have found one point through which you can pass an
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axis (or plane) of symmetry, you can readily find the
adjacent point and consecutive points, all spaced at the
same distance from one another, through which the same
kind of axes (or planes) of symmetry can be passed.

The seventeen types of symmetry of a plane pattern
do not, of course, exhaust all of the great variety of pat
terns that can be composed from a single motif. The
artist must specify one more condition: how the motif
is to be positioned with respect to the boundary lines
of the cell. Figure 2.12 illustrates two wallpaper pat
terns with the same initial motif which is differently
positioned in each pattern with respect to the lines rep
resenting the vertical mirrors (in a plane pattern they
are simply lines of symmetry). Both patterns come under
case 8 in Figure 2.11.

Each body, including crystals, consists of atoms.
Simple substances, or elements, consist of atoms of
a single kind. Complex substances, or compounds, con
sist of atoms of two or several kinds. Assume that in
some superpowerful microscope we could examine the
surface of a crystal of common salt and see the centres
of the atoms. Figure 2.13 shows how we would see the
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figure 2.13

atoms arranged along a face of the crystal like a wallpaper
pattern. You can readily understand now how a crystal
is constructed. We could say that a crystal resembles
"three-dimensional wallpaper" A crystal is composed by
joining three-dimensional unit cells tightly together
instead of plane cells as for wallpaper patterns. These
three-dimensional unit cells are the building blocks of
which the crystals are built.

How many different ways exist for building up three
dimensional wallpaper patterns from these elementary
pieces? This complex mathematical problem was solved
at the turn of the century by the founder of structural
crystallography Yevgraf Stepanovich Fedorov (1853
1919). This eminent Russian scientist established the
fact that there can be only 230 different ways to build
up a crystal or, as they say today, 230 Fedorov groups.

All that is known today about the internal structure of
crystals was obtained by X-ray structure analysis, which
we shall describe in some detail in the fourth book.

Simple crystals exist, made up of atoms of a single
kind. Diamond, for example, is of pure carbon. Crystals
ot common salt consist of ions (electrically charged
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atoms) of two kinds: sodium and chlorine. More complex
crystals may be made up of molecules which, in their
turn, consist of atoms of many kinds.

We can always single out in a crystal the smallest
repeating groups of atoms (or single atoms, in the simplest
case). Such a group is called the unit cell.

The dimensions of unit cells may vary in wide ranges.
The shortest distances are found between the adjacent
lattice points (corners of the unit cell) of the simplest
crystals, consisting of atoms of a single kind. The
maximum distances are found in complex protein crystals.
These distances, called lattice constants, range from
2 or 3 angstroms to several hundred angstroms (hund
redths of one-millionth of a centimetre).

There are a great variety of crystal lattices. The prop
erties common to all crystals are due to their lattice
structure. To begin with, we can readily understand
that the ideally flat faces of a crystal are the planes passing
through the lattice points at which atoms are located.
But any number of lattice planes can be passed in the
most diverse directions. Which of these planes bound
the grown crystals, i.e. become its faces?

Let us turn our attention, first of all, to the following
circumstance: various lattice planes and lines are not
filled equally densely with lattice points. Experiments
show that a crystal is faceted by the planes that are
most densely studded with lattice points and that these
planes intersect at edges which are also most densely
occupied by lattice points.

A view of a crystal lattice perpendicular to a face is
shown in Figure 2.14. Shown also are the traces of lattice
planes perpendicular to the drawing. I t should be clear
from what has been said that faces on the crystal parallel
to planes I and III are apt to develop. No faces will be
developed parallel to plane I I which is so sparsely dotted
with lattice points (and atoms).
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The structures of many hundreds of crystals are known
today. We shall discuss the structures of the simplest crys
tals, first of all, those built up of atoms of a single kind.

Three types of lattices are most common. They are
shown in Figure 2.15. The centres of the atoms are repre
sented by points; the lines joining the points do It&thave
any actual meaning. They have been drawn merely to
make the nature of the spatial distribution of the atoms
clearer to the reader

Figures 2.15a and b depict cubic lattices. In order to
visualize these lattices more clearly, imagine that you
have arranged building blocks in the simplest manner
edge to edge and face to face. If you now conceptually
place points at the vertices and centres of the cubes,
the cubic lattice depicted in Figure 2.15a appears. Such
a structure is called body-centred cubic. If points are
placed at the vertices of the cubes and at the centres of
their faces, the cubic lattice depicted in Figure 2.15b
appears. I t is called face-centred cubic.

The third lattice (Figure 2.15c) is called close-packed
hexagonal (i.e. having six angles). In order to understand
the origin of this term and more clearly visualize the dis-
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tribution of the atoms in this lattice, let us take some
billiard balls and start packing them as closely as pos
sible. First of all, let us form a close layer-it looks like
billiard balls which have been gathered in by a rack
before the beginning of a game (Figure 2.16). Note that
the ball in the middle of the triangle is in contact with
six neighbours, and these six neighbours form a hexagon.
We continue the packing by laying one layer upon ano
ther. If we place the balls of the second layer directly
above the balls of the first, such a packing would not
be close. Trying to distribute the greatest number of
balls in a definite volume, we should place the balls of
the second layer in the holes formed by the first, the
Ialls of the third layer in the holes of the second, etc.
In a close-packed hexagonal lattice, the balls of the
third layer are placed in such a way that their centres
lie directly above those of the balls of the first.

The centres of the atoms in a close-packed hexagonal
lattice are distributed just like those of the balls which
are closely packed in the manner described.

A great many elements crystallize in the lattices of the
three types described above:
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Figure 1.t6

Close-packed hexagonal lattice Be, Co, Hf, Ti, Zn, Zr
Face-centred cubic AI, Cu, Co, Fe, AUt Ge, Nit Ti
Body-centred cubic Cr, Fe, Li, Mo, Tat Ti, U, V

We shall mention only a few of the other structures.
The structure of diamond is depicted in Figure 2.17.
What is characteristic of this structure is that a carbon
atom in diamond has four immediate neighbours. Let us
compare this number with the corresponding numbers
for the three most common structures just described.
As is evident from the figures, each atom has 12 immediate
neighbours in a close-packed hexagonal lattice, the
atoms forming a face-centred cubic lattice have just
as many neighbours, and each atom has eight neighbours ~
in a body-centred lattice.

We shall say a few words about graphite, whose struc
ture is shown in Figure 2.18. This structure has a striking
peculiarity. Graphite consists of layers of atoms, where
atoms of a single layer are more firmly bound to each
other than atoms of neighbouring layers. This is related
to the values of the interatomic distances: the distance
between neighbours in a single layer is 2.5 times as small
as the shortest distance between layers.
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Figure 2.t7 Figure 2.t8

The presence of weakly bound atomic layers makes it
easy for graphite crystals to break up along these layers.
This is why solid graphite can serve as a lubricant in
those cases when it is impossible to apply lubricating
oil-for example, at very low or very high temperatures.
Graphite is a solid lubricant.

Friction between two bodies reduces, roughly speaking,
to the fact that microscopic protuberances of one body fall
in hollows of the other. The force required for breaking
up a microscopic graphite crystal is much smaller than
the frictional forces; therefore, a graphite lubrication
considerably facilitates the sliding of one body along
another.

There is an endless variety in the structures of crystals
of chemical compounds. The structures of rock salt and
carbon dioxide depicted in Figures 2.19 and 2.20 can
serve as extreme examples.
5-0389
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Figure 2.t9 Figure 2.20

Crystals of rock salt (Figure 2.19) consist of atoms of
sodium (small dark balls) and chlorine (large light balls)
alternating along the axes of a cube. Each sodium atom
has six equidistant neighbours of the other kind. The
same is also true of chlorine. But where are the molecules
of sodium chloride? There are none; not only are groups
of single atoms of sodium and single atoms of chlorine
absent from salt crystals, but in general, no group of
atoms whatsoever can be distinguished from the others
by their proximity.

The chemical formula of NaCI does not give us any
grounds for saying that "this substance is built up out
of molecules of NaCl". The chemioal formula merely
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Figure l.lt

indicates that the substance is constructed from the same
number of atoms of sodium and chlorine.

The question of the existence of molecules in a sub
stance is decided by its structure. If no groups of close
atoms can be distinguished in it, there are no~molecules.

A crystal of carbon dioxide, CO2 (the dry ice which lies
in cartons of ice cream), is an example of a molecular
crystal (Figure 2.20).

The centres of the oxygen and carbon atoms of a mole
cule of CO2 are situated along a straight lin~ (see Fig
ure 2.2). The distance C-O is equal to 1.3 A, and the
distance between oxygen atoms of neighbouring molecules
is about 3 A. It is obvious that under such conditions
we immediately "recognize" a molecule in a crystal.

Molecular crystals are close packings of molecules. In
order to see this, we must outline the contours of the
molecules. This is precisely what has been done in
Figure 2.20.

All organic substances consist of molecular crystals.
Organic molecules frequently consist of many tens and
even hundreds of atoms (those made up of tens of thousands
5*
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of atoms are to be discussed in a separate chapter). It is
impossible to properly depict their packing arrangements
graphically. For this reason, you may find drawings
similar to Figure 2.21 in books in this field. The mole
cules of this organic substance are built up of carbon
atoms. The bars between the atoms represent the valence
bonds. The molecules seem to be suspended in air. But
do not believe what you see here. They have been drawn
thus to give you an idea of how the molecules are arranged
in a crystal. For the sake of simplicity, the illustrator
did not show the hydrogen atoms joined to the outer
atoms of carbon (as a matter of fact, chemists frequently
make their similar omissions). He did not even consider
it necessary to outline the molecule, imparting a definite
shape to it. If he had, we would see that the principle of
molecular packing, with the "key fitting the lock", is
just as valid in this case as in other similar ones.

Polycrysfalline Substances

We have already mentioned the fact that amorphous
bodies are rare in the world of solids. Most of the objects
surrounding us consist of tiny crystalline grains, about
a thousandth of a millimetre in size.

Investigators discovered the granular structure of met
als in the 19th century with the aid of ordinary optical
microscopes. All that was required was an arrangement
enabling the specimens to be observed in reflected instead
of transmitted light. Up-to-date metallurgical micro
scopes operate on this same principle.

The image seen in such a microscope may be like that
shown in Figure 2.22. The grain boundaries are usually
quite distinct. As a rule, impurities accumulate at the
boundaries.

The- properties of materials depend to an exceptionally
large degree on the size of the grains, their orientation
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and what is happening at their boundaries. For this
reason, physicists have devoted much research to the
study of polycrystalline substances. By means of X-ray
structure analysis, about which we have already promised
to tell our readers, they found that each grain is a small
crystal. We repeat our promise.

All treatment of a metal affects its grains. Suppose we
have a piece of cast metal. I ts grains are in disorder and
their size is quite large. Then we make wire of the piece
of metal by drawing it through a die. What happens to
the crystalline grains in this plastic working operation?
Investigations have shown that the change in shape of
a solid in drawing wire or in some other plastic working
technique breaks up the crystalline grains. At the same
time, a certain element of order is produced in the arrange
ment of these grains by the action of the mechanical
forces. But what possible kind of order can there be here?
The fragments of the grains are absolutely shapeless.

This is true: the fragments may be of any random shape,
but a fragment of a crystal is still a crystal and the atoms
In its lattice are packed as regularly as in any well
faceted crystal. Hence, we can indicate in each fragment
hQw its unit cells are oriented. Prior to plastic working,
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the cells are strictly ordered only within each separate
grain; there is, as a rule, no total order. After the metal
is worked, the grains align themselves so that a certain
general order becomes evident in their cells. This is
called texture. For example, the diagonals of the cells in
all the grains become oriented approximately parallel
to the direction in which the metal is worked.

Texture is illustrated in Figure 2.23 (at the right) by
the example of certain definite, indicated planes in the
grains. These planes are most densely filled with atoms
and are shown by rows of dots. The illustration at
the left shows the grains of (the metal before being
worked.

The various kinds of plastic working operations (roll
ing, forging, and wire-drawing) produce textures of differ
ent types. In some operatiens, the grains turn so that the
diagonals of their unit cells are aligned along the direc
tion of working, while in others the edges of the cells are
aligned, etc. The more advanced the rolling or wire
drawing technique, the more perfect the texture of the
crystalline grains of metal. Texture has a striking effect
on the mechanical properties of metal articles. A study
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of the arrangement and size of the crystalline grains in
metals led to an understanding of the fundamental prin
ciples involved in the plastic working of metals. This,
in turn, led to the improvements of the techniques em
ployed.

Another important kind of metal treatment, anneal
ing, is also associated with the rearrangement of the met
al grains. If rolled or drawn metal is heated to a suffi
ciently high temperature, new crystals are formed, which
grow at the expense of the old ones. Annealing gradually
destroys the texture; the new crystals are arranged dis
orderly. As the temperature is raised (or the metal is
held longer at the annealing temperature), new grains
grow and the old ones disappear. The grains can grow to
a size visible to the naked eye. Annealing drastically
alters the properties of a metal. It becomes more ductile
and softer. This occurs because the grains become coarser
and the texture disappears.



3. Temperature

Thermometer

If two differently heated bodies are brought into con
tact, the warmer one will cool off and the colder one will
warm up. It is said that two such bodies exchange
heat.

As we have already said, heat exchange is a kind of
energy transfer; the body which gives off energy is said
to be hotter. We feel that a body is hot if it makes our
hand warm, transfers energy to it. On the contrary, if a
body is felt to be cold, this means that it is taking'energy
away from our body. -

Concerning a body which is giving off heat (i.e. giving
off energy by means of heat exchange), we say: its temper
ature is higher-than that of the body which is taking in
this heat.

Observing whether an object of interest to us is cool
ing off or warming up in the presence of one or another
body, we find "its place" in a row of heated bodies. Tem
perature is a kind of mark indicating for which bodies the
object of interest to us will be a giver, and for which a
receiver, of heat.

Temperature is measured by thermometers.
The structure of thermor6ters can be based on the

utilization of various properties of bodies sensitive to
temperature. The most frequently utilized property is
~he expansion of bodies during a rise in temperatuf~f'
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If the body of a thermometer changes its volume when
in contact with various bodies, this implies that these
bodies have different temperatures. When the volume of
the body of a thermometer is greater, the temperature is
higher, and when the volume is smaller, the temperature
is lower.

There are various substances'that can'serve as thermom
eters: liquids (such as mercury or alcohol), solids (such
as metals), and gases. But different substances expand
differently, and so mercurial, alcoholic, gaseous and other
"degrees" will not coincide. Of course, two basic points,
the melting point of ice and the boiling point of water,
can always be marked on all thermometers. Therefore,
all thermometers will indicate 0 and 100 degrees centi
grade identically. But bodies will not expand identically
between 0 and 100 degrees. One body expands rapidly
between 0 and 50 degrees on a mercury thermometer, and
slowly in the second part of this interval, but another,
vice versa.

Having made thermometers with differently expand
ing bodies, we will discover noticeable discrepancies in
their readings, in spite of the fact that their readings will
coincide for the basic points. Moreover, a water thermom
eter would lead us to the following discovery: if a body
cooled to zero is placed on an electric stove, its "water
temperature" would first fall and then rise. This happens
because water at first decreases its volume when heated,
and only later behaves "normally", i.e. increases its
volume when heated.

We see that a rash choice of material for a thermometer
can bring us to an impasse.

But then what should we be guided by in choosing a
"true" thermometer? Which body would be ideal for this
purpose?

We have already spoken about such ideal bodies. They
are ideal gases, There are no Interactions between the
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particles of an ideal gas and, studying the expansion of
an ideal gas, we study how the motion of its molecules
changes. This is precisely the reason why an ideal gas is
an ideal body for a thermometer.

And it really is a striking fact that while water does
not expand like alcohol (nor alcohol like glass, nor glass
like iron), then hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and any other
gas in a sufficiently rarefied state to deserve being called
ideal expand in exactly the same fashion when heated.

Therefore, the changes in volume undergone by a def
inite amount of ideal gas serve as the basis for defining
temperature in physics. Of course, in view of the fact that
gases are highly compressible, one must be especially
careful in seeing to it that the gas is under constant pres
sure.

In order to graduate a gas thermometer, we should
accurately measure the volume of the gas we have chosen
at 0° and at 100°C. We shall divide the difference be
tween the volumes V1 0 0 and Vo into 100 equal parts. In
other words, the change in the volume of the gas by
(V 1 0 0 - Vo)/100 corresponds to one degree centigrade
(1°C).

Let us now suppose that our thermometer shows a
volume V What temperature t °C corresponds to this
volume? It is not difficult to comprehend that

tOC= V-Yo 100,. tOe = v-vo
V

100
- Vo i.e. 100 V

100
- Vo

By means of this equality, we assign each volume V to
a temperature t and obtain the temperature scale* which
physicists use. ..

·The centigrade scale at which 0 °C is taken as the melting point
of ice, and iOO °C as the boiling point of water (both at the
standard pressure of 760 mm Hg) is ~ery convenient. In spite
of this, the British and the Americans have so far been using
D temveratur~ scale which seems very strange to us. How1 f9f
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With a rise in temperature, the volume of a gas in
creases without bound-there is no theoretical limit to
the growth in temperature. On the contrary, low (nega
tive on the centigrade scale) temperatures have a
limit.

What will happen when the temperature is lowered?
A real gas will eventually turn into a liquid, and with an
even greater fall in temperature, will solidify. The gas
molecules will gather in a small volume. But what will
this volume he equal to for a thermometer filled with an
ideal gas? Its molecules do not interact with each other
and do not have any volume of their own. Hence, a de
crease in temperature brings an ideal gas to a zero vol
ume. It is quite possible to come as close as we wish in
practice to a behaviour that is characteristic of an ideal
gas, for example, to a zero volume. For this it is necessary
to fill up the gas thermometer with more and more rare
fied gas. Therefore, we won't go wrong by assuming the
minimum volume of the gas equal to zero.

According to our formula, the lowest possible tempera
ture corresponds to a zero volume. This temperature is
called the absolute zero of temperature.

example, will you react to the following sentence taken from
an English novel: "The summer wasn't hot, the temperature
was 60-70 degrees." A misprint? No, the Fahrenheit scale (OF).
The temperature in England rarely falls below -20°C. Fahren
heit selected a mixture of ice and salt having approximately
such a temperature and took this temperature for his zero. In
the words of the inventor, the standard temperature of a human
body was taken for 1000 on this scale. However, in order to
determine this point, Fahrenheit probably made use of the
services of a slightly feverish person. On the Fahrenheit scale,
the average standard temperature of a human body is 98 OF.
On this scale, water freezes at +32 OF and boils at 212 OF. The
conversion formula will be:

t °c= ~ (t-32) OF
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In order to determine the position of absolute zero on
the centigrade scale, we must substitute zero for the vol
ume (V = 0) in the temperature formula just derived.
Consequently, the temperature of absolute zero is equal
to -100VO/(V1 00 - yO).

It turns out that this remarkable point corresponds to a
temperature of about -273°C (more precisely, -273.15 °C).

\Thus, there are no temperatures below absolute zero;
for they would correspond to negative volumes of a gas.
It doesn't make sense to speak of lower temperatures. It
is just as impossible to obtain temperatures below abso
lute zero as to make a wire with a diameter less than zero.

It is impossible to cool a body at absolute zero, i.e.
one cannot take energy away from it. In other words,
bodies and the particles they are made of have the least
possible energy at absolute zero. This implies that the
kinetic energy equals zero and the potential energy as
sumes its least possible value at absolute zero.
~ince absolute zero is the lowest temperature, it is

only natural that the absolute scale in which readings
begin at absolute zero be used in physics, especially in
those of its branches where low temperatures play an
important role. It is clear that T abs = (t + 273) °C.
Room temperature will be about 300°C on the absolute
scale. The absolute scale is also called the Kelvin scale,
in honour of the well-known 19th century English scien
tist, and the notation T K is employed in place of Tabs.

A formula for a gas thermometer determining the abso
lute temperature T can be written down in the form

T=100 V-yo +273 ~
v100 - vo

Using the equality 100VO/(V10 0 - Yo) = 273, we arrive
at the following simple result:

T V
273=Y;-
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Therefore, the absolute temperature is simply proportion
al to the volume of an ideal gas.

Exact measurements of temperature require all kinds of
contrivances on the part of the physicist. Mercury, al
cohol (for Arctic regions) and other thermometers are
graduated by comparison with a gas thermometer over
a rather wide temperature interval. However, it too is
also unsuitable for temperatures very close to absolute
zero (below 0.7 K), when all gases liquefy, and also for
temperatures above 600°C, when gases penetrate glass.
Other principles of temperature measurement are used
for high and very low temperatures.

lAs for practical methods of measuring temperature,
they are manifold .. Instruments based on electrical phe
nomena are of great significance. It is now important to
remember only one thing-during all measurements of
temperature, we should be convinced that the reading
obtained completely coincides with what a measurement
of the expansion of a rarefied gas would give.

High temperatures arise in ovens, furnaces and burners.
Temperatures of 220-280 °C are attained in baking ovens.
Higher temperatures are applied in metallurgy-harden
ing furnaces yield 900-1000 °C, forges yield 1400-1500 "C.
Temperatures of 2000 °C are attained in steel furnaces.

The records for high temperature in a furnace are ob
tained with the aid of electric arcs (about 5000 °C). The
arc flame makes it possible "to deal" with the most re
fractory metals.

And what is the temperature of the flame of a gas burn
er? The temperature in the inner bluish cone of flame is
only 300°C. The temperature in the outer cone attains
1800°C.

Incomparably higher temperatures arise during the
explosion of an atomic bomb. Judging by indirect esti
mates, the temperature at the centre of the explosion
attains several million degrees.
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Attempts have recently been made to obtain such ul

trahigh temperatures in special laboratory installations
built in the Soviet Union and in other countries. It has
proved possible to attain temperatures up to several mil
lion degrees for very brief moments.

Ultrahigh temperatures also exist in nature, not on
the Earth, but on other bodies in the Universe. In the
centres of stars, the Sun in particular, the temperature
attains tens of millions of degrees. But the surfaces of
stars have a considerably lower temperature, not exceed
ing 20 000 °C. The surface of the Sun gets heated up to
6oo0°C.

Ideal Gas Theory

The properties of an ideal gas, giving us the definition of
temperature, are very simple. The Boyle law is valid for
constant temperatures: during changes in volume or pres
sure, the product p V remains constant. For a constant
pressure, the quotient V/T is conserved, no matter 'hqw
the volume or temperature changes. It is easy to unite
these two laws. It is clear that the expression pV/T re
mains the same as for a constant temperature but with
changing V and p; the same is true for a constant pressure
but with changing V and T. The expression pV/T re
mains constant during a change not only in any pair, but
also simultaneously in all three of the quantities p, V
and T. The law pV/T = const is known as the equation'
of state of an ideal gas.

An ideal gas is chosen for a thermometer because its
properties depend only on the motion (but not on the in
teraction) of its molecules.

What is the nature of the relationship between t:tJ.EAno
tion of molecules and temperature? To answer this ques
tion, it is necessary to find the relationship between the
pressure of a gas and the motion of the molecules in it.
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In a spherical vessel of radius R, N molecules of a gas
are contained (Figure 3.1). Let us follow an arbitrary
molecule, for example, one which is moving at a given
moment from left to right along a chord of length l, We
shall not pay attention to molecular collisions: such
impacts do not affect the pressure. Having flown to the
boundary of the vessel, the molecule will strike against
the wall and fly off in some other direction with the same
speed (the collision is elastic). Ideally, such a journey
through the vessel might continue eternally. If v is the
molecular velocity, each impact will occur after llv
seconds, I.e, each molecule will strike the wall vIZ times
a second. The continual hail of impacts by the N mole
cules unites into a single force of pressure.

According to Newton's law, the force is equal to the
change in momentum during a unit of time. Let us de
note the change in momentum at each impact. by ~. This
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change occurs vll times a second. Consequently, the con
tribution to the force on the part of a single molecule
will be ~vl l.

The momentum vectors befo-e and after an impact, and
also the momentum transfer ~ have been constructed in
Figure 3.1. It follows from the similarity of the triangles
arising in the construction that dll = mv/R. The con
tribution to the force on the part of a single molecule
will take the following form:

R
Since the length of the chord does not occur in the for
mula, it is clear that molecules moving along arbitrary
chords make an identical contribution to the force. Of
course, the change in momentum will be smaller for an
oblique impact, but then the impacts in this case will be
more frequent. Calculations show that these two effects
exactly compensate for each other.

Since there are N molecules in the sphere, the resultant
force will be equal to

Nmr1v
R

where Vav is the average molecular velocity.
The pressure p of the gas equal to the force divided by

the surface area of the sphere, 4nR2, is

f N t
Nmv~v 3 mvav Nmv~v

p= 4nR'R -i:tR8 - 3V
3

where V is the volume of the sphere. ,
Therefore,

pV= ~ Nmv:v
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This equation was first derived by Daniel Bernoulli in
1738*.

It follows from the equation of state of an ideal gas
that pV = const-T; we see from the equation just derived
that pV isproportional to ~v. Hence,

T ex v~v. or Vav ex Yf
i.e, the average velocity of an ideal gas molecule is pro
portional to the square root of the absolute temperature.

Avogadro's Law

Assume that a substance is a mixture of different mole
cules. Isn't there a physical quantity characterizing a
motion which would be identical for all these molecules,
say, for hydrogen and oxygen, provided their tempera"
tures are identical?

Mechanics yields an answer to this question. I t can be
proved that the average kinetic energy mviv/2 of the trans..
latory motion will be identical for all molecules.

This implies that for a given temperature, the average
square of the molecular velocities is inversely proportion
al to the mass of the particles:

2 i 1
va v ex: -. or vaT ex ,/-

m r m

Let us return to the equation pV = (1/3) Nmv~v. Since
the quantities m~v are identical for all gases at a given
temperature, the number N of molecules contained in a
given volume V at a definite pressure p and temperature
T is identical for all gases. This remarkable law was
first formulated by Amedeo Avogadro (1776-1856).

·Of Swiss origin, D. Bernoulli worked and lived in Russia;
he was a member of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences.
No less well known is the activity of Johann (Jean) Bernoulli
and Jakob (1acques) Bernoulli. All three were brothers, not
namesakes.

6-0389
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But how many molecules are there in 1 cm3? It turns

out that there are 2.7 X 1019 molecules in 1 em" at 0 °C
and 760 mm Hg. This is an enormous number. So that
you can feel just how great it is, let us' give an example.
Suppose that gas is flowing out of a I-om" vessel with
such a speed that a million molecules leave each second.
It isn't hard to calculate that it will take the vessel a
million years to get rid of the gasl

Avogadro's law shows that under a definite pressure
and temperature, the ratio of the number of molecules to
the volume in which they are contained, NIV, is a quan
tity that is identical for all gases.

Since the density of a gas p = NmlV, the ratio of the
densities of gases is equal to that of their molecular masses:

£!.= ml
PI mJ

The relative masses of molecules can therefore be deter
mined by simply weighing gaseous substances. Such
measurements once played a great role in the development
of chemistry. It also follows from Avogadro's law that
for a mole of any substance in the state of an ideal gas,
pV = kNAT, where k is a universal constant (named after
the famous German physicist Ludwig Boltzmann) equal
to 1.38 X 10-18 erg/K. The product R = kNA is called
the universal gas constant.

The ideal gas law is often written as

pV = f1RT
where J.t is the amount of substance expressed in moles.
This equation is frequently applied in practice.

Molecular Velocities

Theory shows that for a constant temperature, the aver
age kinetic energy of molecules, mv~v/2, is identical. Ac
cording to our definition of temperature, r: average
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kinetic energy of the translatory motion of the molecules
of a gas is proportional to the absolute temperature.

Combining the ideal gas equation with Bernoulli's
equation we obtain

(
mV

2)
=..!kT

2 BV 3

Temperature measurements with a thermometer filled
with an ideal gas add a meaning of rare simplicity to this
measure. The temperature is proportional to the average
value of the energy of translatory motion of the mole
cules. Since we live in three-dimensional space, we can
say that a point moving at random has three degrees of
freedom. Consequently, there is kT/2 energy per degree
of freedom of a moving particle.

Let us determine the average speed of oxygen mole
cules at room temperature, which we take to be 27 °c =
= 300 K in round numbers. The molecular mass of oxy
gen is 32, so the mass of one molecule equals 32/(6 X 1028) g.
A simple computation yields Vav = 4.8 X 104 cm/s, i.e.
about 500 m/s. Molecules of hydrogen move considerably
faster. Their masses are 16 times as small, and their
speeds are V16 = 4 times as great, i.e. are about 2 km/s
at room temperature. Let us estimate the thermal speed
of a small particle which is visible through a microscope.
An ordinary microscope permits us to see a dust part.cle
of 1 J!m (10- 4 em) in diameter. The mass of such a particle
with a density close to unity will be in the neighbourhood
of 5 X 10-13 g. We obtain about 0.5 cm/s for its speed.
It is not surprising that such motion is quite noticeable.

The speed of the Brownian movement of a particle with
a mass of 0.1 g will be only 10-8 cm/s in all. It is no
wonder that we do not see the Brownian movement of
such particles.

We have spoken of the average speed of a molecule.
But not all molecules move with the same speed; a cer-
6*
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Figure 3.2

tain fraction of the molecules move faster, but others
move slower. It turns out that this can all be calculated.
We shall only present the results.

At a temperature of about 15 °C, for example, the aver
age. speed of nitrogen molecules is equal to 500 m/s;
59% of the molecules move with speeds between 300 and
700 m/s. Only 0.6 % of the molecules move with small
speeds-from 0 to 100 m/s. There are only 5.4% of fast
molecules with speeds greater than 1000 mls (Figure 3.2).

Each column is constructed with its base covering the
velocity range it refers to and the area of each column is
proportional to the percentage of molecules whose veloc
ity lies within this range.

It is also possible to calculate the distribution of mole
cules over the energy of their translatory motion.

The number of molecules whose energy is more than
double the average is less than 10%. The fraction of still
more "energetic" molecules falls oft faster and faster as the
energy increases. Thus, the number of molecules whose
energy is at least four times as large as the average is
only 0.7%, eight times as large as the average 0.06 X
X 10-4 %, 16 times as large as the average 2 X 10-8 %.

The energy of an oxygen molecule moving with a speed
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of 11 km/s is equal to 32 X 10-12 erg. The average energy
of a molecule at room temperature is equal to only
6 X 10-14 erg. Therefore, the energy of an "eleven-kilo
metre molecule" is at least 500 times as great as the ener
gy of a molecule with the average speed. It is not surpris
ing that the fraction of the molecules with speeds higher
than 11 km/s is equal to an unimaginably small number
of the order of 10-30°.

But why are we intrigued with the speed of 11 km/s?
In the first book we spoke of the fact that only bodies
having this speed can escape from the Earth. Hence,
molecules which have risen to a great height can lose
their ties to the Earth and take off in a distant interplane
tary trip, but for this it is necessary to have a speed of
11 km/s. The fraction of such fast molecules, as we have
seen, is so negligible that there is no danger of the Earth's
losing its atmosphere even in the course of a thousand
million years.

The rate of leaving the atmosphere depends to an ex
traordinarily great degree on the gravitational energy
GMmlr. If the average kinetic energy of a molecule is
many times less than the gravitational energy, the es
cape of the molecules from the Earth is practically impos
sible. The gravitational energy on the surface of the Moon
is 20 times as small, which gives an oxygen molecule a
"runaway" energy of 1.5 X 10-12 erg. This value exceeds
that of the average kinetic energy of a molecule by a factor
of only 20-25. The fraction of the molecules capable of
breaking away from the Moon is equal to 10-17• This is
already entirely differentf than 10-30°, and computations
show that the air would leave the Moon quickly enough
for interplanetary space. It is not surprising that there is
no atmosphere on the Moon.
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Thermal Expansion

If a body is heated, the motion of its atoms (molecules)
will be more intensive. They will start pushing each other
away and will occupy more space. The following well
known fact is explained by this: solids, liquids and gases
expand when heated.

We don't have to say much about the thermal expansion
of gases: in fact, the proportionality of gas temperature to
volume was made the basis of our temperature scale.

We see from the formula V = V oT/273 that the volume
of a gas under a constant pressure grows by 1/273 (I.e. by
0.0037) of its value at 0 °C for each 1 °C increase in tem
perature (this situation is sometimes called Gay-Lussac's
law).

Under ordinary conditions, I.e, at room temperature
and standard atmospheric pressure, most liquids expand
one-third to one-half as much as gases.

We have already spoken more than once of the anoma
lous expansion of water. The volume of water decreases
as it is heated up from 0 to 4 °C. This anomaly in the ex
pansion of water plays a colossal role in organic life on
the Earth. In autumn, the upper layers of water become
denser and sink to the bottom as they cool off. Warmer
water, rising from below, takes their place. But such a
mixing takes place only until the temperature of the water
falls to 4 °C. With a further fall in temperature, the upper
layers will no longer contract, will therefore not become
heavier and will not sink to the bottom. Starting with
this temperature, the upper layer, gradually cooling off,
reaches zero degrees and freezes.

It is only this peculiarity of water that prevents rivers
from freezing down to their beds. If water were to sud
denly lose its remarkable anomaly, the disastrous con
sequences of this can be easily pictured even by a person
without a rich imagination.
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The thermal expansion of solids is considerably less
than that of liquids. It is hundreds and thousands of
times less than the expansion of gases.

Thermal expansion is an annoying hindrance in many
cases. Thus, a change in the sizes of the moving parts of
a clockwork with a change in temperature would lead to
a change in the speed of the clock, if a special alloy, in
var (invaria-nt means unchanging, whence the name "in
var"), were not used for these delicate components. Invar,.
steel with a large nickel content, is widely used in the
instrument manufacture. An invar rod is lengthened by
only one-millionth when "its temperature increases by
1°C. -

An apparently negligible thermal expansion of a solid
body can lead to serious consequences. The reason for
this is that the low compressibility of solids makes i~

hard to hinder their thermal expansion.
When heated by t °C, a steel rod will increase in length

by only one-hundred-thousandth, i.e. by an amount un
noticeable to the unaided eye. However, in order to pre
vent the expansion and compress the rod one-hundred
thousandth, a force of 20 kgf on 1 cm2 is needed. And this
is merely for cancelling the effect of a rise in temperature
by only 1 DC.

The forces arising from thermal expansion can lead to
breakages and catastrophes if they are not reckoned with.
Thus, in order to avoid the action of these forces, the
rails of a railroad-bed are laid with clearances. One has
to remember these forces when handling glassware which
is easily cracked by non-uniform heating. It is therefore
the practice in laboratories to use vessels made of quartz
glass (fused quartz, silicon dioxide, exists in an amorphous
state), which lack this drawback. For one and the same
rise in temperature, a copper bar will be lengthened by a
millimetre, while the same sized bar of quartz glass will
change its length by the unnoticeable amount of 30-
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40 um, The expansion of quartz is so insignificant that
a quartz vessel can be heated by several hundred degrees
and then thrown into water without any fear.

Heat Capacity

The internal energy of a body depends, of course, on
its temperature. The more a body must be heated, the
greater is the energy required. In order to raise the tem
perature of a body from T1 to T2 , it is required to supply
an energy

Q = C (T 2 - Ttl

to it in the form of heat. Here C is the proportionality
factor, which is called the heat capacity of the body. The
definition of the concept of heat capacity follows from the
formula: C is the amount of heat necessary for raising the
temperature by 1 °C. The heat capacity also dcr-ends on
the temperature: rises in temperature from 0 to 1 °C and
from fOO to fOf °C require somewhat different amounts of
heat.

The quantity C is usually referred to a unit 'mass and
called the specific heat. It is then denoted by the small
letter c.

The amount of heat which goes to heat up a body of
mass m is given by the following formula:

Q ~ me (T~ - Tt )

In what follows we shall make use of the concept of
specific heat capacity, but shall speak of the heat capac
ity of a body for the sake of conciseness. An additional
guide will always be the dimension of the quantity.

The value of heat capacity varies within a'rather wide
range. Of course, the heat capacity of water in calorie'
per degree is equal to unity by definition
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Most bodies have a heat capacity less than that of
water. Thus, most oils, alcohols and other liquids have
heat capacities close to 0.5 cal/g· K. Quartz, glass and
sand have a heat capacity of the order of 0.2 cal/g ·K.
The heat capacity of iron and copper is about 0.1 cal/g -K.
And here are examples of the heat capacities of some
gases: hydrogen, 3.4 cal/geK; air, 0.24 cal/g·K.

The heat capacities of all bodies decrease, as a role,
with a fall in temperature, and assume negligible values
for most bodies at temperatures close to absolute zero.
Thus, the heat capacity of copper is equal to only 0.0035
at 20 K; this is twenty-four times less than at room tem
perature.

A knowledge of heat capacities may prove useful for
solving various problems on the distribution of heat
among bodies.

The difference between the heat capacities of"water and
soil is one of tile causes determining the distinction be
tween maritime and continental climates. Possessing
approximately five times as great a heat capacity as soil,
water warms up slowly and cools off just as slowly.

In summer in maritime regions, the water, having
warmed up more slowly than the land, cools the air, but
in winter, the warm sea gradually cools off, yielding heat
to the air and making the frost less severe. It is not diffi
cult to calculate that 1 rns of sea water, cooling off by
1°C, warms up 3000 mS of air by 1°C. Consequently, in
maritime regions the variations in temperature and the
difference between winter and summer temperatures are
less substantial than in continental regions.

Thermal Conductivity

Each object can serve as a "bridge" along which heat
passes from a warmer body to a cooler one. For example,
a tea spoon placed in a glass of hot tea is such a brldge..
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Metallic objects conduct heat very well. The top of the
spoon placed in the glass will become warm in the course
of a second.

If it is necessary to stir a hot mixture, the handle of
the stirrer must be made of wood or plastic. These solids
conduct heat a thousand times worse than metals. We
say "conduct heat", but could just as well have said "con
duct cold". Of course, the properties of a body do not
change as a result or-the direction in which a heat flow is
passing through it. In freezing weather we are careful
not to touch metals with our bare hands outdoors, but
grasp wooden handles without fear.

Among the poor heat conductors, they are also called
heat insulators, are wood, brick, glass and plastic. The
walls of houses, ovens and refrigerators are made of these
materials.

Among the good conductors are all the metals. The
best conductors are copper and silver-they conduct heat
twice 8S well as iron.

Of course, not only solids can serve as "bridges" for
the transfer of heat. Liquids also conduct heat, but much
worse than metals. The thermal conductivity of'metals is
hundreds of times greater than that of solid and liquid
non-metallic bodies.

In order to demonstrate the poor thermal conductiv
ity of water, the following experiment is performed. A
piece of ice is fastened to the bottom of a test tube filled
with water, while the top of the test tube is heated over
a gas burner; the water begins boiling, but the ice is
still not melting. If the test tube were without water and
made of metal, then the piece of ice would begin melting
almost immediately. Water conducts heat 'about 'two 'hun
dred times worse than copper.

Gases conduct heat tens of times worse than condensed
non-metallic bodies. The thermal conductivity of air is
tweaty thousand times smaller than that of copper.
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The poor thermal conductivity of gases permits us to
hold in our hands a piece of dry ice whose temperature is
-78°C, and to even hold on our palms a drop of liquid
nitrogen having a temperature of -196°C. If we do not
squeeze these cold objects with our fingers, there will be
no "burn". The reason consists in the fact that when the
drop of liquid or the piece of solid is boiling very energet
ically, it is covered by a "vapour jacket", and the layer
of gas so formed serves as a beat insulator.

The spheroidal state of a liquid, this is what one calls
the state in which drops are covered by vapour, is formed
whenever water gets into a very hot frying-pan. Drops
of boiling water, having fallen on one's palm, severely
bum one's hand, although the difference in temperature
between boiling water and a human body is less than that
between a hand and liquid air. Since one's hand is colder:
than the drops of boiling water, heat leaves the drops, the.
boiling ceases and no vapour jacket is formed.

It isn't hard to understand that the best heat insulator
is a vacuum-emptiness. There are no carriers of heat in
a vacuum, and so the thermal conductivity will be at Il
minimum.

Therefore, if we want to create a thermal shield, hide
something warm from something cold or vice versa, the
best thing to do is to erect a casing with double walls and.
pump the air out of the space between them. When doing"
this, we come across the following curious phenomenon.
If we keep track of the change in thermal conductivity
of the gas as it is being rarefied, we shall observe that
right until the moment when the pressure reaches sev
eral millimetres of mercury column the thermal conduc
tivity remains practically constant. Our expectations are
only justified when, with the passage to a higher vacuum,
the thermal conductivity sharply falls off.

But what is the cause of this?
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In order to understand this phenomenon, we must try
to visualize the process of heat transfer in a gas.

Heat transfer from a warm place to a cold one takes
place by means of the transmission of energy from one
molecule to a neighbouring one. It is clear that collisions
between fast and slow molecules usually lead to an ac
celeration of the slow molecules and a deceleration of the
fast ones. And this means that the hot place will become
colder, while the cold place will warm up.

But how will a decrease in pressure affect heat transfer?
Since a decrease in pressure lowers the density, the Dum
ber of collisions between fast and slow molecules, during
which a transmission of energyoccurs, will also decrease.
This would decrease the thermal conductivity. However,
a decrease in pressure leads, on the other hand, to an
increase in the mean free path of the molecules, which
therefore transfer heat by greater distances, and this tends
to increase the thermal conductivity. Computations show
that these effects compensate for each other, and so the
ability to transfer heat does not change for some time as
the air is being pumped ou t.

This will be the case until the vacuum becomes so con
siderable that the mean free path is comparable to the
distance between the walls of the vessel. Now a further
decrease in the pressure can no longer change the mean
free path of the molecules, which are "hopping around"
from wall to wall: the fall in density is not compensated
for, and so the thermal conductivity rapidly falls in pro
portion to the pressure, reaching negligible values as a
high vacuum is attained. The construction of a vacuum
bottle is based on the use of the properties of a vacuum.
Vacuum bottles are very widespread: they are applied not
only for the conservation of hot and cold foods but also
in science and technology. In such 8 case they are called
Dewar flasks (vessels), in honour of their inventor. Liq
uid air, nitrogen and oxygen are transported in such
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vessels. Later we shall tell how these gases are obtained
in a liquid state",

Convection
But if water is such a poor heat conductor, how does

it warm up in a tea-kettle? Air conducts heat even worse;
then it isn't clear why the same temperature is established
in all parts of a room.

Water in a tea-kettle quickly boils because of gravity.
The lower layers of water, having warmed up, expand,
become lighter and rise to the top, with cold water tak
ing their place. A rapid heating occurs thanks only to
convection (derived from the Latin conuectus meaning
"bring together"). It wouldn't be so easy to heat up water
in a tea-kettle located in an interplanetary rocket.

Somewhat earlier explaining why rivers do not freeze
down to the bottom, we spoke of another case of convec
tion currents of water without using this word.

Why are the radiators of a central heating placed near
the floor? Why is the ventilation window made in the
upper part of a window? It might be more convenient to
open a ventilation window if it were lower down, and it
might not be a bad idea to place radiators under the ceil
ing, so that they did not get in :the way. If we were
to follow such advice, we would soon discover
that the room is not being warmed up by the radia
tor and not being aired when the ventilation window is
open.

• Everyone who has seen cylinders of vacuum bottles noticed
that their walls are always silver-plated. But why? The fact
is that thermal conductivity is not the only means of trans
ferring heat. There exists yet another way to transfer heat,
which we shall speak of in another book, so-called radiation.
Under ordinary conditions, it is much weaker than thermal
conductivity, but is nevertheless quite noticeable. The walls
of vacuum bottles are covered with a coating of silver precisely
in order to weaken the radiation.
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The same thing takes place with the air in a room as
with the water in a tea-kettle. When the radiator is turned
on, the air in the lower layers of the room begins warm
ing up. It expands, becomes lighter and rises towards the
ceiling. Heavier layers of cold air arrive in its place. And
they, having warmed up, leave for the ceiling. A contin
uous air current thus arises in the room, with warm air
moving up from below and cold air moving down from
above. Opening a ventilation window in winter, we admit
-a stream of cold air into the room. I t is heavier than the
air in the room, and so goes down, forcing out the warm
air, which rises towards the top of the room and leaves
through the ventilation window.

A kerosene lamp flames up well only when it is covered
with a tall piece of glass. One should not think that the
glass is needed only in order to shield the flame from the
wind. Even in the calmest weather, the brightness of
the flame immediately increases when the glass is put on
the lamp. The role of the glass consists in intensifying
the stream of air approaching the flame-in creating a
draught. This occurs because the air inside the glass,
deprived of the oxygen that was used for the burning, quick
ly warms up and rises, while pure cold air moves into
its place through the holes made in the burner of the lamp.

The taller the glass, the better will the lamp burn. In
fact, the speed with which cold air rushes into the burner
of the lamp depends on the difference in weight between
the heated column of air in the lamp and the cold air
outside it. The higher the column of air, the greater this
difference in weight, and so the faster the movement.

Factory chimneys are also made high for this reason.
An especially rapid influx of air, a good draught, is need
ed for a factory furnace. It is achieved as a result of a
high chimney.

The lack of convection in a rocket devoid of weight
makes it impossible to use matches, lamps or gas burners:
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the products of combustion would smother the flame.
Air is a poor conductor; we can conserve heat with its

aid, but only under one condition: if we avoid convection,
the mixing of warm and cold air, which will bring to
naught the thermal-insulation properties of air.

The elimination of convection is achieved by applying
various kinds of porous and fibrous bodies. It is difficult
for air to move inside such bodies. All bodies of this kind
are good heat insulators, thanks only to their ability to
retain a layer of air. But the thermal conductivity of the
substance itself of which the fibres or the walls of the
pores consist can be not very small.

A good fur coat is made of a dense fur containing as
many fibres as possible; eiderdown can be used to make
warm sleeping bags weighing less than half a kilogram,
due to the exceptional thinness of its fibres. Half a kilo
gram of this down can "detain" as much air as tens of
kilograms of sheet wadding.

Storm windows are made in order to reduce the con
vection. The air between the panes does not participate
in the mixing of layers of air which takes place within
the room.

On the contrary, every movement of the air intensifies
the mixing and increases the transfer of heat. This is
precisely why we fan ourselves or turn on the ventilator
when we want the heat to go away faster. This is also what
makes it colder in the wind. But if the air temperature is
higher than one's body temperature, the mixing has the
opposite effect, and a wind feels like a hot breath of air.

The problem involved in a steam boiler consists in
obtaining steam heated to the required temperature as
quickly as possible. The natural convection in a gravita
tional field is quite insufficient for this. Therefore, the
creation of an intensive circulation of water and .eteam,
leading to the mixing of warm and cold layers, is one of
the basic problems in the construction of steam boilers.
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Iron Vapour and Solid Air

A strange combination of words, isn't it? However,
this is by no means nonsense: iron vapour and solid air
exist in nature, only not under ordinary conditions.

But what conditions are we talking about? The state
of a substance is determined by two circumstances: tem
perature and pressure.

Our lives proceed under conditions which change rela
tively little. The air pressure varies by several per cent
about a value of one atmosphere; the temperature of the
air, say, near Moscow, lies in the interval from -30
to +30 °C; in the absolute scale, in which the lowest pos
sible temperature (-273°C) is taken as zero, this interval
will look less impressive: 240-300 K, which is also only
±10% of the average value.

It is quite natural that we have become accustomed to
these ordinary conditions, and so when speaking simple
truths such as "iron is a solid, air is a gas", we forget to
add "under standard conditions".

If iron is heated, it will first melt and then vaporize.
If air is cooled, it will first liquefy and then solidify.

Even if the reader has never come across iron vapour or
solid air, he or she will probably believe without difficulty
that by means of a change in temperature it is possible
to obtain any substance in a solid, liquid and gaseous state
or. as is also said, in a solid, liquid or gaseous phase.
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I t is easy to believe this because everyone has observed
a substance without which life on the Earth would be
impossible, and that substance is in the form of a gas,
a liquid, or a solid. We are speaking, of course, of water.

But under what conditions does a transformation of a
substance from one state to another occur?

Boiling

If we lower a thermometer into water which has been
poured into a tea-kettle, turn on the electric stove and
watch the mercury in the thermometer, we shall see the
following: the level of the mercury will inch upwards
almost immediately. Now it is already 90, 95 and finally
100°C. The water begins boiling and simultaneously the
mercury stops rising. The water has already been boiling
for many minutes, but the level of the mercury does not
change. The temperature will not change until all the
water has boiled away (Figure 4.1).

But what is the heat used for if the temperature of the
water does not change? The answer is obvious. The process
of transforming water into steam requires energy.

Let us compare the energy of a gram of water and a gram
of the steam created out of it. The molecules of the steam
are distributed farther from each other than the water
molecules. It is obvious that because of this the potential
e~rgy of the water will differ from that of the steam.

The potential energy of attracting particles decreases
as they approach. The energy of the steam is therefore
greater than that of the water, and so the transformation
of water into steam requires energy. This excess energy
Is imparted by the electric stove to the water boiling in
the tea-kettle.

The energy needed for transforming water into steam
is called its heat of vaporization. In order to transform 1 g
of water into steam, 539 calories are required (this figure
7-0389
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is for a temperature of 100°C). If 539 calories are used
for 1 g, then 18 X 539 ~ 9700 calories will be supplied
to 1 mole of water. This amount of heat must be consumed
in breaking the intermolecular bonds. One can compare this
figure with the amount of work necessary for breaking the
intramolecular bonds. In order to split one mole of steam
into atoms, about 220 000 calories are required, i.e.
25 t imes as much energy. This directly proves the weak
ness of the forces binding molecules to each other, as
compared to the forces finding atoms together in a mole
cule.

Dependence of Boiling Point
on Pressure

The boiling point of water is equal to 100 °G; one might
think that this is an inherent property of water, that
water will always boil at 100°C, no matter where and
under what conditions it may be.
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But this is not so, and people who live high up in the
mountains are perfectly well aware of this.

There is a tourist cabin and a scientific station near
the top of Mt. Elbrus. Novices are sometimes amazed
at "how hard it is to boil an egg in boiling water" or
wonder "why boiling water doesn't scald" In such cases,
it is pointed out to them that water is already boiling
at 82 °C on the top of Mt. Elbrus.

But what causes this? What physical factor interferes
with boiling? And does the height above sea level have
any significance?

This physical factor is the pressure acting on the surface
of the liquid. It isn't necessary to climb to the top of a
mountain in order to check the validity of what we have
said.

If we place a bell glass over water that is being heated
and pump air into or out of it, we can convince ourselves
that the boiling point is raised by an increase in pressure
and lowered by a decrease in pressure.

Water boils at 100°C only at a definite pressure
760 mm Hg (or 1 atm).

The curve showing the dependence of the boiling point
on the pressure is depicted in Figure 4.2. The pressure is
equal to 0.5 atm on the top of Mt. Elbrus, and a boiling
point of 82°C corresponds to this pressure.

But it is even possible to refresh oneself in hot weather
with water boiling at 10-15 mm Hg, At such pressures,
the boiling point will fall to 10-15 °C.

One can even obtain "boiling water" having a temper
ature of freezing water. One has to lower the pressure to
4.6 mm Hg for this.

It is possible to observe an interesting scene by placing
an uncovered vessel with water under a bell glass and
pumping the air out. This will make the water boil, but
boiling requires heat. But since there is no air, the water
has to give up its own energy. The temperature of the
7*
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hoiling water starts falling, but since the pumping con
tinues, the pressure also falls. Therefore, the boiling will
not cease, the water will continue cooling off and will
finally freeze.

Such a boiling of cold water occurs not only as a result
of air being pumped out. For example, when a marine
screw propeller rotates, the pressure in the layer of water
moving rapidly about the metallic surface will fall sharp
ly, and so the water in this layer will boil, i.e. many
bubbles filled with steam will appear in it. This phe
nomenon is called cavitation (from the Latin cavus mean
ing "hollow").

Decreasing the pressure, we lower the boiling point.
And raising it? A graph analogous to ours answers this
question. A pressure of 15 atm can so delay boiling of
water that it will begin only at 200°C, while a pressure
of 80 atm will make water hoil only at 300 aC.

Thus, a definite hoiling point corresponds to a definite
external pressure. But we may also turn this assertion
"around" by saying that "a definite pressure corresponds
to each boiling point of water". This pressure is called
the vapour pressure.
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The curve depicting the dependence of the boiling
point on the pressure is simultaneously the curve of the
vapour pressure as a function of the temperature.

The numbers plotted on the boiling point graph (or on
the vapour pressure graph) show that the vapour pressure
changes very sharply with a change in the temperature.
At 0 °C (i.e. 273 K) the vapour pressure is equal to 4.6 mm
Hg, at 100°C (373 K) it equals 760 mm Hg, i.e. has in
creased by a factor of 165. With a doubling of the tem
perature from 0 °C (i.e. 273 K) to 273°C (i.e. 546 K),
the vapour pressure grows from 4.6 mm Hg to almost
60 atm, i.e. by a factor of about 10 000.

Therefore, the boiling point, on the contrary, changes
rather slowly with a change in the pressure. When the
pressure is doubled, from 0.5 to 1 atm, the boiling point
grows from 82°C (i.e. 355 K) to 100°C (i.e. 373 K),
and with a doubling from 1 to 2 atm, from 100°C (i.e,
3"73 K) to 120°C (i.e. 393 K).

The same curve that we are now considering also con
trols the condensation of steam into water.

Steam can be transformed into water by either compress
ing or cooling it.

During the course of condensation, just as for boiling,
the point will not move off the curve until the transfor
mation of steam into water or water into steam is com
pletely finished. This can also be formulated as follows:
the coexistence of the liquid and the vapour phase is pos
sible under the conditions of our curve and only under
these conditions. If, moreover, no heat is supplied or
removed, the amount of vapour and liquid in a closed
vessel will remain constant. We say that such a vapour
and liquid are in equilibrium, and a vapour in equilibrium
with its liquid is called saturated.

The boiling and condensation curve has, as we see, yet
another meaning-it is the curve of the equilibrium of
Iiquid and vapour. The equilibrium curve divides the
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plane of the diagram into two parts. To the left and above
the curve (towards higher temperatures and lower pres
sures) is the stable-vapour region. To the right and below
the curve is the stable-liquid region.

The vapour-liquid equilibrium curve, i.e. the curve of
the dependence of the boiling point on the pressure, or,
what is the same thing, of the vapour pressure on the
temperature, is approximately identical for all liquids.
In some cases, the change may be somewhat sharper, in
others somewhat slower, but the vapour pressure always
grows rapidly with rise in temperature.

We have already used the words "gas" and "vapour" many
times. These two words are more or less synonyms. One
may say: water gas is the vapour of water, oxygen gas
is the vapour of liquid oxygen. Nevertheless, a certain
habit has been formed regarding the usage of these two
words. Since we are accustomed to a definite, rather small
range of temperatures, we usually apply the word "gas"
to those substances whose vapour pressure is higher than
atmospheric pressure at standard temperatures. On the
contrary, we speak of a vapour when a substance is more
stable in the form of a liquid at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure.

Evaporation

Boiling is a rapid process, and not even a trace of boil
ing water remains after a short time-it is transformed
into steam.

But there is also another phenomenon ~ereby water
or some other liquid is transformed into a vapour-evap
oration. Evaporation takes place at any temperature
and regardless of the pressure, which is always close to
760 mm Hg under ordinary conditions. Evaporation,
unlike boiling, is a very slow process. A bottle of eau-de
cologne which we forgot to close will turn out to be emp-
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ty after several days; water will remain in a saucer for
a longer time, but sooner or later it too will turn out to
be dry.

Air plays a big role in the process of evaporation. It
does not, by itself, prevent water from evaporating. As
soon as we uncover the surface of a liquid, water mole
cules will begin moving into the nearest layer of air.
The density of the vapour in this layer will quickly in
crease; after a short time, the pressure of the vapour will
become equal to the vapour pressure at the temperature
of the surroundings. Moreover, the vapour pressure will
be exactly the same as in the absence of air.

The passage of vapour into the air does not, of course,
mean an increase in pressure. The total pressure in the
space on top of the water surface does not increase; it is
only the fraction of this pressure which is borne by the
vapour that increases, and the fraction of the air corre
spondingly decreases as it is displaced by the vapour.

!There is vapour mixed with air over the water; higher
up are layers of air without vapour. They will inevitably
mix. Water vapour will continually move into higher
layers, and its place in the lower layer will be taken by
air which does not contain any water molecules. There
fore, room will always be made for new water molecules
in the layer closest to the water. Water will continually
evaporate, maintaining the pressure of the water vapour
at the surface equal to the vapour pressure, and the pro
cess will continue until the water has completely evapo
rated.

We began with examples involving eau-de-cologne and
water. It is well known that they evaporate with differ
ent speeds. Ether flies away with exceptional rapidity,
alcohol is rather quick and water is much slower. We
shall immediately understand why this is so if we find
the values of the vapour pressure for these liquids in a
handbook, say 7 at room temperature. Here are the figures;
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ether-437 mm, alcohol-44.5 mm and water-17.5 mm
Hg.

The greater the vapour pressure, the more vapour there
will be in the adjacent layer of air and the faster the
liquid will evaporate. We know that vapour pressure in
creases with temperature. I t is clear why the rate of evap
oration increases with heating.

It is also possible to influence the rate of evaporation
by other means. If we want to aid the evaporation, we
must take the vapour away from the liquid more rapidly,
i.e. speed up the mixing with air. This is precisely why
evaporation is greatly speeded up by blowing on the liq
uid. Water, although it has a relatively low vapour pres
sure, will disappear rather quickly if the saucer is placed
in the wind.

It is therefore clear why a swimmer, having come out
of the water, feels cold in the wind. The wind speeds up
the mixing of air with vapour and so increases the rate
of evaporation, but the swimmer's body is forced to give
up heat for the evaporation.

The way a person feels depends on how much water
vapour there is in the air. Both dry and moist air are
unpleasant. The humidity is regarded as standard when
it is equal to 60%. This means that the ~nsity of water
vapour is 60% of the density of saturated water vapour
at the same temperature.

If moist air is cooled, the pressure of the water vapour
in it will eventually equal the vapour pressure at this
temperature. The vapour will become saturated and will
begin condensing into water with a further fall in tem
perature. The morning dew moistening the grass and the
leaves appears precisely as a result of this phenome..
nOD.

At 20°C the density of saturated water vapour is about
0.000 02 g/cm3 • We shall feel fine if the amount of water
vapour in the air is 60% of this figure, only a bit mora
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than-one-hundred-thousandth of a gram per cubic centi
metre.

Although this is a small number, it leads to an impres
sive amount of water in a room. It is not difficult to
calculate that in an average sized room of 12-m 2 area
and 3-m height, "there will be room" for about a kilogram
of water in the form of saturated vapour.

Consequently, if we place an open barrel of water in
a room sealed up tight, then, regardless of the barrel's
volume, a litre of water will evaporate.

It is interesting to compare this result for water with
the corresponding figures for mercury. At the same tem
perature of 20 °C, the density of saturated mercury vapour
is 10- 8 g/cms. There will be room for at least 1 g of mercury
vapour in a room of the size we have just considered.

Incidentally, mercury vapour is very poisonous, and
one gram of it can seriously injure any person's health.
When working with mercury, it is necessary to see to it
that not even the smallest drop is spilt.

Critical Temperature

How can we turn a gas into a liquid? The boiling point
graph answers this question. A gas can be turned into a
liquid by either lowering the temperature or raising the
pressure.

In the 19th century, the problem of raising pressures
seemed to be easier than that of lowering temperatures.
At the beginning of that century, the great English phys
icist Michael Faraday (1791-1867) succeeded in compress
ing gases to the value of their vapour pressures and in
this manner transforming many gases (chlorine, carbon
dioxide, etc.) into liquids.

However, certain gases, such as hydrogen, nitrogen,
oxygen, simplycould' notbe liquefied. No matter how
much the pressure was increased, they did not turn into
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liquids. One might have thought that oxygen and other
gases cannot be liquid. They were regarded as true, or
constant, gases.

But as a matter of fact, the failures were caused by a
lack of understanding of one important circumstance.

Let us consider a liquid and a vapour which are in equi
librium, and think of what happens to them with an in
crease in the boiling point and, of course, a corresponding
increase in the pressure. In other wor~, let us imagine
that a point on the boiling point graph is moving upwards
along the curve. It is clear that as the temperature rises,
the liquid expands and its density falls. But as for the
vapour, an increase in the boiling point is, of course, con
ducive to its expansion, but, as we have already said,
the pressure of the saturated vapour grows considerably
faster than the boiling point. Therefore, the density of
the vapour does not fall, but, on the contrary, rapidly
rises with an increase in the boiling point.

Since the density of a liquid falls, and the density of a
vapour rises, moving "upwards" along the boiling point
curve, we shall inevitably arrive at the point for which
the densities of the liquid and the vapour are equal
(Fig~re 4.3),
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At this remarkable point, called critical, the boiling
point curve breaks off. Since all distinctions between a
gas and a liquid are related to a difference in density,
the properties of the liquid and the gas become identical
at the critical point. Each substance has its own critical
temperature and critical pressure. Thus, the critical point
for water corresponds to a temperature of 374°C and a
pressure of 218.5 atm.

If we compress a gas whose temperature is below criti
cal, the process of its compression can be depicted by an
arrow intersecting the boiling point curve (Figure 4.4).
This implies that at the moment of attaining a pressure
equal to the vapour pressure (the point of intersection of
the arrow with the boiling point curve), the gas starts
condensing into a liquid. If our vessel were transparent,
then at this moment we would see a layer of liquid form
ing at the bottom of the vessel. If the pressure does not
change, the layer of liquid will grow until all of the gas
has finally been transformed into the liquid. A further
compression will now require an increase in pressure.

The situation is entirely different for the compression
of a gas whose temperature is above critical. The process
of compression can again be still depicted in the form of
an arrow ~oin~ upwards: But P.QW this arrow 90~S pot
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intersect the boiling point curve. Hence, during the com
pression the vapour will not condense, but will only con
tinually become denser.

The existence of a gas-liquid interface is impossible at
a temperature above critical. When compressed to arbi
trary densities, a uniform substance will be found under
the piston, and it is hard to say when one may call it
a gas and when a liquid.

The presence of the critical point shows that there is
no difference in principle between the liquid and gaseous
states. At first sight, it might seem that there is no such
difference in principle only in case we are dealing with
temperatures above critical. This, however, is not so.
The existence of the critical point indicates the possi
bility of transforming a liquid, a genuine liquid, which
can be poured into a glass, into the gaseous state avoid
ing the boiling process.

The path of such- a transformation is shown in Figure 4.4.
\n unquestionable liquid is marked by a cross. If we
.ower the pressure somewhat (arrow pointing downwards),
it will boil; it will also boil in case we raise the tempera
ture somewhat (arrow pointing to the right). But let us
choose a different way. Let us compress the liquid so
hard that its pressure exceeds critical. The point repre
senting the state of the Jltquid will rise vertically. Then
let us heat the liquid-this process will be depicted by
a horizontal line. Now, after we have found ourselves to
the right of the critical temperature, let us lower the
pressure to its initial value. If we now decrease the tem
perature, we can obtain a most genuine vapour which
could have been obtained from this liquid along a simpler
and shorter path.

Therefore, by changing the pressure and temperature
so that the critical point is avoided, it is always possible
to obtain a vapour by means of a continuous transition
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from a liquid and vice versa. Such a continuous transition
does not require boiling or condensation.

Early attempts to liquefy such gases as oxygen, nitro
gen and hydrogen were unsuccessful because the existence
of the critical temperature was unknown. These gases
have very low critical temperatures: -119°C for oxygen,
-147 °C for nitrogen and -240°C or 33 K for hydrogen.
The record holder is helium, whose critical temperature
is equal to 4.3 K. It is possible to transform these gases
to the liquid phase in only one way: we must lower their
temperatures below the indicated values.

Obtaining Low Temperatures

A significant decrease in temperature can be attained
by various means, But the idea involved in all these meth
ods is one and the same: we must force the body we want
to cool to expend its internal energy.

But how can this be done? One of the ways is to make the
liquid boil, not bringing in any heat from without.
For this, as we know, it is necessary to decrease the pres
sure-to reduce it to the value of the vapour pressure.
The heat expended on the boiling will be taken from the
liquid, and hence the temperature of the liquid and va
pour will fall; therefore, so will the vapour pressure.
Consequently, in order that the boiling not cease but
proceed more rapidly, it is necessary to continually pump
air out of the vessel with the liquid.

However, a limit is reached to the fall in temperature
during this process: the vapour pressure will eventually
become completely negligible, and so even the most pow
erful pumps will be unable to create the required pres
sure.

In order to continue the lowering of temperature, we
can, by cooling a gas with the aid of the liquid already
obtained, convert it into a liquid with a lower boiling
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point. It is now possible to repeat the pumping process
with the second substance and in this way to obtain lower
temperatures. In case of necessity, such a cascade method
of obtaining low temperatures can be extended.

Precisely in such a manner was this problem dealt
with at the end of the past century, the liquefaction of
gases was carried out in stages: ethylene, oxygen, ni
trogen and hydrogen, substances with boiling points of
-103, -183, -196 and -253°C, were successively con
verted into liquids. Having liquid hydrogen available,
one can also obtain the lowest boiling liquid-helium
(-269°C). The neighbour "to the left" helped obtain
the neighbour "to the right".

The cascade method of cooling is about a hundred years
old. Liquid air was obtained by this method in 1877.
Liquid hydrogen was first obtained in 1884-1885. Finally,
the last stronghold was taken after another twenty years:
helium, the substance with the lowest critical tempera
ture, was converted into a liquid in 1908 by Heike Kamer
lingh Onnes (1853-1926) in Leiden, Holland. The 70th
anniversary of this important scientific achievement was
widely celebrated.

For many years, the Leiden laboratory was the only
"low-temperature" laboratory. But now there exist tens
of such laboratories in many countries, not to mention the
factories producing liquid air, nitrogen, oxygen and he
lium for technical1Jurposes.

The cascade method of obtaining low temperatures is
now rarely applied. In technical installations for lowering
temperatures, a different means of decreasing the internal
energy of a gas is applied: the gas is forced to expand ra
pidly and perform work at the expense of its internal
energy.

If, for example, air is compressed up to several atmo
spheres and let into an expander, then when it performs
the work involved in displacing a piston or rotating a
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turbine, it will cool off so abruptly that it liquefies.
If carbon dioxide is let out of a cylinder with great speed,
it will cool off so abruptly that it is converted into "ice"
in the air.

Liquid gases have found wide application in technology.
Liquid oxygen is used for explosives and as a component·
of the fuel mixture in jet engines.

The liquefaction of air is used in technology for sepa
rating the gases constituting air.

The temperature of liquid air is widely used in various
branches of technology. But this temperature isn't low
enough for many physical investigations. In fact, if we
convert the relevant temperatures expressed on the cen
tigrade scale to their values on the Kelvin scale, we shall
see that the temperature of liquid air is approximately
one-third of room temperature. Much more interesting
for physics are "hydrogen" temperatures, i.e. tempera
tures of the order of 14-20 K, and especially "helium" tem
peratures. The lowest temperature obtained by pumping
out liquid helium is 0.7 K.

Physicists have succeeded in coming much closer to
absolute zero. At the present time, temperatures have
been obtained which are only several thousandths of a
degree above absolute zero. However, these extremely
low temperatures are obtained by methods which do not
resemble those described above.

In recent years, cryogenics, the physics of low tem
peratures, has created the need leading to the founding
of a new branch of industry. This branch is engaged in
the manufacture of equipment and apparatus enabling
large volumes and long conductors to be held at tempera
tures close to absolute zero.
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Supercooled Vapours and
Superheated Liquids

In passing through the boiling points, a vapour ought
to condense, be transformed into a liquid. However, it
turns out that if a vapour is very pure and does not come
in contact with a liquid, we are able to obtain it in the
form of a supercooled or supersaturated vapour-a vapour
which should have already become a liquid a long time
ago.

A supersaturated vapour is very unstable. Sometimes
it is sufficient to shake the vessel containing the vapour
or throw a couple of grains into it for the delayed con
densation to immediately begin.

Experience shows that the condensation of steam mole
cules is greatly eased by the introduction of small alien
particles. The supersaturation of water vapour does not
occur in dusty air. It is possible to bring about conden
sation with puffs of smoke, since smoke consists of tiny
solid particles. When the particles enter the steam,
they gather molecules around themselves and become
centres of condensation.

Thus, even though unstable, a vapour can exist in the
region of temperatures fit for liquid "life".

But can a liquid "live" in the region of a vapour under
those same conditions? lP other words, is it possible to
superheat a liquid?

It turns out to be possible. For this it is necessary to
prevent the molecules of the Iiquid from breaking away
from its surface. A radical means of achieving this is liq
uidating the free surface, i.e. placing the liquid in a
vessel where it would be compressed on all sides by solid
walls. Liquids have been successfully superheated in
this manner by several degrees, i.e. one is able to displace
a point depicting the state of a liquid to the right of its
boiling point curve (see Figure 4.4).
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Superheating is the displacement of a liquid into the
region of a vapour; therefore, the superheating of a liquid
can be achieved by lowering the pressure, as well as by
supplying heat.

The former method can be used to obtain a surprising
result. Water or some other liquid thoroughly freed of
dissolved gases, which is not easy to do, is placed in a
vessel with a piston reaching the surface of the liquid.
The vessel and the piston should be wet by the liquid.
If we now draw the piston towards ourselves, the water
cohering to the bottom of the piston will move along with
it. But the layer of water cohering to the piston will pull
the next layer of water after it, this layer will pull the
one lying below it. As a result, the liquid will stretch.

The column of water will finally break (it is precisely
the column that will break, but the water will not break
away from the piston), but this will occur when the force
on a unit of area attains tens of kilograms. In other words,
a negative pressure of tens of atmospheres is created in
the liquid.

The vapour phase of a substance is stable even for
small positive pressures. And a liquid can be made to
have a negative pressure. You couldn't think of a more
striking example of "superheating"

Melting

There is no solid body which would withstand a con
tinual rise in temperature. Sooner or later a solid piece
is transformed into a liquid; true, in certain cases we
will not succeed in reaching the melting point-a chem
ical decomposition may take place.

Molecules move more intensively as the temperature
increases. Finally, the moment arrives when the pres
ervation of order among the wildly "swinging" mole
cules becomes impossible. The solid body melts. Tungsten
8-0389
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has the highest melting point: 3380 DC. Iron melts at
1539 DC, gold at 1063 DC. Incidentally, there are also
easily melted metals. Mercury, as is well known, will
even melt at a temperature of -39°C. Organic substances
do not have high melting points. Naphthalene melts
at 80°C, toluene at -94.5 DC.

It is not at all difficult to measure the melting point
of a body, especially if it melts within the interval of
temperatures which can be measured by an ordinary ther
mometer. It is completely unnecessary to keep one's
eye on the melting body. It is sufficienj, to look at the
mercury column of the thermometer. Tne temperature
of the body increases until the melting begins (Figure 4.5).
As soon as the melting begins, the rise in temperature
ceases, and the temperature remains constant until the
process of melting is completely finished.

Just as in the conversion of a liquid into a vapour, the
conversion of a solid into a liquid requires heat. The
.amount of heat needed for this is called the latent heat of
fusion. For example. the melting of one kilogram of ice
requires 80 kcal.

Ice is one of the bodies possessing a large heat of fusion .
.The melting of ice requires, for example, more than ten
times as much energy as the melting of the same mass
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of lead. Of course, we are talking about the melting prop
er; here we are not dealing with the fact that before
lead begins to melt, it must be heated up to +327 "C,
The thawing of snow is delayed as a result of the large
heat of fusion of ice. Imagine that its heat of fusion were
ten times smaller. Then the spring thaws would lead each
year to inconceivable disasters.

Thus, the heat of fusion of ice is great, but it is also
small if we compare it with the heat of vaporization
540 kcal/kg (about seven times as small). This difference,
by the way, is completely natural. Converting a liquid
into a vapour, we must tear its molecules away from each
other, but in melting a solid, we only have to destroy
the order in the distribution of the molecules, leaving
them almost at the same distances from each other.
I t is clear that less work is required in the latter case.

The possession of a definite melting point is an important
feature of crystalline substances. It is on the basis of
precisely this property that they are easily distinguished
from other solids, called amorphous bodies or glasses.
Glasses are found among organic substances as well as
among inorganic ones. Window glass is usually made out
of silicates of sodium and calcium; an organic glass (it
is also called Plexiglas) is often placed on a desk.

In contrast to crystals, amorphous substances do not
have a definite melting point. Glass does not melt, but
softens. When heated, a piece of hard glass becomes
soft, so that it can be easily bent or stretched; it begins
to change its form at a higher temperature under the
influence of its own weight. As it is further heated, the
thick viscous mass of glass assumes the form of the vessel
in which it is lying. This mass is at first as thick as honey,
then as sour cream a!d, finally, becomes almost like a
liquid with a small viscosity, such as water. With the
best will in the world, here we are unable to single out
a definite temperature at which the solid entered the
8*
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liquid phase. The reasons for this lie in the radical differ
ence between the structure of glass and that of crystal
line bodies. As has been said above, the atoms in amor
phous bodies are distributed disorderly. The structure
of glass resembles that of a liquid. The molecules in
hard glass are already distributed disorderly. Hence,
a rise in the temperature of glass merely increases the
amplitude of the oscillations of its molecules, gradually
giving them more and more freedom of movement. There
fore, glass softens gradually and does not display the
sharp transition from "solid" to "liquid", which is char
acteristic of a transition from the distribution of mole
cules in a strict order to their disordered distribution.

When discussing a boiling point curve, we said that a
liquid and a vapour can exist, although in an unstable
state, in alien regions-a vapour can he supercooled and
moved to the left of the boiling point curve, while a liq
uid can be superheated and drawn off to the right of the
boiling point curve.

Are the analogous phenomena with respect to a crystal
and a liquid possible? It turns out that the analogy here
is incomplete.

If a crystal is heated, it will begin melting at its melt
ing point. We shall not succeed in superheating a crYltal.
On the contrary, in cooling a liquid, we can, if we take
certain steps, "slip past" the melting point with compa
rative ease. We are able to achieve considerable supercool
ings of certain liquids. There are even such liquids which
are easy to supercool, but hard to make them crystallize.
As such a liquid is cooled, it becomes more and more vis
cous and finally hardens without having crystallized.
Glass is like that.

It is also possible to supercoolfwater. Drops of mist
can fail to freeze even during the most severe frosts. If
a crystal of a substance (priming) is thrown into a super
cooled liquid, then crystallization will immediately begin.
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Finally, in many cases a delayed crystallization can
begin as a result of shaking or other random events. It is
known, for example, that crystalline glycerine was first
obtained while being transported by train. After lying
around for a long time, glass can begin to crystallize
(devitrify) .

How to Grow a Crystal

Under definite known conditions, crystals can be grown
from almost any substance. Crystals can be obtained from
a solution or from a melt of the given substance, as well
as from its vapour (black rhombic crystals of iodine,
for instance, are readily deposited from iodine vapour
at standard pressure without an intermediate conversion
into the liquid state).

Start by dissolving common salt or sugar in water.
At room temperature (20°C), you can dissolve up to 70 g
of salt in a thick glass (holding about 200 g of water).
If you keep adding salt, it will not dissolve, but will
settle to the bottom in the form of a residue. A solution
that can dissolve no more solute (as it is called) is said
to be saturated with the given substance. If we change
the temperature, the solubility of the solute in the solvent
is changed as well. Everyone knows that hot water dis
solves most substances more readily than cold water.

Imagine now that you have prepared a saturated solu
tion, say, of sugar, at a temperature of 30°C and cool
it to 20 °C. At 30°C, you can dissolve 223 g of sugar in
100 g of water, and at 20°C, only 205 g. Then, in cooling
from 30 to 20°C, 18 g of sugar turn out to be "redundant"
and, as they say, are precipitated from the solution.
Hence, one of the possible ways to obtain crystals is to
cool a saturated solution.

We can accomplish the same in a different way, Pre
pare a saturated solution of salt and let it stand in an
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open glass. After some time has passed you will find crys
tals of salt at the bottom. Why did they form? Look at
the glass again, more carefully, and you can see that
another change occurred together with the appearance
of crystals: there is less water. The water evaporated and
left "redundant" matter in the solution. Thus, still an
other way to form crystals is to evaporate the solution.

How are crystals formed from a solution?
We mentioned that the crystals precipitate from the

solution. Does this mean that no crystal was observed for
a whole week and then, in a flash, it appears as if by
magic? No, this is not so; crystals grow. You cannot,
of course, observe the initial instant of growth with
the naked eye. First, a few of the randomly moving mole
cules or atoms of the solute assemble by chance in approx
imately' the r-same order required to form the crystal
lattice. Such a group of atoms or molecules is called a
nucleus.

Experiments show that nuclei are more frequently
formed when the solution contains extremely fine par
ticles, dust specks, of some foreign substance. Crystalli
zation proceeds at the highest rate and most easily if a
tiny seed crystal is put into the saturated solution. Then
the precipitation of the solid substance from the solution
consists in the growth of the seed crystal rather than
in the formation of new small crystals, i.e. in nucleation.

The growth of a nucleus does not, of course, differ in
any way from the growth of a seed crystal. The advantage
of using a seed crystal is that it "draws" to itself the sub
stance separating out of the solution, hindering, in this
way, the formation of a large number of nuclei. If a great
many nuclei are formed at once, they impede each other
in growing and we cannot obtain large crystals.

How do new portions of atoms or molecules, separating
out of the solution, arrange themselves on the surfaces
of the nucleus?
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Figure 4.6
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It has been found that the growth of a nucleus or seed
crystal consists in the seemingly outward motion of its
faces in a direction perpendicular to each face so that
they remain parallel to their initial positions (the crys
tal seems to expand). Naturally, the angles between the
faces remain constant (we already know that the con
sta~y of these angles is one of the vital features of crys
tals and is due to their lattice structure).

The successive outlines during the growth of three differ
ent crystals of the same substance are shown in Figure 4.6.
Similar pictures can be observed in a microscope. For
the crystal shown at the left the number of faces remains
constant during the growth. The middle crystal is an
example of how a new face appears during the growth
(at the upper right) and subsequently disappears.

It is important to note that the rate of growth of the
faces, i.e. the velocity at which the faces seem to move
while remaining parallel to their initial positions, is
not the same for various faces. We also find that the faces
that disappear are those that grow fastest, for instance,
the lower left face in the middle crystal. The slowest
growing faces, on the contrary, become the videst .or,
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Figure 4.7

as we say, best-developed, ones. It is a princi ple that
a grown crystal is always bounded by its slowest-growing
faces.

This is especially clear from the illustration at the
right in Figure 4.6. Here a formless fragment acquires
the same shape as the other crystals precisely owing to
the anisotropy of growth rates. Quite definite faces devel
op at the expense of others more and more resolutely,
and impart the shape, or habit, to the crystal that is
inherent in all specimens of this substance.

Very handsome intermediate shapes are observed if
a sphere is taken as a seed crystal and the solution is
alternately cooled slightly and then heated slightly.
Upon being heated the solution becomes undersaturated
and the seed crystal is partly dissolved. Cooling leads
to oversaturation of the solution and growth of the seed
crystal. But the molecules attach themselves differently
than they were before being dissolved, seeming to give
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Figure '.8

preference to certain locations. The substance is thus
transferred from certain parts of the sphere to other parts.

First small circular faces appear on the surface of the
sphere. These circles gradually increase in size and, con
tacting one another, merge along straight edges. The
sphere is converted into a polyhedron. Then certain faces
ov,rtake others in their growth, a part of the faces become
smaller and smaller and disappear. Finally, the crystal
reaches its characteristic shape, or habit (Figure 4.7).

In observing the growth of a crystal, one of its features
may astound us-the seemingly parallel motion of its
faces. This implies that the substance separating out of
the solution is deposited on the faces in layers, and that
a succeeding layer is not started until the preceding one
is completed.

Illustrated in Figure 4.8 is an "incompleted" packing
arrangement of atoms. In which of the positions indicated
by letters is a new atom, attaching itself to the crystal,
most likely to remain secured? Without doubt, in posi
tion K because here it is subject to attraction by its neigh
bours from three sides. In position L the new atom is
attracted from two sides, and in position M from only
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one. This is' why a row is first completed, then a whole
layer and finally a new layer is started.

In many cases, crystals are formed from a molten mass,
or melt. This takes place on an immense scale in nature;
basalts, granites and other kinds of igneous rocks were
formed of fiery magma.

Let us heat some kind of crystalline substance, for
example, rock salt. Up to a temperature of 804°C, the
salt crystals change very slightly; they only expand
negligibly, but the substance remains a solid. A thermom
eter placed in the vessel with the substance indicates
a continuous increase in temperature during heating.
At 804°C, we discover two new interrelated phenomena:
the substance begins to melt and the temperature ceases
to increase any further. Until all of the substance is con
verted into a liquid, the temperature remains unchanged.
A further increase in temperature indicates that we are
heating the liquid. All crystalline substances have a def
inite melting point. Ice melts at 0 °C, iron at 1527 °C
and mercury at 39°C below zero, etc.

As we already know, in each small crystal the atoms or
molecules of the substance form an ordered packing arrange
ment and have small vibrations about their mean posi
tions. As the body is heated, the velocity of the vibrating
particles increases together with the amplitude. This
increase in the velocity of motion of particles as the tem
perature is raised is one of the basic laws of nature and
concerns matter in any state-solid, liquid or gaseous.

When the temperature of the crystal has reached a
definite, sufficiently high value, the vibration of its
particles becomes so violent that an accurate arrangement
of the particles is no longer possible; the crystal melts.
As melting begins, the heat supplied no longer increases
the velocity of motion of the particles, it is employed to
break up the crystal lattice. This is why the temperature
remains constant until all of the substance melts. Sub-
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sequent heating increases the velocity of the particles of
liquid.

In our case of crystallization from a melt, called freez
ing, all the phenomena described above occur in the
reverse order: as the liquid is cooled, the chaotic motion
of its particles slows down. When a definite, sufficiently
low temperature has been reached, the velocity of the
particles is so low that some of them begin to align them
selves with others, forming a crystal nucleus. Until the
whole substance has frozen, or solidified, the temperature
remains constant. As a rule, this temperature is the same
as the melting point.

Unless special measures are taken, freezing begins in
the melt simultaneously at many places. The small
crystals begin to grow as regular polyhedrons character
istic of the given substance in exactly the same way as
we described above. Such free growth soon ends, however,
because the growing small crystals run into one another,
with further growth ceasing at the points of contact.
This imparts a granular structure to the solidified body.
Each grain is a small crystal that was unable to assume
its regular shape.

Depending on many factors, and primarily on the cool-
.. ing rate, a solid can consist of coarser or finer grains.

The lower the cooling rate, the coarser the grains. The
grain size of crystalline bodies ranges from a millionth
of a centimetre to several millimetres. In the majority
of cases, the granular crystalline structure can be ob
served under a microscope. Most solids have such a fine
crystalline structure.

The freezing of metals is a process of vital interest to
engineering. Physicists have investigated in exceptionally
great detail the phenomena occurring when molten metal
is poured into a mould in a foundry and solidifies.

Mostly small tree-like crystals, called dendrites, grow
in a molten metal when it is cooled, Sometimes the den-
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Figure 4.9

drites are oriented at random, and sometimes they are
parallel to one another.

The stages of growth of a single dendrite are illustrated
in Figure 4.9. Under such circumstances, the dendrite
can become overgrown, occupying all the space between
its branches, before encountering another dendrite in
the melt. Then we find no dendrites in the solidified cast
ing. But events can develop differently: dendrites may
meet and grow into one another (with the branches of one
filling the spaces between the branches of another) while
they are still in an early stage of growth.

Hence, we may obtain castings whose grains (shown in
Figure 2.22) have very different structures. The proper
ties of metals depend essentially upon this structure.
We can control the behaviour of a metal in solidifying
by varying the cooling rate and the system of heat dis
posal from the mould.

If we wish to grow a large single crystal, we must take
steps to have the crystal grow in one place. But if several
crystals have already started growing, then in any case
we must take steps to make the conditions for growth
favourable for only one of them.
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Here, for example, is what one does in growing crystals

of fusible metals. The metal is melted in a glass test tube
with a drawn-out bottom. The test tube, suspended on a
thread inside a vertical cylindrical oven, is slowly low
ered. The drawn-out bottom gradually leaves the oven
and cools off. Crystallization begins. At first, several
tiny crystals are formed, but those which grow sideways
come up against the test tuhe wall and their growth is
slowed down. Only the crystal which grows along the
axis of the test tube, i.e. into the heart of the melt, proves
to be in favourable conditions. As the test tube is lowered,
new portions of the melt coming into a low-temperature
region will "feed" this unique crystal. Therefore, of all
the tiny crystals, it alone will survive; as the test tube
is lowered, it continues to grow along its axis. At last,
all of the melted metal hardens in the form of a single
crystal.

The same idea underlies the growing of refractory crys
tals of ruby. Fine ruby powder is poured in a stream
through a flame. As a result, the particles of powder melt;
tiny droplets fallon a refractory support of very small
area forming a mass of crystals. During the further fall
of droplets on the support, all the tiny crystals will grow,
but once again only the one which is in the most advanta-
feous position for "receiving" the falling drops will de
velop.

But what are large crystals needed for?
Industry and science are often in need of large single

crystals. Of great significance for technology are crystals
of Seignette salt and quartz possessing the remarkable
property of transforming mechanical action (for example,
pressure) into voltage.

The optical industry needs large crystals of calcite,
rock salt, fluorite, etc.

Crystals of ruby, sapphire and certain other precious
stones are needed for the wa tchmaking. The reason for
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this is that individual movable parts of ordinary watches
perform up to 20 000 oscillations per hour. This makes
unusually heavy demands on the quality of the tips of
the axes and the bearings. The wear will be least when
ruby or sapphire serves as the bearing for the tip of an
axis of 0.07-0.15 mm in diameter. Artificial crystals of
these substances are very durable and are worn out very
little by steel. It is remarkable that artificial stones prove
to be better for this purpose than the same natural stones.

Of greatest significance in industry, however, is the
growing of semiconductor (silicon) monocrystals. The
communications-electronics of today is inconceivable
without these crystals.

Influence of Pressure on Melting Point

If the pressure is changed, the melting point will also
change. We came across such a regularity when dealing
with boiling. The greater the pressure, the higher the
boiling point. As a rule, this is also true for melting.
However, there are a small number of substances which
behave anomalously: their melting points decrease with
an increase in pressure.

The fact of the matter is that the vast majority of solids
are denser than their liquids. The exceptions to this rule
are precisely those substances whose melting points
change somewhat unusually with a change in pressure, for
example, water. Ice is lighter than water, and the melting
point of ice is lowered by an increase in pressure.

Compression facilitates the formation of the denser
state. If the solid is denser than the liquid, then compres
sion aids solidification and hinders melting. But if melt
ing is obstructed by compression, this means that the
substance remains solid, whereas previously it would
have melted at this temperature, i.e, the melting point
rises with an increase in pressure. In an anomalous case,
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the liquid is denser than the solid, and so the pressure
helps to form the liquid, i.e. lowers the melting point.

The influence of the pressure on the melting point is
much less than the analogous effect for boiling. An in
crease in pressure of more than 100 kgf/cm" lowers the
melting point of ice by 1°C.

Why is it that skates glide on ice but do not slide on a
highly polished parquet floor that is just as smooth as ice?
The only feasible explanation, evidently, is the formation
of water which lubricates the runners of the skates. But the
pressure exerted by the runner does not in any case exceed
100 kgf/cm", and this would not seem to lower the melt
ing point of the ice sufficiently so that it melts under the
runners. All I can say to eliminate this contradiction is
the following: skates with blunt runners slide very poorly
on ice. The runners must be ground so that they cut the
ice. Then only the sharp edges of the runners contact the
ice, exerting a pressure of tens of thousands of atmospheres
and the ice does melt.

Evaporation of Solids

When we say that a substance is evaporating, it is
usually implied that a liquid is evaporating. But solids
can also evaporate. The evaporation of solids is sometimes
calJed sublimation.

Naphthalene, for example, is an evaporating solid.
Naphthalene melts at 80°C, but evaporates at room tem
perature. It is precisely this property of naphthalene
which enables it to be used for the extermination of
moths. A fur coat powdered with naphthalene will become
saturated with naphthalene vapours, creating an atmo
sphere which moths cannot bear. Every solid with an
odour sublimes to a significant degree. In fact, the odour
is created by the molecules which have broken away from
the substance and reached our nose. However, the cases
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Figure 4.10

where a substance sublimes to an insignificant degree,
sometimes to a degree that cannot be detected by even
the most careful investigation, are more frequent. In prin
ciple, any solid (yes, any, even iron or copper) evaporates.
If we do not detect sublimation, this merely means that
the saturated vapour density is very negligible.

The saturated vapour density in equilibrium with
the solid grows rapidly with temperature (Figure 4.10).
It is possible to convince oneself that a number of sub
stances having sharp odours at room temperature lose
them at low temperatures.

In most cases it is impossible to considerably increase
the saturated vapour density of a solid for a simple "rea
son-the substance will melt beforehand.

Ice also evaporates. This is well known to housewives
who hang up their wash to dry during a frost. At first the
water will freeze, but then the ice evaporates and the
wash turns out to be dry.
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Triple Point

Thus, there are conditions under which a vapour, a
liquid and a crystal can exist pairwise in equilibrium.

Can all three states be in equilibrium? Such a point
exists on the pressure-temperature diagram, it is called
the triple point. Where is it located?

If ice floating on water is placed in a closed vessel at
a temperature of zero degrees, water (and "ice") vapour
will start entering the free space. At a pressure of 4.6 mm
Hg, evaporation will cease and saturation will set in.
Now the three phases, ice, water and vapour, will be
in a state of equilibrium. This is precisely the triple point.

The relationships between the various states are graph
ically and clearly shown by the diagram for water depict
ed" in Figure 4.11. Such a diagram can be constructed
for any substance.

We are acquainted with the curves in the diagram-they
are the equilibrium curves for ice and water vapour, ice
and water, and water and water vapour. As is customary,
the pressure is plotted along the vertical axis, and the
temperature along the horizontal.

The three curves intersect in the triple point and divide
the diagram into three regions-the living spaces for ice,
water and water vapour.

A ,hasa diagram is a concise handbook. Its aim is to
answer questions as to what state of a substance is stable
at a given pressure and a given temperature.

If water or water vapour is placed under the conditions
of the "left-hand region", it will turn into ice. If water
or ice is introduced into the "lower region", water vapour
will be obtained. In the "right-hand region", water va
pour will condense and ice will melt.

The phase diagram permits one to immediately say
what will happen to a substance when it is heated or com
.pressed, Heating at a constant pressure will be depicted
9-0389
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on the diagram by a horizontal line. The point depicting
the phase of the substance will move from left to right
along this line.

Two such lines are depicted in the figure, one of which
is heating under standard pressure. This line lies above
the triple point. Therefore, it will first intersect the melt
ing point curve, and then, beyond the bounds of the
diagram, the evaporation curve too. Under standard
pressure, ice melts at a temperature of 0 °C, while the
water so formed will boil at 100 "C.

[I'he situation will be different for ice heated under a
very low pressure, say, a bit less than 5 mm Hg, The
heating process is depicted by a line passing beneath the
triple point. The melting and boiling point curves do not
intersect this line. Under such a negligible pressure,
heating leads to a direct transition of ice to water vapour.

In Figure 4.12, this same diagram shows what an inter
esting phenomenon will occur when water vapour in
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the state marked on the figure by a cross is compressed.
The vapour will first be converted into ice, which will
then melt. The diagram enables us to say at once at what
pressure the growth of crystals will begin and when the
melting takes place.

The phase diagrams for all substances resemble each
other. Significant, from the everyday point of view, differ
ences arise because the location of the triple point on
the diagram can be most diverse for various substances.

After all, we exist under conditions which are close to
"standard", i.e. in the first place, under a pressure close
to 9fJ.e atmosphere. The way in which the triple point of a
substance is located with respect to the standard pressure
line is very important for us.

If the pressure at the triple point is less than atmospher
ic, then for us, living under "standard" conditions, the
substance will be one of those that melt. As the temper
ature rises, it will first be transformed into a liquid,
which will then boil.

In the opposite case, when the pressure at the triple
point is higher than atmospheric, we will not see any
liquid when the substance is heated, since the solid will
be converted directly into a vapour. This is how "dry ice"
behaves, which is very convenient for ice cream vendors.
9*
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They can distribute pieces of "dry ice" among the portions
of ice cream without worrying that the ice cream will
become wet as a result. "Dry ice" is solid carbon dioxide,
CO2 • Its triple point lies at 73 atm. Therefore, when solid
CO2 is heated, the point depicting its state will move along
a horizontal line intersecting only the evaporation curve
of the solid (just as for ordinary ice at a pressure of about
5 mm Hg).

We have already explained how one degree of temper
ature on the Kelvin scale, or kelvin (as we are now required
to call it by the SI system), is determined. The point
of the discussion there was the principle involved in deter
mining temperatures. But not all metrological institutes
have ideal gas thermometers at their disposal. Therefore,
a temperature scale is usually established with the aid
of points of equilibrium, fixed by nature, between var
ious states of substances.

Of especial significance in this matter is the triple
point of water. A kelvin is determined today as 1/273.16
of the thermodynamic temperature of the triple point of
water. The triple point of oxygen is taken equal to 54.361 K.
The "freezing point of gold is equal to 1337.58 K; Using
these datum points we can readily graduate any ther
mometer.

The Same Atoms but Different Crystals

The dull, soft graphite with which we write and the
bright, transparent, hard, cutting glass, diamond are made
of one and the same atoms- atoms of carbon. Why then
are there such differences between the properties of these
two substances identical in composition?

Recall the lattice of flaky graphite each of whose atoms
has three neatest neighbours, and the lattice of diamond
whose atoms have four nearest neighbours. It is clearly
evident from this example how the properties of crystals
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are determined by the mutual distribution of their atoms.
Fireproof crucibles, withstanding temperatures up to
two or three thousand degrees, are made of graphite, but
diamond burns at temperatures above 700°C; the spe
cific gravity of diamond is 3.5, of graphite 2.3; graphite
conducts' electricity, but diamond does not, etc.

This property of forming various crystals is possessed
not only by carbon. Almost every chemical element,
and not -only element but also any chemical substance,
can exist in several varieties. Six varieties of ice, nine
varieties. of sulphur and four varieties of iron are known.

In discussing a phase diagram, we did not speak of the
various types of crystals, but drew a single region for the
solid. But for a great many substances, this region is
divided up into sections each of which corresponds to a
definite "sort" of solid body or, as one says, a definite
solid phase (a definite crystal modification).

Each crystal phase has its own region of stable state
bounded by definite intervals of pressure and temperature.
The laws of transformation of one crystal variety into
another are ,the same as the laws of melting and evapora
tion.

Given any pressure, one .can find a temperature at which
bot~ypes of crystals will peacefully coexist. If we raise
the temperature, a crystal of one form will be converted
into a crystal of the second. If we lower the temperature,
the reverse transformation will take place.

In order to convert red sulphur into yellow under stan
dard pressure, a temperature below 110°C is needed.
Above this temperature, right up to the melting point,
the order of the distribution of atoms characteristic of
red sulphur is stable. When the temperature falls, the
oscillations of the atoms decrease, and, beginning with
110°C, nature findsa more convenient order for the dis
tribution of the atoms. A transformation of one crystal
into another occurs.
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Nobody has thought of names for the six different ices.
This is what one says: ice one, ice two, ... , ice seven.
How come seven if there are only six varieties? The rea
son is that repeated experiments have failed to detect
ice four.

If water is compressed at a temperature of about zero,
ice five will be formed at a pressure of about 2000 atm,
and ice six at a pressure of about 6000 atm.

Ice two and ice three are stable at temperatures below
zero degrees centigrade.

Ice seven is a hot ice; it appears when hot water is sub
jected to a pressure of about 20 000 atm.

All ices, except the ordinary one, are heavier than water.
Ice obtained under standard conditions behaves anoma
lously; on the contrary, ice obtained under conditions
differing from the norm behaves normally.

We say that each crystal modification is characterized
by a definite region of existence. But if so, how can graph
ite and diamond possibly exist under identical condi
tions?

Such "lawlessness" is found very often in the world of
crystals. The ability to live under "alien" conditions is
almost a rule for crystals. While one must turn to various
tricks in order to transfer a vapour or a liquid to alien
regions of existence, a crystal, on the contrary, can almost
never be forced to stay within the frontiers marked off for
it by nature.

The superheating and supercooling of crystals are ex
plained by the difficulty in transforming one order into
another under conditions of extreme overcrowding. Yel
low sulphur should be transformed into red at 95.5°e.
During a more or less rapid heating, we "slip past" this
transformation point and drive it up to 1130 c.

The true transformation point is most easily detected
when different crystals are in contact. If we put one up
close against the other and maintain a temperature of
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96°C, the yellow sulphur will be eaten up by the red,
but the yellow will swallow the red at 95 "C. Unlike a
"crystal-liquid" transition, a "crystal-crystal" transfor
mation is ordinarily delayed during superheating, just
as during supercooling.

In certain cases, we come across states of a substance
which are supposed to exist at entirely different temper
atures.

White tin must turn into grey when the temperature
falls to +13 °C. We ordinarily use things made of white
tin and know that nothing will happen to them in winter.
White tin withstands supercooling of 20-30 degrees per
fectly well. However, under conditions of a severe winter,
white tin is transformed into grey. The lack of knowledge
of this fact was one of the circumstances destroying Scott's
expedition to the South Pole (1912). The liquid fuel taken
along by the expedition was kept in vessels soldered
with tin. During severe frosts, the white tin was trans
formed into a grey powder, the vessels came unsoldered
and the fuel was spilt. Not without reason is the appear
ance of grey spots on white tin called tin plague.

Just as in the case of sulphur, white tin can be convert
ed into grey at a temperature a bit lower than 13°C,
if a tiny grain of the grey variety falls on a tin object.

The .stence of several varieties of one and the same
substance and the delays in their mutual transformations
have great significance for technology.

At room temperature, iron atoms form a body-centred
cubic lattice, occupying the vertices and centre of each
cube. Every atom has 8 neighbours. At a high tempera
ture, iron atoms form a denser "packing"-each atom
has 12 neighbours. Iron with 8 neighbours per atom is soft;
iron with 12 neighbours per atom is hard. I t turns out
that it is possible to obtain iron of the latter type at room
temperature. The method whereby this is done, hardening,
is widely applied in metallurgy.
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Hardening is accomplished quite simply-the metallic
object is made red-hot and then thrown into water or oil.
Cooling occurs so rapidly that there is no time for the
transformation of the structure stable at a high temper
ature to take place. Consequently, the high-temperature
structure will exist indefinitely under conditions unnat
ural to it; recrystallization into a stable structure occurs
so slowly that it is practically unnoticeable.

In speaking of the hardening of iron, we were not quite
exact. Steel, i.e. iron containing a fraction of a per cent
of carbon, is hardened. The presence of very small admix
tures of carbon delays the transformation of hard iron into
soft and permits the hardening to be carried out. As fro
completely pure iron, one cannot succeed in hardening it
there is time for the conversion of its structure to take
place even during the most rapid cooling.

Depending on the form of the phase diagram, one or
another transformation is achieved by changing the pres
sure or the temperature.

Many transformations of a crystal into a crystal are
observed during a change of only the pressure. Black
phosphorus was obtained in this way.

Graphite was able to be converted into diamond only by
simultaneously using both high temperature and pressure.
'The phase diagram for carbon is depicted in Figure 4.13.
At pressures below ten thousand atmospheres and at tem
peratures less than 4000 K, graphite is the stable modi
fication. Therefore, diamond exists under "alien" con
ditions, and so it can be transformed into graphite without
particular difficulty. But the inverse problem is of prac
tical interest. We cannot succeed in carrying out a trans
formation of graphite into diamond by only raising the
pressure. A phase transformation in the solid state:appar
ently goes too slowly. The form of the phase diagram
suggests the correct solution: increase the pressure and
heat the graphite simultaneously. We then obtain (upper
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right-hand corner of the diagram) melted carbon. Cooling
it at a high pressure, we should enter the region of dia
mond.

The practical possibility of such a process was proved in
1955, and at the present time the problem is considered
to be solved from technological point of view.

An. Amazing Liquid

If we lower the temperature of a body, sooner or later
it will solidify and acquire a crystal structure. Moreover,
it makes no difference at what pressure the cooling takes
place. Tl}j.s circumstance seems perfectly natural and
understat1tlable from the point of view of the physical
laws with which we have already become acquainted.
In fact, by lowering the temperature, we decrease the
intensity of the thermal motion. When the motion of
molecules becomes so weak that it has already ceased to
interfere with the forces of interaction between them, the
molecules will line up in an accurate order-will form
crystals. A further cooling will take away from the mole
cules all the energy of their motion, and at absolute zero,
a substance should exist in the form of molecules at rest
distributed in a regular lattice.
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Experiments show that all substances behave in this
manner. All but one unique substance: this "freak" is
helium. We have already informed the reader of certain
facts concerning helium. It holds the record for the value of
its critical temperature. Not a single substance has its crit
ical temperature lower than 4.3 K. However, this record
by itself does not imply anything amazing. Something
else is startling: cooling helium below the critical tem
perature and practically reaching absolute zero, we will
not obtain solid helium. Helium remains liquid even at
absolute zero.

The behaviour of helium is completely unexplainable
from the point of view of the laws of motion presented by
us, and is one of the signs of the limited validity of the
laws of nature which seemed universal.

If a substance is liquid, its atoms are in motion. But
in cooling it down to absolute zero, we have taken all
the energy of motion away from it. We have to admit that
helium has an energy of motion which cannot be taken
-away. This conclusion is incompatible with the mechan
ics which we have been studying so far. According to the
mechanics we learned, the motion of a body can always
be slowed down to a complete halt by taking away all
its kinetic energy; the motion of molecules can also be
stopped in exactly the same way by taking energy.away
from them during collisions with the walls of the vessel
being cooled. Such a mechanics will obviously not do
for helium.

The "strange" behaviour of helium is an indication of
a fact of enormous importance. This is the first time that
we have come up against the impossibility of applying in
the world of atoms the basic laws of mechanics established
by means of a direct investigation of the motion of visible
bodies-laws which seemed to constitute a firm founda
tion for physics.

The fact that helium "refuses" to crystallize at absolute
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zero is by no means possible to reconcile with the mechan
ics which we have been studying until now. The contra
diction which we have come across for the first time,
that atoms do not obey the laws of mechanics, is merely
the first link in a chain of sharper and more glaring con
tradictions in physics.

These contradictions have led to the necessity of revis
ing the foundations of the mechanics of atomic motion.
This revision is very profound and has led to a change in
our entire understanding of nature.

The necessity for a radical revision of the mechanics of
atgplic motion does not imply that we must give up the
laws of mechanics we have studied as a bad job. I t would
have been unfair to make the reader study unnecessary
things. The old mechanics is completely valid in the
world of large bodies. This is already enough for us to
regard the corresponding chapters of physics with complete
respect. However, it is also important that a number of
laws of the "old" mechanics pass over without change into
the "new" mechanics. Among them, in particular, is the
law of conservation of energy.

The presence of "inalienable" energy at absolute zero is
not a special property of helium. It turns out that all
substances have "zero" energy. Only for helium does
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this.-energy prove sufficient to prevent the atoms from
forming a regular crystal lattice.

One must not think that helium cannot occur in a crys
talline state. It is merely necessary to raise the pressure
to approximately 25 atm in order to crystallize helium.
Cooling carried out above this pressure leads to the for
mation of solid crystalline helium with perfectly ordinary
properties. Helium forms a face-centred cubic lattice.

The phase diagram for helium is shown in Figure 4.14.
It differs greatly from the diagrams of all other sub
stances in the absence of.a triple point. The melting and
boiling point curves do not intersect.
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What a Solution Is

If broth is salted and stirred with a spoon, no traces
of salt will remain. I t should not be thought that the grains
of salt are simply not visible to the unaided eye. One will
not succeed in detecting the tiny salt crystals in any way,
because they have dissolved. If pepper is added to the
broth, no solution will be obtained. One can even stir the
broth for days on end, but the tiny black grains will not
disappear.

But what do we mean when we say that a substance has
dissolved? For the atoms or molecules composing it cannot
vanish without a trace, can they? Of course not, and they
do not vanish. When dissolving, only the grains of a sub
stance, crystals, accumulations of molecules of a single
sort disappear. A dissolution consists in stirring the par
ticles.•f a mixture in such a manner that the molecules
of one substance are distributed between the molecules
of another. A solution is the mixture of molecules or atoms
of different substances.

A solution can contain various amounts of a solute.
The composition of a solution is characterized by its
concentration, for example, the ratio of the number of
grams of a solute to the number of litres of a solution.

As we add a solute, the concentration of a solution
grows but not without bound. Sooner ~ later the solution
will become saturated and will cease "taking ill" the solute.
The concentration of a saturated solution, i.e. the "limit
ing" concentration of the solution, is called the solubility.
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It is possible to dissolve a surprising amount of sugar
in hot water. At a temperature of 80°C, a full glass of
water will accept 720 g of sugar with no residue. This
saturated solution will be thick and viscous, and is called
a sugar syrup by cooks. The figure we just gave for sugar
is for a cup which holds 0.2 1. Hence, the concentration
of sugar in water at 80°C is equal to 3600 gil (which is
read "grams per litre").

The solubility of certain substances is highly dependent
on the temperature. At room temperature (20°C), the
solubility of sugar in water falls to 2000 gil. On the con
trary, the solubility of salt changes quite insignificantly
with a change in temperature.

Sugar and salt dissolve well in water. But naphthalene is
practically insoluble in water. Different substances dis
solve quite differently in different solvents.

Solutions are used for growing monocrystals. If a small
crystal of a solute is suspended in a saturated solution,
then as the solvent evaporates, the solute will settle out
on the surface of this crystal. Moreover, the molecules
will preserve a strict order, and, as a result, the small
crystal will be transformed into a large one, remaining a
monocrystal.

Solutions of Liquids and Gases

Is it possible to dissolve a liquid in a liquid? Of course,
it is. For example, vodka is a solution of alcohol in water
(or, if you wish, of water in alcohol-depending on what
there is more of). Vodka is a real solution; the molecules
of water and alcohol are completely mixed up in it.

However, such a result is not always obtained when two
liquids are -mixed.

Try adding kerosene to water. No matter how you stir,
you will not succeed in obtaining a uniform solution; this
is just as hopeless as trying ,to dissolve pepper in soup.
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As soon as you stop stirring, the liquids arrange themselves
in layers: the heavier water at the bottom, the lighter
kerosene on the top. Kerosene with water and alcohol
with water are systems having opposite properties with
respect to their solubility.

However, there are also intermediate cases. If we mix
ether with water, we shall clearly see two layers in the
vessel. At first glance, it might appear that on the top
is ether and at the bottom is water. But as a matter of
fact, the lower and upper layers are solutions: at the bot
tom is water in which part of the ether is dissolved (the
concentration being 25 grams of ether to a litre of water),
while on the top is ether in which there is a noticeable
amount of water (60 g/I),

Let us now turn our attention to solutions of gases.
It is clear that an unlimited amount of an arbitrary gas
will dissolve in any other gas. Two gases always inter
mingle in such a way that the molecules of one penetrate
between the molecules of the other. For gas molecules
interact but slightly with each other, and so each gas
behaves in the presence of another gas by, in a certain
sense, not paying any "attention" to its cohabitant.

Gases can also dissolve in liquids. However, not in
arbitrary amounts but in limited ones, not differing in
"'is respect from solids. Moreover, different gases dis
solve differently, and these differences can be very great.
Immense amounts of ammonia can dissolve in water
(about 100 grams to half a glass of cold water), and large
amounts of hydrogen sulphide and carbon dioxide. Oxygen
and nitrogen are soluble in water in only negligible
amounts (0.07 and 0.03 grams per litre of cold water).
Therefore, there is a total of only about one-hundredth
of a gram of air in a litre of cold water. However, even
this small amount plays a large role in life on the Earth,
for fish breathe the oxygen of the air dissolved in water.

The greater the pressure of a gas, the more of it will
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be dissolved in a liquid. If the amount of a dissolved gas
is not very great, there is a direct proportionality between
it and the pressure of the gas above the surface of the liquid.

Who has not enjoyed a glass of cold soda, so good for
quenching one's thirst. I t is possible to obtain soda because
of the dependence of the amount of a dissolved gas on
the pressure. Carbon dioxide is driven into water under
pressure (from the cylinders which are in every store where
soda is sold). When soda is poured into a glass, the pres
sure falls to atmospheric and the water gives off the "super
fluous" gas in the form of bubbles.

Taking such effects into account, deep-sea divers should
not rise rapidly from under the water to the surface. Addi
tional amounts of air dissolve in a diver's blood under the
high pressure of deep water. When rising, the pressure
falls' and air begins separating out in the form of bubbles
'Which can stop up the blood vessels.

Solid Solutions

The word "solution" is applied to liquids in everyday
life. However, there also exist solid mixtures whose atoms
and molecules are uniformly distributed. But how can
one obtain solid solutions? You won't get them with the
aid of mortar and pestle. Therefore, we must first turn
the substances to be mixed into liquids, that is melt them',
then mix the liquids and allow the mixture to solidify.
One can also act otherwise, dissolving the two substances
which we want to mix in some liquid andthen evaporat
ing the solvent. Solid solutions might be obtained by
such means. They might be, but they cannot ordinarily
be so obtained. Solid solutions are rarities .. If a piece of
sugar is thrown into salty water, it will dissolve excel
lently. Evaporate the water; the minutest crystals of
salt and sugar will be found at the bottom of the cup. Salt
and sugar do not yield solid solutions. '
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It is possible to melt cadmium and bismuth in a single
crucible. After cooling, we can see a mixture of cadmium
and bismuth crystals through a microscope. Bismuth and
cadmium do not form solid solutions either.

A necessary although not a sufficient condition for the
emergence of solid solutions is the affinity. of the molecules
or atoms of the substances being mixed in form and dimen
sions. In this case, crystals of one sort are formed when
the mixture freezes. The lattice points of each crystal are
usually occupied randomly by atoms (molecules) of differ
ent sorts.

Alloys of metals of great technological value are fre
quently solid solutions. The dissolution of a small amount
of an admixture can radically change the properties of a
metal. A striking illustration of this is the obtaining of
one of the most widespread materials in technology
steel, which is a solid solution of small amounts of carbon
(of the order of 0.5 of weight per cent, that is one atom
of carbon to 40 atoms of iron) in iron, where the atoms
of carbon are r~domly distributed between the atoms
of iron.

Only a small number of carbon atoms dissolve in iron.
However, some solid solutions are formed by mixing
substances in arbitrary proportions. Alloys of gold and
copper can serve as an example. Crystals of gold and copper
have lattices of the same type-face-centred cubic. An
alloy of copper with gold has the same lattice. An idea
of the structure of alloys with an increasing percentage
of copper can be obtained by conceptually deleting atoms
of gold from the lattice and replacing them by atoms of
copper. Moreover, the replacement occurs disorderly,
with the copper atoms generally being distributed random
ly among the lattice points.

Alloys of copper with gold may be called solutions of
replacement, whereas steel is a solution of a different type,
a solution of introduction.
to-0389
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In the vast majority of cases, solid solutions do not
arise, and, as has been said above, after cooling we can
see in the microscope that the substance consists of a
mixture of tiny crystals of both substances.

How Solutions Freeze

If a solution of any salt in water is cooled, it will be
discovered that the freezing point has been lowered.
Zero mark is past, but solidification does not occur. Only
at a temperature of several degrees below zero do tiny
crystals appear in the liquid. They are tiny crystals of
pure ice: salt does not dissolve in solid ice.

The freezing point depends on the concentration of a
solution. Increasing the concentration of a solution, we
shall lower its freezing point. A saturated solution has
the lowest freezing point. The decrease in the freezing point
of a solution is not at all small: thus, the saturated solu
tion of sodium chloride in water freezes at -21°C. With
the aid of other salts, we can achieve an even greater fall
in temperature; calcium chloride, for example, enables us
to bring the freezing point of a solution down to -55 °C.

Let us now consider how the process of freezing takes
place. After the first tiny crystals of ice have fallen out
of a solution, the concentration of the solution increases.
Now the relative number of alien molecules grows, the
obstacles to the process of the crystallization of water
also increase and the freezing point falls. If we do not
further lower the temperature, then crystallization will
cease. With a further lowering of temperature, tiny crys
tals of water (the solvent) continue separating out.
Finally, the solution becomes saturated. A further enrich
ment of the solution- by the solute becomes impossible,
and the solution solidifies at once; moreover, if we look
at the frozen mixture through a microscope, we can see
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that it consists of tiny crystals of ice and tiny crystals
of salt.

Consequently, the freezing of a solution is unlike that
of a simple liquid. The process of freezing is spread out
over a wide temperature interval.

What will happen if we pour salt on some frozen surface?
The answer to this question is well known to yard men
as soon as salt comes in contact with ice, the ice begins
melting. In order that this phenomenon take place, it is
necessary, of course, that the freezing point of a saturated
salt solution be lower than the temperature of the air.
If this condition is met, the mixture of ice and salt is in an
alien phase region, namely, in the region of stable exi
stence. Therefore, the mixture of ice with salt will turn
in to a solution, i.e. the ice will melt and the salt will
dissolve in the water so formed. Finally, either all the
ice will melt or else a solution of such a concentration will
be formed that its freezing point will be equal to the tem
perature of the surroundings.

Suppose that a yard whose area is 100 m2 is covered by
a I-em layer of i~-this is quite a bit of ice, about one
ton. Let us calculate how much salt is needed to melt this
ice if the temperature is -3 DC. For such a freezing (melt
ing) point the concentration of a salt solution must be
45 gil. Approximately one litre of water corresponds to
one kilogram of ice. Hence, in order to melt one ton of ice
at -3 DC, 45 kg of salt are needed. A much smaller amount
is used in practice since one does not seek the- complete
melting of all the ice.

Ice melts when mixed with salt, and salt dissolves in
water. But heat is required for melting, and the ice takes
it from its surroundings. Therefore, the addition of salt
to ice leads to a decrease in temperature.

We are now in the habit of buying ice cream, but it
was previously made at home. In this connection, a
mixture of ice and salt played the role of a coolant.
10·
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Boiling of Solutions

_Boiling of solutions has a lot in common with their
freezing.

The presence of a solute hinders crystallization. For
the very same reasons, a solute also hinders boiling. In
both cases it is as though alien molecules were fighting
to retain a solution which is as diluted as possible. In
other words, the alien molecules stabilize the state of the
basic substance (i.e. facilitate its existence), which can
dissolve them.

Therefore, alien molecules impede the crystallization
of a liquid, and so lower the freezing point. In exactly
the same way, alien molecules impede the boiling of a
liquid, and so raise its boiling point.

It is curious that within certain limits of concentration
(for not very concentrated solutions), neither the lower
ing of the freezing point of a solution nor the raising of
its boiling point depends in the least on the properties
of the solute but is determined only by the number of its
molecules. This interesting circumstance is used for the
determination of the molecular mass of soluble substances.
This is done with the aid of a remarkable formula (we
cannot give it here), which relates the change in the freez
ing or boiling point to the number of molecules in a unit
volume of a solution (and to the heat of fusion or boiling).

The boiling point of water is raised one-third as much
as its freezing point is lowered. Thus, sea water contain
ing approximately 3.5% of salt has a boiling point of
100.6 °C, while its freezing point is lowered by 2°C.

If one liquid boils at a higher temperature than another,
then (at the same temperature) its vapour pressure is
lower. Hence, the vapour pressure of a solution is less
than that of the pure solvent. One can judge the differ
ence on the basis of the following values: the vapour pres
sure at 20°C equals 17.5 mm Hg and the vapour pressure
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of a saturated solution of sodium chloride at the same
temperature is 13.2 mm Hg.

Vapour with a pressure of 15 mm Hg, unsaturated for
water, will be supersaturated for a saturated salt solu
tion. In the presence of such a solution, the vapour starts
condensing and uniting with the solution. Of course, not
only a salt solution but also powdered salt will .take wa
ter vapour out of the air. In fact, the very first drop of
water falling on the salt will dissolve it and create a
saturated solution.

The absorption of water vapour from the air by salt
leads to the salt's becoming moist. This is well known to
hosts and affords them grief. But this decrease in vapour
pressure over a solution can also be of benefit: it is used
for drying air in laboratory practice. Air is passed through
calcium chloride, which is the record holder in taking
moisture out of the air. While a saturated solution of
sodium chloride has a vapour pressure of 13.2 mm Hg,
that of calcium chloride is 5.6 mm Hg, The vapour pres
sure will fall to this value when it is passed through a
sufficient amount of calcium chloride (1 kg of which
"has room for" a~roximately 1 kg of water). This is a
negligible humidity, and such air may be regarded as dry.

How Liquids Are Freed of Admixtures

Distillation is one of the most important means of
freeing liquids of admixtures. The liquid is boiled and
the vapour is sent into a refrigerator. When cooled, the
vapour turns into a liquid once more, but this liquid will
be purer than the initial one.

It is easy to get rid of solids dissolved in a liquid with
the aid of distillation. Molecules of such substances are
practically absent in water vapour. Distilled water is
obtained in this way-completely tasteless pure water
devoid of mineral admixtures.
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However, using evaporation, we can also get rid of
liquid admixtures and separate a mixture consisting of
two or more liquids. In this connection, we make use of
the fact that two liquids forming a mixture do not boil
with the same "ease"

Let us see how a mixture of two liquids, for example,
of water and ethyl alcohol, taken in equal amounts
(100 proof vodka), will behave when boiled.

Under standard pressure, water boils at 100°C and al ..
cohol at 78 "C. The mixture we are dealing with will boil
at the intermediate temperature of 81.2 "C. Alcohol boils
more easily, so its vapour pressure is greater, and for an
initial fifty-per cent composition of the mixture, the first
portion of vapour will contain 80 % alcohol.

We can drawoff the portion of vapour so obtained into
a refrigerator and obtain a liquid enriched by alcohol.
This process can be further repeated. However, it is clear
that such a method is not practical, for with each suc
cessive distillation less and less substance will be obtained.
In order that there be no such loss, so-called fraction
ating (i.e. purifying) columns are applied for the pur
pose of cleaning a liquid.

The idea behind the structure of this interesting appa
ratus consists in the following. Imagine a vertical column
whose lower part contains a liquid mixture. Heat is
supplied below the column and cooling is carried out above
it. The vapour formed by boiling cises to the top and
condenses; the resulting liquid flows down. For a fixed heat
supply from below and heat removal from above, the
countercurrents of vapour, going up, and liquid, flowing
down" are established in the closed column.

Let us fix our attention on some horizontal cross
section 'of the column. The liquid passes downwards, and
the vapour upwards, through this cross-section; moreover,
none of the substances composing the liquid mixture
stays behind. If we are dealing with a column contain-
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ing a mixture of alcohol and water, the amount of alcohol
passing upwards and downwards, just as the amount of
water passing upwards and downwards, will be· equal.
Since the liquid is going down and the vapour is coming
up, this means that the compositions of the liquid and
of the vapour are identical at any height in the column.

As has been just explained, the equilibrium of the
liquid and the vapour of a mixture of two substances re
quires, on the contrary, a difference between the composi
tions of these phases. Therefore, the conversion of liquid
into vapour, and of vapour into liquid, takes place at any
height in the column. Moreover, the high-boiling compo
nent condenses and the low-boiling component passes from
the liquid to the vapour.

Consequently, it is as though the rising vapour were
taking away the low-boiling component and the down
flowing liquid were continually being enriched by the
high-boiling component. The composition of the mixture
will become different at each height: the higher the mix
ture, the greater the percentage of the low-boiling com
ponent. In the ideal case, a pure layer of the low-boiling
component will1Je on the top and a pure layer of the high
boiling component will be at the bottom.

The substances should now be drawn off, only as slowly
as possible, in order that the ideal picture just outlined
not be disturbed, the low-boiling one from the top, and
the high-boiling one from the bottom.

In order to carry out the separation, or rectification,
in practice, we must make it possible for the countercur
rents of liquid and vapour to thoroughly mix. Tojthis end,
the currents of liquid and vapour are delayed with the aid
of plates distributed one above the other and connected
by means of overflow pipes. The liquid can flow down to
a lower level from an overfilled plate. The rising vapour
(0.3-1 m/s) forces its way through a thin layer of liquid.
The diagram of a column is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1

One does not always succeed in purifying a liquid com
pletely. Certain mixtures possess an "unpleasant" prop
erty: for a definite composition, the ratio of the compo
nents of the evaporating molecules is the same as that in
the liquid mixture. In this case, of course, a further pu
rification by means of the method described becomes im
possible. Such is the mixture containing 96% alcohol and
4 % water: it yields a vapour of the same composition.
Consequently, 96% alcohol is the best that can be ob
tained by the evaporation method.

Rectification (or distillation) of liquids is an important
process in chemical technology. For example, gasoline is
obtained from oil with the aid of rectification.
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It is a curious fact that rectification is the cheapest
method of obtaining oxygen. For this, of course, one must
change air to the liquid phase beforehand, after which one
can separate it into almost pure nitrogen and oxygen by
means of rectification.

Purification of Solids

On a phial containing a chemical substance alongside
of the chemical name one can see, as a rule, the following
notation: "pure", "pure for analysis" or "spectroscopically
pure" They are used to mark the degree of purity of a
substance: "pure" means a rather slight degree of purity
there may possibly be an admixture of the order of 1%
in the substance; "pure for analysis" means that admixtures
constitute not more than several tenths of a per cent of
the substance; "spectroscopically pure" is not easy to
obtain, since spectral analysis detects an admixture of
several thousandths of a per cent. The inscription "spec
troscopically pure" permits us to be confident that the
purity of the substance is characterized by at least "four
nines", i.e. that the content of the basic substance is not
less than 99.99 %. ..

The need for pure solids is quite great. Admixtures of
several thousandths of a per cent can change many phys
ical properties, and in one special problem of exception
al interest to modern technology, namely the problem of
obtaining semiconductors, technologists require a purity
of seven nines. This means that one unnecessary atom
among ten million necessary ones prevents us from solv
ing engineering problems! We take recourse in special
methods for obtaining such ultrapure materials.

Ultrapure germanium and silicon (these are the main
representatives of semiconductors) can be obtained by
slowly drawing out a growing crystal from a melt. A rod
on whose tip a seed crystal is attached is brought to the
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surf.ace of melted silicon (or germanium). We then begin
slowly raising the rod; the crystal coming out of the
melt is made up of the atoms of the basic substance, while
the atoms of the admixture remain in the melt.

The method of so-called zone refining has been applied
more widely. A rod of arbitrary length and several mil
limetres in diameter is made out of the material being
purified. A small cylindrical oven is placed alongside the
rod enveloping it. The temperature in the oven is high
enough for melting, and the part of the metal which is
inside the oven melts. Therefore, a small zone of melted
metal moves along the rod.

The atoms of an admixture usually dissolve much more
easily in a liquid than in a solid. Consequently, at the
boundary of the melted zone, the atoms of admixture pass
from solid parts to the melted zone and do not pass back.
It is as though the moving melted zone were dragging
off the atoms of the admixture together with the melt.
The oven is turned off during the reverse motion, and the
operation of pulling the melted zone past the rod of met
al is repeated many times. After a sufficient number of
cycles, it only remains to saw off the polluted end of the
rod. Ultrapure materials are obtained in a vacuum or in
an atmosphere of inert gas.

When there is a large fraction of alien atoms, purifi
cation is carried out by other methods, the zone melting
and pulling a crystal out of a melt being applied only for
the final purification of the material.

Adsorption

Gases rarely dissolve in solids, i ,e. rarely penetrate
crystals. But there exists a different kind of absorption
of gases by solids. Molecules ~of a gas accumulate on the
surface .of a solid body-this peculiar adherence is called
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adsorption*. Thus, adsorption occurs when molecules
cannot penetrate within a body, but successfully stick to
its surface.

To be adsorbed means to be absorbed by a surface. But
can such a phenomenon really playa significant role? In
fact, a layer one molecule thick, even on a very large
object, will weigh a negligible fraction of a gram.

Let us perform the appropriate calculations. The area
of a small molecule is about 10 A 2 , i.e. 10-15 em", Hence,
1015 molecules will fit into a square centimetre. That
many molecules, say, of water, do not weigh much:
3 X 10-8 g. Even in a square metre, there will be room
for only 0.0003 g of water,

More noticeable amounts of a substance will form on
surface areas of hundreds of square metres. There is as
much as 0.03 g of water (1021 molecules) per 100 m".

But do we come across such sizable surface areas in our
laboratory practice? However, it is not hard to grasp that
sometimes very small bodies, fitting onto the tip of a
teaspoon, have enormous areas of hundreds of square
metres.

A cube whose edges are 1 em long has a surface area of
6 em", Let us cut ~such a cube into 8 equal cubes with
0.5-cm edges. The small cubes have faces with an area of
0.25 em", There are 6 X 8 = 48 such faces in all. Their
total area is equal to 12 cm'', The surface area has been
doubled.

Thus, every splitting of a body increases its surface.
Let us now break up a cube with a 1-cm side into small
chips one micrometre long: 1 urn === 10-4 em, so the large
cube will be divided into 1012 pieces. Each piece (let us
assume for the sake of simplicity that it, too, is cubic)
has a surface area of 6 lJ.m2, i.e. 6 X 10-8 em", The total

*Adsorption should not be confused with absorption, which
simply means taking in.
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surface area of the chips is equal to 6 X 104 em", i ..e.
6 m2

.. And such a splitting is by no means the limit.
I t is quite understandable that the specific surface area

(i .. e .. the surface area of one gram of a substance) can be
immense. I t grows rapidly with the crushing of a sub
stance-for the surface area of a grain decreases in pro
portion to the square of its linear dimension, and the
number of grains in a unit of volume increases in pro
portion to the cube of this dimension .. A gram of water
poured onto the bottom of a glass has a surface area of
several square centimetres .. The same gram of water in
the form of raindrops has a surface area of about tens
of square centimetres .. But one gram of droplets of fog
lias a surface area of several hundred square metres ..

If you break up a piece of coal (the finer the better),
it will be capable of adsorbing ammonia, carbon dioxide
and many toxic gases. This last property has assured for
coal an application in gas-masks. Coal breaks up partic
ularly well, and the linear dimensions of its particles
can be reduced to ten angstroms. Therefore, one gram of
special coal has a surface area of several hundred square
metres. A gas-mask with coal is capable of absorbing tens
of Iitres of gas ..

Adsorption is widely employed in the chemical indus
try, Molecules of different gases adsorbed on a surface
come in close contact with each other and participate in
chemical reactions more easily. In order to speed up
chemical processes, one frequently makes use of finely
split-up metals (nickel, copper and others) as well as of
coal. Substances increasing the rate of a chemical reac
tion are called catalysts.

Osmosis

Among the living tissues, there are peculiar membranes
which have the ability of letting water molecules
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pass through them, remaining impermeable to molecules
of substances dissolved in water. The properties of these
membranes are the causes of physical phenomena bearing
the name "osmotic" (or simply "osmosis").

Imagine that such a semipermeable partition divides
a pipe made in the form of the letter U into two parts. A
solution is poured into one of the elbows of the pipe, and
water or some other solvent into the other elbow. Having
poured the same amount of liquid into both elbows, we
shall discover with surprise that there is no equilibrium
when the levels are equal. After a short time, the liquids
settle down at different levels. Moreover, the level is
raised in the elbow containing the solution. The water
separated from the solution by the semipermeable par
tition tends to dilute the solution. It is just this phenom
enon that bears the name osmosis, and the difference in
height is called the osmotic pressure.

But what is the cause giving rise to osmotic pressure?
In the right-hand elbow of the vessel (Figure 5.2), pres
sure is exerted only by water. In the left-hand elbow, the
total pressure is the sum of the pressure of the water and
that of the solute. But the door is open only for the water,
and equilibrium in the presence of the semipermeable
partition is established not when the pressure from the
left equals the total pressure from the right, but when the
pressure of the pure water is equal to the "water" portion
of the pressure of the solution. The arising difference
between the total pressures 'fs equal to the pressure of
the solute.

This excess of pressure is precisely the osmotic pres
sure. As experiments and computations show, the osmotic
pressure is equal to the pressure exerted by a gas composed
of the solute and occupying the same volume. It is
therefore not surprising that osmotic pressure is measured
in impressive numbers. The osmotic pressure arising in
one litre of water when it dissolves 20 grams of sugar
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BEVERAGES

would balance a column of water 14 m in height.
Running the risk of arousing unpleasant memories in

the reader, we shall now examine how the laxative ac
tion of certain salt solutions is related to osmotic pres
sure. The walls of the intestines are semipermeable to a
number of solutions. If a salt does not pass through the
walls of the intestines (this is true of Glauber's salt),
then in the intestines there arises an osmotic pressure and
this pressure "sucks" water through the tissues from the
organism into the intestines.

Why does very salty water fail to quench one's thirst?
It turns out that osmotic pressure is guilty of this, too.
The kidneys cannot eliminate urine with the osmotic
pressure greater than the pressure in the tissues of the
organism. Consequently, an organism which has acquired
salty sea water does not only fail to give it to the tis
sue liquids, but, on the contrary, eliminates water taken
away from the tissues along with urine.
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Frictional Forces

This isn't the first time that we are speaking of fric
tion. And as a matter of fact, in telling about motion, how
could we have managed without mentioning friction?
Almost any motion of the bodies surrounding us is ac
companied by friction. A car whose driver cut the motor
comes to a halt; a pendulum comes to rest after many
oscillations; a small metal ball thrown into a jar of sun
flower oil slowly sinks. What makes bodies moving along
a surface come to a halt? What is the cause of the slow
falling of a ball in oil? We answer: the frictional forces
arising during the motion of some bodies along the sur
faces of others.

But frictional forces arise not only during motion.
You probably had to move furniture in a room. You

know how hard it is to begin moving a heavy bookcase.
The force counteracting this effort is called static friction.

Frictional forces also arise when we slide and roll
objects. These are two somewhat different physical phe
nomena. We therefore distinguish between sliding fric
tion and rolling friction. Rolljag' friction is tens of times
less than sliding friction.

Of course, in certain cases sliding also proceeds with
great ease. A sled slides easily along snow, and the slid
ing of skates along ice is even easier.

But what causes do frictional forces depend on? A
frictional force between solid bodies depends little on the
speed of the motion and is proportional to the weight of
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a body. If the weight of a body doubles, it will be twice
as- hard to set it in motion and to keep pulling it. We
haven't expressed ourselves with complete precision:
what is important is not so much the weight as the force
that presses the body to the surface. If a body is light,
but we press down hard on it with our hand, this will of
course affect the force of friction. If we denote the force
that presses a body to a surface (this is its weight in most
cases) by P, the following simple formula will he valid
for the frictional force F'r:

Ftr=kP

But how are the properties of surfaces taken into ac
count? For it is well known that one and the same sled
will slide completely differently on the very same runners,
depending on whether or not the runners are bound with
iron. These properties are taken into account by the pro
portionality factor k, which is called the friction coeffi
cient.

The friction coefficient of metal on woodis approximate
ly equal to one-half. Only with a force of 1 kgf will one
succeed in setting in motion a metallic slab with a mass
of 2 kg which is lying on a smooth wooden table. But the
friction coefficient of steel on ice is equal to only 0.027.
That same slab can be moved on ice with a force of only
0.054 kgf.

One of the earliest attempts to lower the coefficient of
sliding friction is depicted in a fragment of a mural from
an Egyptian tomb dated approximately 1650 B.C. (Fig
ure 6.1). We see a slave pouring oil under the runners of
a sledge carrying a heavy statue.

The surface area does not occur in the above formula:
the force of friction does not depend on the area of the
contact surface between the bodies rubbing against each
other. The same force is needed in order to set in motion,
or to keep moving with a constant velocity, a wide sheet
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Figure 6.t
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of steel weighing a kilogram and a kilogram weight which
is supported by the surface of a small area.

And one more remark about forces of sliding friction.
It is somewhat more difficult to set a bod.y in motion than
to keep it moving: the force of friction overcome at the
first instant of motion, (static friction) exceeds the sub
sequent values by 20-30%.

What can be said about the force of rolling friction,
say, for a wheel? Just as for sliding friction, the greater
the force that passes a wheel to a surface, the greater the
rolling friction. Furthermore, the force of "rolling friction
is inversely proportional to the radius of the wheel. This
is understandable: the larger the wheel, the less percepti
ble will be the roughness of the surface along which it is
rolling.

If we compare the forces which must be overcome in
making a body slide and roll, the difference we obtain
is very impressive. For example, in order to pull a steel
bar weighing 1 tonf along an asphalt pavement, a force
of 200 kgf must be applied-only an athlete is capable of
doing this. But even a child can roll this very same bar
on a cart-a force not greater than 10 kgf is needed for
this.

It's no wonder that rolling friction has "defeated"
sliding friction. It was not without reason that humanity
switched to wheel transport a very long time ago.

The replacement of runners by wheels is not yet a com
plete victory over sliding friction, for a wheel must be
attached to an axle. At first glance it seems impossible
to avoid the friction of the axle on the bearings. So peo
ple thought during the course of centuries and tried to
decrease the sliding friction in bearings only by means
of various lubricants. The services rendered by lubricants
have not been small-sliding friction has been reduced
by a factor of 8-10. But in a great many cases, the slid
ing friction, even with lubrication, is so considerable that
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it costs too much. This circumstance greatly impeded the
development of technology at the end of the past century.
It was then that the remarkable idea arose of replacing
the sliding friction in bearings by rolling friction. Ball
hearings have accomplished this replacement. Small
balls were fitted in between the axle and the bush. As
the wheel turns, the balls roll along the bush, -.nd the
axle rolls on the balls. The construction of this mechanism
is shown in Figure 6.2. Sliding friction was replaced by
rolling friction in this manner, thus reducing frictional
forces tens of times over.

The role played by ball and roller bearings in modern
technology can scarcely be exaggerated. They are made
with balls, with cylindrical rollers, with conical rollers.
All machines, large and small, are equipped with such
bearings. There exist ball bearings a millimetre in diam
eter; some bearings for large machines weigh over a ton.
Balls for bearings (you have seen them, of course, in
certain store windows) are manufactured with the most
varying diameters-from fractions of a millimetre to
several centimetres.

it*
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Viscous Friction in Liquids and Gases

Until now we have been speaking of "dry" friction,
i.e. of the friction arising from the contact of two solid
objects. But floating and flying bodies are also subject to
the action of frictional 'forces. The source of friction has
changed-dry friction is replaced by "wet" friction.

The resistance experienced by a body moving in water
or air is subject to other laws, essentially different from
the laws of dry friction, which we have spoken of above.

The rules for the behaviour of a liquid and a gas with
respect to friction cannot be distinguished. Therefore,
everything said below pertains to liquids and gases to
the same degree. When we speak of a fluid, we will mean
a liquid or a gas.

One of the distinctions between "wet" and dry friction
consists in the absence of "wet static friction": an object
suspended in water or air can, generally speaking, be
started by an arbitrarily small force. But as for the fric
tional force experienced by a moving body, it will depend
on the speed of the motion, on the form and dimensions
of the body and on the properties of the fluid. The study
of the motion of bodies in fluids has shown that there is
no single law for "wet" friction, but there are two differ
ent laws: one is valid for motions with low speeds, and
the other for motions with high speeds. The existence
of two laws implies that the flow of a medium around a
body moving in it takes place differently for motions of
solids with high and low speeds.

For motions with low speeds, the force of resistance, or
drag, is directly proportional to the speed and the linear
dimensions of a body:

F ex: vL
How should we understand the proportionality to

dimension if we aren't told what shape the body has?
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What is meant is that for two bodies completely similar
in shape (i.e. all of whose corresponding dimensions are
in the same ratio), the ratio of the drag is the same as
that of the linear dimensions of the bodies.

Drag depends to an enormous degree on the properties
of a fluid. Comparing-the frictional forces experienced by
the same objects moving with identical speeds in various
media, we see that the thicker or, as we say, the more
viscous the medium, the greater the drag experienced by
a body. It is therefore appropriate to call the friction
under discussion viscous friction. It is quite understand
able that air creates a negligible viscous friction, approx
imately 60 times less than water. A liquid can be "thin",
like water, or very viscous, like sour cream and honey.

We can judge the degree of viscosity of a liquid either
by the speed with which solid bodies fall in it or by the
speed with which it pours through an opening.

It will take water several seconds to pour out of a half
litre funnel. A very viscous liquid will trickl",out of it
in hours, or even days. It is possible to give examples of
even more viscous liquids. Geologists have called atten
tion to the fact that in the craters of certain volcanoes
spherical pieces are found in accumulations of lava on the
inner sides. At first sight, it was completely impossible
to understand how such a sphere might be formed out of
lava inside a crater. This would be incomprehensible if
lava were regarded as a solid. But if lava behaves like
a liquid, it will drop down the crater just like any other
liquid. But only a drop will be formed not in a fraction
of a second but in the course-of decades. When the drop
becomes too heavy, it will break away and fall at the
bottom of the crater.

It is clear from this example that real solid bodies and
amorphous bodies, which, as we know, resemble liquids
much more than crystals, should not be put on the same
level. Lava is precisely such an amorphous body. It seems
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to be solid, but is actually a very viscous liquid.
What do you think, is sealing wax a solid? Take two

corks and place them at the bottom of two cups. Pour
any melted salt (for example, saltpeter-it is easily
obtained) into one, and pour sealing wax into the other
cup with a cork. Both liquids will harden and bury the
corks. Put these cups away in the cupboard and forget
about them for a long time. After several months, you
will see the difference between sealing wax and salt. The
cork drowned in salt will be at rest, as before, at the bot
tom of its cup. But the cork drowned in sealing wax will
turn out to be on the top. But how did this occur? Very
simply: the cork came to the surface in quite the same
way as it would do in water. The only difference being is
that of time: when the force of viscous friction is small,
a cork comes to the surface instantly, but in very viscous
liquids floating up takes months.

Forces of Resistance at High Speeds

But let us return to the laws of "wet" friction. As we
explained, at low speeds the drag depends on the viscosity
of a liquid, the speed of the motion and the linear dimen
sions of a body. Let us now consider the laws of friction for
high speeds. But first of all, we must say what speeds are
to be regarded as low, and what speeds as high. We are
interested not in the numerical value of the speed but
in whether the speed is sufficiently low for the law of
viscous friction considered above to hold.

It turns out that it is impossible to name a number of
metres per second such that the laws of viscous friction be
applicable in all cases with lower speeds, The bounds of
applicability of the law we have studied depends on the
dimensions of a body and on the degree of viscosity and
density of a liquid.
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For air, "low" is a speed less than

°i75
cm/s

for water, less than

°i05cm/s

and for viscous liquids like thick honey, less than

too
L crnls

Consequently, the laws of viscous friction are scarcely
applicable to air and especially to water: even for low
speeds, of the order of t cm/s, they will apply only for
tiny bodies with millimetre dimensions. The resistance
experienced by a person diving into water is to no extent
subject to the law of viscous friction.

But how can we explain the fact that the law govern
ing the resistance of a medium changes with a change in
speed? The causes must be sought in the change in the
character of the flow of a liquid around a body moving
in it. Two circular cylinders moving in a liquid are de
picted in Figure 6.3 (their axes are perpendicular to the
drawing). For a slow motion, the liquid flows smoothly
around the moving object-the drag which it has to over
come is the force of viscous friction (Figure 6.3a). For
a high speed, behind the moving body there arises a com
plicated irregular motion of the liquid (Figure 6.3b). Var
ious streams appear and disappear, forming fantastic
figures, rings and eddies. The picture made by the streams
is changing all the time. The appearance of this motion,
called turbulent, radically changes the law of resistance.

Turbulent resistance depends on the speed and dimen
sions of an object in an entirely different way than vis
cous resistance: it is proportional to the square of the
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speed and the square of the linear dimensions. The vis
cosity of a liquid during this motion ceases to play an
essential role; the determining property becomes its
density, with the drag proportional to the first power of
the density of the fluid. Therefore, the following formula
holds for the force F of turbulent resistance:

F ex: pv2L 2

where v is the speed of the motion, L are linear dimensions
of the object, and p is the density of the medium. The
numerical proportionality factor, which we haven't
written down, has various values depending on the shape
of the body.
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Streamline Shape

Motion in the air, as has been said above, is almost
always "speedy", i.e. the basic role is played by turbulent
and not viscous resistance. Airplanes, birds and parachut
ists experience turbulent resistance. If a person falls
through the air without a parachute, then after a certain
time he begins falling uniformly (the force of resistance
balances the weight), but with quite a considerable speed,
of the order of 50 m/s. The opening of a parachute leads
to a sharp deceleration of the fall-the same weight is
now balanced by the resistance of the canopy. Since the
force of resistance is proportional to the speed of the mo
tion as well as to the linear dimensions of the falling o~

ject, the speed will decrease as many times as the linear
dimensions of the falling body increase. The diameter of
a parachute is about 7 ID, whereas the "diameter" of a
man's body is about one metre. The speed of the fall will
be decreased to 7 m/s. One can land safely with such a
speed.

We must say that the problem of increasing the re
sistance is far more easily solved than the converse prob
lem. Reducing the air resistance on a car or an airplane,
or the water resistance on a submarine, is one of the most
important and difficult technological problems.

I t proves possible to decrease turbulent resistance by
a large factor by changing the shape of a body. For this
one must reduce to a minimum the turbulent motion,
which is the source of the resistance. This is achieved by,
as they say, streamlining the object.

But what shape is best in this sense? I t would appear
at first sight that the body should be shaped so that the
forward side comes to a point. Such a point, it seems,
should "cleave" the air most successfully. But it proves
important not to cleave the air but to disturb it as little
as possible so that it flows smoothly around the object.
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The best profile for a body moving in a fluid is the one
whose shape is obtuse in front and pointed behind". With
such a shape, the fluid would flow smoothly off the point
and turbulence would be reduced to a minimum. Sharp
edges should not in any case be put in front, since there
they would create turbulence.

The streamline shape of an airplane wing creates not
only the least resistance to the motion but also the great
est lift, when the fairing is inclined upwards from the
direction of the motion. Flowing around a wing, the air
pushes against it mainly in the direction perpendicular
to its plane (Figure 6.4). It is clear that for an inclined
wing this force is directed upwards.

The lift grows with an increase in the angle of attack.
But reasoning based solely on geometrical considerations
would lead us to the false conclusion that the greater the

*The pointed prows of boats and sea-going vessels are needed
for "breaking" waves, i.e, only when the motion is taking place
along the surface.
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Figure 6.5

angle of attack, the better. But as a matter of fact, as
the angle of attack is increased, the smooth flow of the
plane becomes more and more difficult, and at a certain
value for this angle, as illustrated in Figure 6.5, violent
turbulence arises; the drag sharply increases and the lift
decreases.

Disappearance of Viscosity

Very often, in explaining some phenomenon or describ
ing the behaviour of one or another group of bodies, we
refer to well-known examples. It is quite obvious that
this object should be moving in such a manner, we say,
for other bodies also move according to the very same
rules. The explanation reducing the new to that which we
have already come across in the course of our lives always
satisfies the majority. We therefore did not have any par
ticular difficulty in explaining to the reader the laws in
accordance with which liquids move-for everyone has
seen how water flows, and the laws governing this motion
seem quite natural.
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However, there is one perfectly amazing liquid which
does not resemble any other liquid and moves in accor
dance with special laws characteristic of it alone. It is
liquid helium.

We have already said that liquid helium remains in the
liquid phase right down to the temperature of absolute
zero. However, helium above 2 K (more precisely, 2.19 K)
and helium below this temperature are two completely
different liquids. Above two degrees, the properties of
helium in no way distinguish it fro)m other liquids. Below
this temperature, helium becomes a miraculous liquid.
This miraculous helium is called helium II.

The most striking property of helium II is its super
fluidity, i.e. complete lack of viscosity, discovered by
P. L. Kapitza in 1938.

In order to observe superfluidity, a vessel is made with
a very fine slit at the bottom-of only half a micrometre
in width. An ordinary liquid hardly seeps through such a
slit; helium also behaves this way at temperatures above
2.19 K. But as soon as the temperature becomes barely
less than 2.19 K, the speed with which helium flows out
of such a vessel grows by leaps and bounds-by a factor
of at least several thousand. Helium II almost momen
tarily flows through the narrowest clearance, i.e. it com
pletely loses its viscosity. The superfluidity of helium
leads to an even stranger phenomenon. Helium II is ca
pable of "climbing out" of the glass or test tube into which
it was poured. A test tube with helium II is placed in
a Dewar vessel over a helium bath. "Without rhyme or
reason", helium rises along the wall of the test tube in
the form of a very fine, completely unnoticeable film and
overflows; drops fall from the bottom of the test tube.

I t should be recalled that thanks to capillary forces,
which were discussed on p. 45, the molecules of every
liquid wetting the wall of a vessel climb up this wall and
form the finest film on it whose width is of the order of
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10-8 em. This film cannot be seen by an eye, and in gener
al does not manifest itself in any way for an ordinary
viscous liquid.

The picture changes completely if we are dealing with
helium devoid of viscosity. In fact, a narrow slit does not
hinder the movement of superfluid helium, and a thin
film on a surface is just the same as a narrow slit. A liquid
without viscosity flows in a very fine layer. The film cov
ering the surface forms a siphon over the edge of the
glass or test tube through which the helium overflows
the vessel.

It is obvious that we do not observe anything of the
kind in the behaviour of an ordinary liquid. A liquid of
standard viscosity is practically unable to "make its way"
through a siphon of negligible thickness. Such a motion
is so slow that the outflow would last millions of years.

Thus, helium II is devoid of any viscosity. The conclu
sion that a solid should move without friction in such a
liquid would appear to follow from this with iron logic.
Let us take a disc on a string, place it in liquid helium II
and twist the string. Leaving this uncomplicated device
alone, we create something like a pendulum-the string
with the disc will oscillate and periodically twist first
in one and then in another direction. If there were no
friction, we should expect the disc to oscillate perpet
ually. But nothing of the kind! After a comparatively
short time, approximately the same as for ordinary helium
I (i.e. helium at a temperature above 2.19 K), the disc
comes to a halt. But how will this happen? When flowing
through a slit, helium behaves like a liquid without vis
cosity, hut behaves like an ordinary viscous liquid in
relation to bodies moving in it. It is this, to be sure, that
is in fact completely extraordinary and incomprehensible.

It now remains for us to recall that helium does not
solidify right up to absolute zero. The crux of the problem
is that the ideas about motion which we are accustomed
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to are not suitable any more. If helium has remained
liquid "illegally", should we be surprised by the lawless
behaviour of this liquid?

It is only possible to understand the behaviour of
liquid helium from the point of view of the new concep
tions of motion, quantum mechanics. Let us try to give
a general idea of how quantum mechanics explains the
behaviour of liquid helium.

Quantum mechanics is an extremely intricate theory,
which is very hard to understand; and so the reader should
not be surprised that the explanation looks even stranger
than the phenomena themselves. It turns out that every
particle of liquid helium participates simultaneously in
two motions: one motion is superfluid, unrelated to vis
cosity, and the other is ordinary.

Helium II behaves as if it consisted of a mixture of
two liquids moving completely independently, "one
through the other". One liquid behaves normally, i.e.
possesses an ordinary viscosity, while the other component
part is superfluid.

When helium flows through a slit or overflows a glass,
we observe the effect of superfluidity. But during the
oscillation of a disc submerged in helium, friction is
created because it is inevitable in the normal part of
helium.

The ability to participate in two distinct motions also
gives rise to completely unusual heat-conducting proper
ties of helium. As has been already said, liquids in general
conduct heat rather poorly. Helium I also behaves like an
ordinary liquid. But when the transformation into he
lium II takes place, its thermal conductivity grows about
a thousand million-fold. Therefore, helium II conducts
heat better than the best ordinary heat conductors, such
as copper and silver.

The fact is that the superfluid motion of helium does
not participate in the heat transfer. Consequently, when
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there is a difference in temperature within helium Il,
there arise two currents in opposite directions, and one
of them-the normal one-carries heat with it. This does
not at all resemble ordinary thermal conductivity. In
an ordinary liquid, heat is transferred by means of mo
lecular collisions. In helium II, heat flows together with
the ordinary part of helium-flows like a liquid. Here
at last the term "heat flow" is fully justified. It is pre
cisely such a method of transferring heat that leads to an
immense thermal conductivity.

This explanation of the thermal conductivity of he
lium may seem so strange that you will refuse to believe
it. But it is possible to convince oneself first-hand of the
validity of what has been said by means of the following
conceptually simple experiment.

In a tub with liquid helium there is a Dewar vessel filled
to the brim with helium. The vessel is connected to the
tub by means of a capillary branch piece. The helium in
side the vessel is heated by an electric spiral, but heat
does not pass to the surrounding helium through the walls
of the vessel, since they do not transmit heat. Near the
end of the capillary tube there is a vane suspended on a
fine thread. If the heat is flowing like a liquid, it should
turn the vane. This is precisely what happens. Moreover,
the amount of helium in the vessel does not change. How
can this miraculous phenomenon be explained? In only
one way: during heating there arises a current of the nor
mal part of the liquid from the heated place to the cold,
and a current of the superfluid part in the opposite di
rection. The amount of helium at each point does not
change, but since the normal part of the liquid moves
together with the heat transfer, the vane turns as a re
sult of the viscous friction of this part and remains de
flected as long as heating continues.

Another conclusion also follows from the fact that su
perfluid motion does not transfer heat. We have spoken
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above about the "creeping" of helium over the brim of a
glass. But the superfluid part "climbs out" of the glass,
while the normal part remains there. Heat is connected
to only the normal part of helium and does not accompany
the superfluid part which is climbing out of the glass.
Hence, as helium climbs out of the vessel, one and the
same amount of heat will be shared by a smaller and
smaller amount of helium-the helium remaining in the
vessel should warm up. This is actually observed during
experiments.

The masses of the helium partaking in superfluid and
normal motion are not Identical. Their ratio depends on
the temperature. The lower the temperature, the greater
the superfluid part. All of the helium becomes superfluid
at absolute zero. As the temperature rises, a larger and
larger part of the helium begins to behave normally, and
at the temperature of 2.19 K, all of the helium becomes
normal, acquiring the properties of an ordinary liquid.

But the reader already has some questions in his mind:
What precisely is called superfluid helium, how can a
particle of liquid participate simultaneously in two mo
tions and how can the very fact of two motions of a single
particle be explained? .. Unfortunately, we are obliged
to leave all these questions unanswered. The theory of
helium II is too complicated, and it is necessary to know
a great deal in order to understand it.

Plasticity

Elasticity is the ability of a body to recover its form
after a force ceased acting on it. If a kilogram weight is
hung on a t-m steel wire with a cross-sectional area of
1 mm", the wire will be stretched. The stretching is ne
gligible, only 0.5 mm in all, but it is not difficult to ob
serve. If the load is removed, the wire will contract by the
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same 0.5 mm, and so its length will return to its former
value. Such a deformation is called elastic.

Let us note that a wire of t-mm" cross-section under the
action of a force of 1 kgf and a wire of I-cm'' cross-section
under the action of a force of 100 kgf are, as one says, under
the same conditions of mechanical stress. Therefore, the
behaviour of a material must always be described by
indicating not the force (which would be pointless if the
cross-section of a body is unknown), but the stress, i.e.
the force per unit of area. Ordinary bodies-metals,
glass, stones-can be stretched elastically by only several
per cent at best. Rubber possesses outstanding elastic
properties. Rubber can be stretched elastically by several
hundred per cent (i.e. made two or three times longer than
it was originally), and when we let such a rubber band go,
we see that it returns to its initial state.

All bodies without exception behave elastically under
the action of small forces. However, a limit of elasticity
appears earlier for some bodies and considerably later
for others. For example, the elastic limit for such soft
metals as lead has already been reached when a load of
0.2-0.3 kgf is hung on a wire of f-mm" cross-section. This
limit is approximately 100 times as great, i.e. about
25 kgf, for such hard materials as steel.

With respect to large forces exceeding the elastic limit
the various bodies can be roughly divided into two classes:
those like glass, i.e. fragile, and those like clay, i.e.
plastic.

If you press a piece of clay with your finger, it will
leave its imprint, containing even the intricate whirls
drawn on its skin. If you strike a piece of soft iron or lead
with a hammer, a clear trace will be left. There is no
longer any force, but the deformation remains-it is
called plastic or permanent. You will not succeed in ob
taining such residual effects with glass: if you persist in
this endeavour, the glass will break. Certain metals and
12-0389
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alloys, such as cast iron, are just as fragile. An iron pail
will flatten, but a cast iron pot will crack, under the blows
of a hammer. One can judge the strength of fragile bodies
by the following figures. In order to convert a piece of
cast iron into powder, one must act with a force of about
50-80 kgf per square millimetre of surface area. This figure
falls to 1.5-3 kgf for a brick.

As for every classification, the division of bodies into
fragile and plastic is, to a fair degree, relative. First of
all, a body which is fragile at a low temperature can be
come plastic at higher temperatures. Glass can be superb
ly processed as a plastic material if it is heated to a
temperature of several &.hundred degrees. Soft metals,
such as lead, can be forged cold, but hard metals yield
to forging only when burning hot. A rise ..in temper
ature sharply increases the plasticity of a material.

One of the essential features of metals, which has made
them irreplaceable building materials, is their hardness
at room temperatures and plasticity at high temperatures:
an incandescent metal can be easily given the required
form, but it is only possible to change this form at room
temperature by means of very substantial forces.

The internal structure of a material influences its me
chanical properties in an essential way. It is obvious that
cracks and holes weaken the apparent strength of a body
and make it more fragile.

The ability of plastically deformable bodies to strength
en is remarkable. A single crystal of a metal is very soft
when it has just grown up out of a melt. Crystals of many
metals are so soft that they are easily bent with one's
fingers; however, one will not succeed in straightening
them out. Strengthening has taken place. This same spec
imen can now be plastically deformed only by means of
a considerably greater force. It turns out that plasticity
is not only a property of a material, but also a prop
erty of its treatment.
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Why are instruments made not by casting metals, but
by forging them? The reason is obvious-a metal subjected
to forging (or rolling, or drawing) is much stronger than
cast metal. No matter how much we forge a metal, we
cannot increase its strength beyond a certain limit, which
is called the yield stress. For steel it is between 30 and
50 kgf/mm". This figure has the following meaning. If
a one-pood weight (below the yield stress) is hung on 'a
wire of I-mm! cross-section, the wire will begin stretching
and strengthening simultaneously. The stretching will
therefore quickly cease-the weight will hang calmly on
the wire. But if a two- or three-pood weight (above the
yield stress) is hung on such a wire, the picture will be
different. The wire will keep stretching until it breaks.
Let us emphasize once again that the mechanical behav
iour of a body is determined not by the force, but by the
stress. A wire of a cross-section of 100 flm2 will yield under
the action of a load of (30-50) X 10-4 kgf, i.e. 3-5 gf.

Dislocations

Proving that plastic deformation is a phenomenon of
immense significance in engineering practice would be
forcing an open door. Smith and die forging, rolling sheets,
drawing wire are all techniques based on the plastic work
ing of metals leading to their deformation.

We could understand nothing about plastic deforma
tion if we considered the crystallites of which a metal con
sists to be ideal fragments of space lattices.

The theory of the mechanical properties of an ideal
crystal was worked out long ago, at the beginning of the
century. This theory disagrees with experimental data
about a thousand-fold. If all crystals were ideal, their
tensile strength would be many orders of magnitude high
er than that actually observed. Then plastic deformation
would require huge forces.
12*
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Hypotheses had been suggested much earlier than suffi
cient facts accumulated to support them. It was obvious
to investigators that the only way to reconcile theory
with practice was to assume that crystallites have cer
tain defects. Various conjectures could be made, of course,
on the nature of these defects. But the picture began to
clear up only after the most sophisticated equipment for
investigating the structure of matter had been made
available to physicists. It was found that an ideal por
tion of a lattice (called a block) has dimensions of the order
of several millionths of a centimetre. These blocks are
disoriented with respect to one another by angles within
a second or a minute of arc.

Many facts accumulated by the end of the twenties led
to the important contention that the chief (though not
only) defect of a real crystal is a regular displacement that
was named a dislocation. A simple, or linear, dislocation
is illustrated by the model in Figure 6.6. The essence of
the defect, as is evident, is that there are places in the
crystal that seem to contain an "extra" atomic plane
(from which its name "extraplane" is derived). The
horizontal dash line in Figure 6.6a divides two blocks. The
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Figure 6.7

upper part of the crystal is in compression, and the lower
part in tension. The effect of the dislocation on the crystal
is rapidly dissipated as seen in Figure 6.6b which is a
sort of "top" view of the left-hand drawing

Another type of dislocation, frequently found in crys
tals, is the screw dislocation. It is illustrated schemati
cally in Figure 6.7. Here the lattice is divided into two
blocks, one of which has slipped, as it seems, by one lattice
constant with respect to the other. Maximum distortion
is concentrated at the vertical axis shown in the diagrams.
The region adjoining this axis is what is called a screw
dislocation.

We shall understand the nature of this distortion better
if we look at the other diagram (Figure6.7b), which illus
trates two adjacent atomic planes on the two sides of
the vertical plane passing through the axis (the one along
which slip has occurred). With respect to the three-di
mensional view, this is a projection showing the plane
from the right. Here we see the axis of the screw disloca
tion, the same as in the other drawing. The atomic plane
belonging to the right-hand block is shown by full lines;
that belonging to the left-hand block by dash lines. The
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black circles are closer to the reader than the light ones.
It is evident from the drawing that a screw dislocation is
another type of distortion differing from that of a linear
distortion. There is no extra row of atoms. The essence
of the distortion is that the rows of atoms change their
nearest neighbours near the dislocation axis. They are
bent downwards to align themselves with the neighbours
located one storey below.

Why is this called a screw dislocation? Imagine that
you are strolling along the atoms (after reducing your
size to subatomic dimensions) and have decided to pass
around the dislocation axis. It is obvious that if you
start your journey on the lowest plane you will find your
self one storey higher after each turn. Finally, you will
emerge on the top surface of the crystal, as if you had
been climbing winding stairs in a helix like the thread
of a screw. In our drawing, the climb is in the counter
clockwise direction. If the slip of the blocks had been in
the opposite direction, your journey would have been
clockwise.

We are now ready to answer the question of how plastic
deformation takes place.

Assume that we want to shift the upper half of a crystal
with respect to the lower one by one interatomic distance.
Evidently, we must roll all the atoms in the shear plane
over one another. It is an entirely different matter when
a shear force acts on a crystal containing a dislocation.

Figure 6.8 illustrates a close packing arrangement of
spheres (only the end spheres of the rows of atoms are
shown), containing a linear dislocation, consisting of a
linear void (something like a fissure) between two of
the upper rows. We begin to shift the upper block to the
right with respect to the lower one. To help you under
stand what is happening, we have given numbers to the
rows, with primed numbers for the spheres of the com
pressed (lower) layer. At some initial moment, the "fissure"
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Figure 6.8

is between rows 2 and 3; the compressed rows are 2' and
3' As soon as the shifting force is exerted, row 2 moves
into the "fissure"; now row 3' can "breathe freely", but
row]' will have to squeeze into less space. What hap
pened? The whole dislocation moved to the left, and its mo
tion continues in the saine way until it (the dislocation)
"emerges" from the crystal. The result is a shift over one
row of atoms, i.e. the same as in the shear of a perfect
crystal.

It is evidently unnecessary to prove that shear by dis
location motion requires much less force. In the shear of
a perfect crystal we had to overcome the interaction be
tween atoms in rolling over all the rows simultaneously.
In dislocation shear, only a single row of atoms is in
volved at each instant.

Calculations indicate that the strength of crystals in
shear, assuming there are no dislocations, should be a
hundred times more than that actually observed in ex
periments. The presence of even a slight number of dis
locations can reduce the strength of the material by a
substantial factor.

The preceding discussion poses a question that must be
cleared up. It is evident from the drawing (see Figure 6.8)
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that the applied force "drives" the dislocation out of the
crystal. This implies that the crystal becomes stronger
and stronger as we increase the degree of deformation.
Finally, when the last dislocation is eliminated, the crys
tal should, according to the theory, become about a
hundred times stronger than a perfect regular crystal.
The crystal actually is strengthened in the course of
deformation, but far from a hundred-fold. The screw dis
locations save the day. It was established (and here the
reader will just have to take our word for it because it
is 'so difficult to illustrate with a drawing) that screw dis
locations cannot be easily "driven" out of a crystal. More
over, shear of the crystal ~may take place with the aid
of dislocations of both types. Dislocation theory satis
factorily explains the features of shear phenomena along
crystal planes. According to up-to-date views, plastic
deformation of crystals consists in the motion of disorder
along the crystal.

Hardness

Strength and hardness do not go hand in hand with
each other. A rope, a scrap of cloth and a silk thread can
possess a great deal of strength-a considerable stress is
needed to tear them. Of course, nobody will say that rope
and cloth are hard materials. And conversely, the strength
of glass is not great, but glass is a hard material.

The concept of hardness used in technology is taken
from everyday practice. Hardness is the resistance to pen
etration. ~A [body is hard if it is difficult to scratch it,
difficult to leave an imprint on it. These definitions may
seem somewhat vague to the reader. We are accustomed to
physical concepts being expressed in terms of numbers.
But how can this be done in relation to hardness?

One rather primitive method, which is nevertheless use
ful in practice, has already been employed for a long time
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by mineralogists. Ten definite minerals are arranged in a
series. The first is diamond, followed by corundum, then
topaz, quartz, feldspar, apatite, fluor-spar, calcite, gyp
sum and talc. The series is sorted out in the following
manner: diamond leaves its mark on all minerals, but
none of these minerals can scratch diamond. This means
that diamond is the hardest mineral. The hardness of
diamond is evaluated by the number 10. Corundum, which
follows diamond in the series, is harder than all the min
erals below it-corundum can scratch them. Corundum is
assigned the hardness number 9. The numbers 8,7 and 6
are assigned to topaz, quartz and feldspar, respectively,
on the same grounds. Each of them is harder than (i.e.
can scratch) all the minerals below it, and softer than
(can itself be scratched by) the minerals having greater
hardness numbers. The softest mineral, talc, has hard
ness number 1.

A "measurement" (this word must be taken in quotation
marks) of hardness with the aid of this scale consists in
finding the place for the mineral of interest to us in a
series containing the ten chosen standards. If the unknown
mineral can be scratched by quartz, but leaves its mark on
feldspar, its hardness is equal to 6.5.

Metallurgists use a different method for determining
hardness. A dent is made on the material being tested by
pressing a steel ball 1 em in diameter against it with a
standard force (ordinarily 3000 kgf). The radius of the
small pit so formed is taken as the hardness number.

Hardness with respect to scratching and hardness with
respect to pressing do not necessarily correspond, and one
material may prove to be harder than another when tested
by scratching but softer when tested by pressing.

Consequently, there is no universal concept of hardness
independent of the method of measurement. The concept
of hardness is a technological and not a physical con
cept.
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Sound Vibrations and Waves

We have already given the reader a lot of information
about oscillations. How a pendulum and a ball on a spring
oscillate and what regularities there are in the oscillation
of a string, all of this was studied in one of the chapters
of the first book. We haven't spoken about what takes
place within the air or some other medium when a body
located in it performs oscillations. There is no doubt that
the medium cannot remain indifferent to vibrations. An
oscillating object pushes the air, displacing the air par
ticles from the positions in which they were previously
located. It is also obvious that this cannot be limited to
the influence on only the adjacent layer of air. The body
will push the nearest layer, this layer presses against
the next one, and so layer after layer, particle after par
ticle, all of the surrounding air is brought into motion.
We say that the air has come to a vibrating state, or that
sound vibrations are taking place in the air.

We call the vibrations of the medium sound vibrations,
but this does not mean that we hear all of them. Physics
uses the concept of sound vibrations in a broader sense.
The question as to which sound vibrations are heard will
be discussed below.

We are dealing with air only because sound is most of
ten transmitted through air. But there are, of course, no
special properties of air which would give it a monopoly
to perform sound vibrations. Sound vibrations arise in
any medium capable of being compressed, but since there
are no incompressible bodies in nature, the particles of
any material can therefore find themselves in this state.
The study of such vibrations is usually called acoustics.

Each particle of air remains at one place, on 'the av
erage, during sound vibrations-it only performs oscilla
tions about its equilibrium position. In the simplest case,
a particle of air can perform a harmonic oscillation, which,
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as we recall, takes place in accordance with the sinusoidal
law. Such an oscillation is characterized by the maximum
displacement of a particle from its equilibrium position
(amplitude) and the period of the oscillation, i.e. the
time required to perform a complete oscillation.

The concept of the frequency of vibration is used more
often than that of the period for describing the properties
of sound vibrations. The frequency v = 11T is the recip
rocal "of the period. The unit of frequency is the inverse
second (8-1) . If the frequency of vibration is equal to
100 S-I, this means that during one second a particle of
air performs 100 complete vibrations. Since in physics we
must deal rather often with frequencies which are many
times greater than a hertz, the units kilohertz and megahertz
are widely applied; 1 kHz = 103 Hz, 1 MHz = 106 Hz.

The speed of a vibrating particle is maximum when it
is passing through its equilibrium position. On the con
trary, in positions of maximum displacement, the speed
of a particle is, naturally, equal to zero. We have already
said that if the displacement of a particle is subject to the
law of harmonic oscillation, the change in its speed of
vibration obeys the same law. If we denote the maximum
value (amplitude) of the displacement by So, and of the
speed by vo, then Vo = 2nso/T, or Vo = 2nvs o• Loud con
versation brings air particles into vibration with an am
plitude of only several millionths of a centimetre. The
maximum value of the speed will be of the order of
0.02 em/s.

Another important physical quantity varying together
with the displacement and speed of a particle is the excess
pressure, also called the sound pressure. A sound vibration
of air consists in a periodic alternation of compression and
rarefaction at each point in the medium. The air pressure
at any place is now higher, now lower than the pressure
which would be there in the absence of sound. This excess
(or insufficiency) of pressure is just what is called the
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sound pressure. Sound pressure is a small fraction of
standard atmospheric pressure. For a loud conversation
the sound pressure amplitude will be equal to approxi
mately one-millionth of the atmospheric pressure. Sound
pressure is directly proportional to the speed of the vibra
tion of a particle, where the ratio of these physical quanti
ties depends only on the properties of the medium. For
example, a speed of vibration of 0.025 cm/s corresponds
to a sound pressure in air of 1 dyn/cml •

A string vibrating in accordance with a sinusoidal law
brings air particles into harmonic oscillation. Noises and
musical sounds lead to a considerably more complicated
picture. A graph of sound vibrations, namely of the sound
pressure as a function of time, is shown in Figure 6.9.
This curve bears little resemblance to a sine wave. It
turns out, however, that any arbitrarily complicated
vibration can be represented as the result of superposing
a large number of sine waves with different amplitudes
and frequencies. These simple vibrations make up, as is
said, the spectrum of the complex vibration. Such a su
perposition of vibrations is shown for a simple example
in Figure 6.10. .
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Figure 6.tO

If sound were propagated instantaneously, all the air
particles would vibrate in unison. But sound is not prop
agated instantaneously, and the masses of air lying on
the lines of propagation are brought into motion in turn,
as if caught up by a wave coming from some source. In
exactly the same way, a chip lies calmly on the water until
the circular waves from a pebble thrown into the water
catch it up and make it vibrate.

Let us confine our attention to a single vibrating par
ticle and compare its behaviour with the motion of other
particles lying on the same line of sound propagation. An
adjacent particle will start vibrating somewhat later, the
next particle still later. The delay will keep increasing
until we meet a particle which is lagging behind by a
whole period and is therefore vibrating in time with the
initial particle. So an unsuccessful runner, who has fallen
behind the leader by an entire lap, can cross the finish
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line simultaneously with the leader. But at what distance
will we meet the point which is vibrating in time with
the initial particle? I t is not hard to see that this distance
Iv is equal to the product of the speed of propagation of
sound c by the period of vibration T. The distance A,
is called the uxuielength:

Iv = cT

We will find points vibrating in time after intervals of
length A. Points separated by a distance of 'A/2 will move
relative to each other like an object vibrating perpendic
ularly to a mirror moves with respect to its image.

If we depict the displacement (or speed, or sound pres
sure) of all the points lying on a:line of propagation of a
harmonic sound, then a sine wave is again obtained.

The graphs of the wave motion and the vibration should
not be confused. There is a strong resemblance between
Figures 6.11 and 6.12, but the distance is plotted along
the horizontal axis in the former, while the time in the
latter. One figure represents the development of the vibra
tion in time, and the other an instantaneous "photograph"
of the wave. I t is evident from the comparison of these
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two graphs that the wavelength may also be called its
spatial period: the quantity At plays the same role in space
as T plays in time.

In a graph of a sound wave, the displacements of a
particle are plotted along the vertical axis, and the hor
izontal axis is the direction of the propagation of the
wave along which the distance is marked off. This might
suggest the false idea that the particles are displaced per
pendicularly to the direction of the propagation of the
wave. In reality, air particles always vibrate along the
direction of the propagation of the sound. Such a wave is
called longitudinal.

The speed of light is incomparably greater than that
of sound; light is propagated practically instantaneously.
Thunder and lightning occur at the same instant; we see
a flash of lightning practically at the instant of discharge,
but the sound of thunder reaches us at a speed of approx
imately one kilometre in three seconds (the speed of
sound in air is 330 m/s). Hence, when we hear the thunder,
there is no longer any danger in being struck by that par
ticular bolt of lightning.

Knowing the speed of the propagation of sound, we can
usually determine how far away a thunderstorm is raging.
If 12 seconds have passed from the moment of the flash
of lightning to that of the peal of thunder, the storm is
therefore 4 kilometres away.

The speed of sound in gases is approximately equal to
the average speed of the motion of their molecules. It
is also independent of the density of a gas and proportion
al to the square root of its absolute temperature. Liquids
propagate sound faster than gases. Sound is propagated in
water with a speed of 1450 mis, i.e. 4.5 times as fast as in
air. The speed of sound in solids is even greater; for exam
ple, it is about 6000 mls in iron.

When sound passes from ODe medium to another, the
speed of its propagation changes. But another interesting
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phenomenon also occurs simultaneously-the partial
reflection of sound from the boundary between the two
media. The fraction of sound reflected depends mainly on
the ratio of the densities. In the case when sound passing
through air is incident upon a solid or liquid surface, or
vice versa, from dense media into air, the sound is almost
completely reflected. When sound passes from air to wa
ter or, conversely, from water to air, only one-thousandth
of the sound passes into the latter medium. If both media
are dense, the ratio between the transmitted and the reflect
ed sound can be small. For example, 13%.of the sound will
pass from water into steel or from steel into water, and
87% will be reflected.

The reflection of sound is widely applied in navigation.
fhe construction of an instrument for measuring depths,
the sonic depth finder, is based on it. A source of sound is
placed under water on one side of a ship (Figure 6.13).
A discontinuous sound creates sound rays, which will
make their way through the watery thickness to the bottom
of the sea or river, be reflected from the bottom and re
turn in part to the ship, where sensitive instruments will
catch them. Accurate clocks will show how much time
the sound needs for this journey. The speed of sound in
water is known, and it is possible to obtain precise in
formation about the depth by means of a simple calcula
tion.

By aiming the sound forward or sideways instead of
downwards, it is possible to determine with its aid whether
or not there are dangerous reefs or deeply submerged ice
bergs near the ship.

All the particles of air surrounding a vibrating body
are in a state of vibration. As we explained in the first
book, a mass point vibrating in accordance.with the si
nusoidallaw possesses a definite and constant total energy.

When a vibrating point passes through its equilibrium
position, its speed is maximum. Since the displacement
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Figure 6.13

of the point is equal to zero at this instant, the entire
energy is kinetic:

mV~ax

2

Consequently, the total energy is proportional to the
square of the amplitude of the speed of vibration.

This is also true for particles of air vibrating in a sound
wave. However, a particle of air is something indefinite.
Therefore, sound energy is given per unit of volume. This
magnitude can be called the density of sound energy.

Since the mass of a unit of volume is the density p,
13-0389
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the density of sound energy

PlJ~ax
w=-2-
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Above we have spoken about another important phys
ical quantity which vibrates according to the sinusoidal
law with the same frequency as the speed. This is the
sound, or excess, pressure. Since these quantities are
proportional, we can say that the energy density is pro
portional to the square of the amplitude of sound pressure.

The maximum value of the speed of sound vibration
for loud conversation is equal to 0.02 cm/s. One cubic cen
timetre of air weighs about 0.001 g. Therefore, the energy
density is equal to

~ X 10-3 X 0.022 erg/ern" = 2 X 10-7 erg/ern"

Suppose that a source is emitting sound. I t is radiating
sound energy in the surrounding air. I t is as though the
energy were "flowing" from the vibrating body. During
a second, a definite amount of energy flows through each
area element, which is perpendicular to the direction of
the propagation of the sound. This quantity is called the
energy flux passing through the area element. Furthermore,
if we take an area element of 1 em", the amount of energy
which has passed through it is called the intensity of the
sound wave.

It is not difficult to see that the intensity I of sound is
equal to the product of the energy density w by the speed
of sound c. Imagine a small cylinder of l-cm height and
l-cm2 base area whose generatrices are parallel to the
direction of propagation of a sound. The energy w con
tained in such a cylinder will completely leave it during
a time of llc. Therefore, an energy of w/(l/c), i.e. wc, will
pass through a unit of area during a unit of time. It is
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as though the energy were moving with the speed of
sound.

During a loud conversation, the intensity of the sound
near the talkers will be approximately equal to (we are
making use of the number obtained above)

2 X 10- 7 X 3 x 104==0.006 erg/ems-a

Audible and Inaudible Pitches

But what sounds can be perceived by the human ear?
It turns out that the ear is capable of perceiving only the
vibrations lying within the interval from approximately
20 to 20 000 Hz. Sounds with a arge frequency are called
high-pitched, and those with a small frequency low
pitched.

But what wavelengths correspond to the limiting au
dible frequencies? Since the speed of sound is approximate
ly equal to 300 mis, using the formula Iv = cT = clv;
we find that the lengths of audible pitches corresponding
to wavelengths that lie within the limits of 15 m for the
lowest tones to 3 em for the highest ones.

And how do we "hear" these vibrations?
The way the organ of hearing functions has not as yet

been fully clarified. The crux of the matter is that the
internal ear (the cochlea, a canal of few centimetres long
and filled with fluid) contains several thousand sensory
nerves capable of perceiving sound vibrations transmitted
to the cochlea from the air through the tympanic mem
brane. This or that part of the cochlea vibrates more strongly
depending on the frequency of sound. Although the sen
sory nerves are situated along the cochlea so closely that
a large number of them are stimulated simultaneously,
man (and animals) is capable, particularly in childhood,
of distinguishing minute changes in frequency (thousands
of a fraction). It is still not known precisely just how this
13*
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occurs. The only obvious fact is that the analysis by the
brain of the stimuli arriving from many different nerves
is of utmost importance here. A mechanical model of the
same design as the human ear that could be capable of
discerning sound frequencies just as well has yet to be
invented.

A sound frequency of 20 000 Hz is the value beyond
which the human ear does not perceive the mechanical
vibrations of a medium. I t is possible to create vibra
tions of a higher frequency in various ways; a person will
not hear them, but instruments can record them. Inciden
tally, not only instruments record such vibrations. Many
animals-bats, bees, whales and dolphins (as can be seen,
it isn't a question of the dimensions of a living being)
are capable of perceiving mechanical vibrations with
frequencies up to 100 000 Hz.

We are now able to obtain vibrations with frequencies
up to a thousand million hertz. Such vibrations, although
of inaudible pitch, are called ultrasonic or supersonic in
order to affirm their affinity to sound. Supersounds of the
highest frequencies are obtained with the aid of quartz
plates. Such plates are cut out of monocrystals of quartz.



7. Transformations

of Molecules

Chemical Reactions

Physics is the foundation of all natural sciences. It
is therefore absolutely impossible to separate physics from
chemistry, geology, meteorology, biology and all the other
branches of science. The basic laws of nature come under
the topic of physics. I t is no mere chance then that books
have been written on geological physics, biological phys
ics, chemical physics, construction physics, etc. Hence,
we find it appropriate to devote a section to chemical
reactions in this book which deals with the basic laws of
nature.

Strictly speaking, chemistry begins where a molecule
is broken down into its component parts, or when a single
molecule is formed of two others, or when two colliding
molecules are converted into two other molecules. If
we find that from the beginning to the end of a phenome
non a change has occurred in the chemical composition of
the bodies involved, then a reaction has taken place.

Chemical reactions can occur "on their own", i.e. due
to the motions of the molecules at the given temperature.
Hence, we often say that a substance decomposes. This
means that the internal vibrations of the atoms in the
molecules rupture the bonds between the atoms and the
molecule "falls apart".

A chemical reaction is most often the result of encoun
ters between molecules. A metal rusts. This is a chemical
reaction: an atom of the metal encounters a molecule of
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water, and an oxide is formed. A pinch of citric acid and
a spoon of soda are mixed into a glass of water. Bubbles
of gas begin to evolve vigorously. The encounter of these
two kinds of molecules has resulted in the formation of
new substances, including carbon dioxide whose bubbles
rise to the surface and burst.

Hence, spontaneous disintegration of molecules and
collision of molecules are two causes of chemical reactions.

But chemical reactions may be due to other causes as
well. You are vexed when you examine the suit of clothes
that you took along on your vacation trip to the south.
The cloth has faded and lost its true colour. Owing to
intense action of the Sun's rays, a chemical transforma
tion has occurred in the dye.

Reactions induced by light are said to be photochemical.
Investigations in this field must be especially carefully
conducted to distinguish heat-induced reactions, due to
heat generated by light (which increases the kinetic ener
gy of motion of molecules so that their collisions are
more frequent and more violent), from reactions directly
induced by light. In the latter, particles of light-pho
tons-"rupture" the chemical bonds.

The action of light is responsible for the chain of chem
ical reactions that take place in green plants, and which
is called photosynthesis. The photochemical transforma
tion occurring in living plants realizes the great carbon
cycle without which life would be impossible.

Chemical bonds may be ruptured in various chemical
reactions by other energetic particles as well, such as
electrons, protons, etc.

Chemical reactions may proceed either with the absorp
tion of heat or with its evolution. What does this signify
at the molecular level? If two slow molecules meet and
form two fast ones, then heat has been generated because
we know that an increase in temperature is equivalent to
an acceleration of the molecules, Such reactions include
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combustion and explosion, which we are to discuss in
the next section.

Next we shall consider the reaction rate from the molec
ular point of view, i.e, at the molecular level. Just about
everyone knows that some reactions are completed faster
than you can blink an eye (say, explosions), while others
take years. Assume that we are again concerned with
reactions in which two molecules collide and form two
other molecules. The following assumption is evidently
true. Of significance, in the first place, is collision energy
of an amount sufficient to break up the molecules and to
rearrange them. Also important, in the second place, is
whether the reaction proceeds regardless of the angle at
which the molecules meet in collision or whether they
must meet at certain angles.

The minimum energy required to implement a rear
tion is called the activation energu. I t plays the chief role
in the course of the reaction, but we must give its due to
a second factor as well-the percentage of "lucky" colli
sions of particles having a given energy.

A heat-producing chemical reaction can be modelled
as shown in Figure 7.1. The ball rolls uphill, over the
barrier and drops down. Since the initial energy level
is higher than the final one, more energy is produced than
has been expended.

This mechanical model visually illustrates the critical
dependence of the reaction rate on the temperature. If
the temperature is low, the "speed" of the ball is insuffi
cient to surmount the barrier. As the temperature increas
es, the number of balls leaping over the barrier increases
faster and faster. The rate of chemical reactions depends
to an exceptionally great extent on the temperature. As
a rule, a temperature increase of 10 degrees speeds up
a reaction from two- to four-fold. If the reaction rate is,
say, tripled when we raise the temperature 10 degrees,
then a temperature increase of 100 degrees leads to a rate
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increase of 310 ~ 60 000 times, 200 degrees to 320 ~

~ 4 X 109 , and 500 degrees to 350, i.e. approximately
1024 times. No wonder then that a reaction proceeding
at a normal rate at 500°C does not take place at all
at room temperature.

Combustion and Explosion

For combustion to begin, it is necessary, as is well
known, to bring a burning match to an inflammable object.
But neither does a match light up by itself; it must be
struck against a match-box. Therefore, in order that a
chemical reaction start, a preliminary heating is necessary.
The ignition creates the required temperature for the
reaction at the initial moment. A high temperature "is
further maintained by the heat which is liberated in the
course of the reaction.

The initial local heating should be sufficient for the
heat liberated by the reaction to exceed that transferred
to the cold surrounding medium. Therefore, each reac
tion has its own, as one says, ignition point. Combustion
only begins if the initial temperature is higher than the
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Figure 7.1

ignition point. For example, the ignition point of wood
is 610°C, of benzine about 200 °C, of white phosphorus
so-c,

The combustion of wood, coal or oil is a chemical reac
tion uniting the substance with the oxygen of the air.
·Therefore, such a reaction proceeds at the surface: until
the outside layer burns up, the next layer cannot partic
ipate in the combustion. This is what explains the rela
tive slowness of such combustion. I t is not difficult to
convince oneself in practice of the validity of what we
have said. If fuel is broken up into small pieces, the rate
of combustion may be considerably increased. This is
why the crushing of coal is carried out in furnaces.

Fuel fed to the cylinder of an internal-combustion en
gine is broken down and mixed with air in exactly the
same way. More complex substances than coal are used
for engine fuel, for instance, gasoline. A molecule of such
a substance is shown in Figure 7.2 at the left. I t consists
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of 8 carbon atoms and 18 hydrogen atoms bonded together
as shown. As it burns, this molecule is subject to colli
sions from oxygen molecules. These collisions break up
the gasoline molecules. The forces that join one or two
carbon atoms to a hydrogen atom in a molecule, and those
that join two oxygen atoms to make up an oxygen mole
cule, cannot withstand the stronger "affinity", as chemists
say, between oxygen atoms, on the one hand, and carbon
and hydrogen atoms, on the other. Consequently, the old
bonds between the atoms in a molecule are ruptured and
the atoms are rearranged into new molecules. As is indi
cated in Figure 7.2 at the right, the new molecules-com
bustion products-consist of carbon dioxide and water.
Water is produced in the form of steam.

The situation is entirely different in the case where
the atmosphere is not needed, where everything that is
necessary for the reaction is contained within the sub
stance. An example of such a substance is a mixture of
hydrogen and oxygen (it is called a detonating gas). The
reaction occurs not at the surface but within the substance.
Unlike the case of combustion, all the energy forming
in the course of the reaction is liberated almost instanta
neously, as a result of which the pressure rises sharply and
an explosion takes place. A detonating gas doesn't burn
it explodes.

Thus, an explosive should contain within it the atoms
or molecules "needed for a reaction. I t is evident that we
can prepare explosive gas mixtures. There also exist
solid explosives. They are explosive precisely because in
their compositions all atoms occur which are necessary
for chemical reactions giving off heat and light.

The chemical reaction taking place during an explosion
is a decomposition reaction of the splitting up of mole
cules into parts. An example of an explosive reaction is
shown in Figure 7.3-the splitting up of a nitroglycerine
molecule into its parts. As is evident from the right-hand
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Figure 7.3

part of the diagram, molecules of carbon dioxide, water
and nitrogen are formed out of the original molecule. We
find the ordinary combustion products among the end
products, but combustion has occurred without the par
ticipation of oxygen molecules from the air; all atoms
necessary for the combustion are contained within the
nitroglycerine molecule.

How is an explosion propagated through an explosive,
for example, a detonating gas? When we set fire to an
explosive, a local heating arises. A reaction occurs in
the heated region. But heat is liberated in the course of
the reaction, and passes into the adjacent layers of the
mixture by means of heat transfer. This heat is sufficient
for the reaction to take place in the neighbouring layer,
too. New amounts of the heat being liberated enter the
next layers of the detonating gas, and so with the rate of
heat transfer the reaction spreads throughout the entire
substance. The rate of such a transfer is of the order of
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20-30 m/s. This is, of course, very rapid. A metre-long
tube of gas explodes within one-twentieth of a second, i.e.
almost instantaneously, while the rate of the combus
tion of wood or pieces of coal that takes place at the sur
face, and not within the volume, is measured in centime
tres per minute, i.e. is several thousand times less.

Nevertheless, such an explosion may also he called slow,
since a different kind of explosion, hundreds of times
faster than the one described, is possible.

A shock wave gives rise to a fast explosion. If the pres
sure rises sharply in some layer of a substance, a shock
wave will begin propagating from this place. A shock
wave leads to a considerable jump in temperature which
is transmitted from layer to layer. The rise in tempera
ture gives an impetus to an explosive reaction, and the
explosion leads to a rise in pressure and maintains the
shock wave, whose intensity would otherwise falloff
rapidly with its propagation. Therefore, a shock wave
gives rise to an explosion, while the explosion in turn
maintains the shock wave. The type of explosion de
scribed by us is called a detonation. Since a detonation is
propagated through a substance with the speed of a shock
wave (of the order of 1 km/s), it is actually hundreds of
times faster than a "slow" explosion.

But which substances explode "slowly" and which
explode "rapidly"? The question should not be posed
in this fashion: one and the same substance can explode
"slowly" and also detonate under different conditions,
while a "slow" explosion turns into a detonation in cer
tain cases.

Some substances, for example, nitrogen iodide, explode
on contact with a straw, on being slightly heated or as
a result of a flash of light. An explosive substance like
trotyl does not explode when it is dropped or even shot
out of a rifle. A powerful shock wave is required in order
to: explode it,
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There exist substances even less sensitive to external
influences. The fertilizing mixture of ammonium nitrate
and ammonium sulfate had not been considered to be
explosive untit a tragic accident occurred in 1921 at a
chemical factory in Oppau, Germany. An explosive meth
od was used there for pulverizing mixtures which had
become caked. As a result, a warehouse and the entire
factory were blown up. The engineers at the factory could
not be blamed for the catastrophe: approximately twen
ty thousand blasts had proceeded normally, and only once
had the conditions favourable for detonation been creat
ed.

Substances which explode only when subjected to a
shock wave but exist in a stable state and are not even
afraid of fire under ordinary conditions are quite conve
nient for explosion technology. Such substances can be
manufactured and stored in large amounts. However, in
order to bring these inert explosives into action, initia
tors of the explosion are needed. Such initiating explo
sives are absolutely necessary as sources of shock waves.

Mercury fulminate can serve as an example of initia
tors. If a grain of it is placed on a sheet of tin and lighted,
an explosion takes place, making a hole in the tin. An
explosion of such a substance under any conditions is a
detonation.

If a bit of mercury fulminate is placed on the charge of
a secondary explosive and lighted, the explosion of the
initiator creates a shock wave which is enough to deto
nate the secondary explosive. Explosions are produced in
practice with the aid of a detonating capsule (1-2 g
of an initiator). The capsule can be ignited at a distance,
for example, with the aid of a long cord (Bickford fuse);
the shock wave coming from the" capsule will blow up
the secondary explosive.

In a number of cases arising in technology, we must
contend with detonations. "Slow explosions" of a mixture
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of gasoline and air occur in the motor of a car under ordi
nary conditions. However, sometimes a detonation also
arises. Shock waves in a motor are absolutely unaccept
able as a systematic phenomenon, since thdy will soon put
the walls of the cylinders of the motor out of commis
sion.

In order to cope with detonations in engines, it is nec
essary to either use a special gasoline with a high oc
tane number or else mix the gasoline with special sub
stances, antiknocks, which do not let a shock wave de
velop. One of the most widespread antiknocks is tetra
ethyllead (TEL). This substance is highly toxic, and so
drivers are warned of the need to be careful when using
such gasoline.

Cannons must be constructed so as to avoid detona
tions. Shock waves should not be formed inside the barrel
when the gun is being fired, otherwise, the gun will be
put out of commission.

Engines Operated by Transformations of Molecules

People living in the 20th century use a great variety
of engines and motors to help them do their work and
to increase their power about ten-fold.

In the simplest case, it may prove expedient to convert
mechanical energy into another kind of mechanical ener
gy. For instance, we may have the wind or a stream of
water rotate the vanes of a windmill or the water wheel
of a mill.

In a hydroelectric power station, the process of convert
ing the energy of a stream of water into rotary motion
of the turbine runner is an intermediate one. The tur
bine drives an electrical machine, called a generator, which
produces electricity. Such conversion of energy will be
discussed further on.
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Steam engines have become things of the past. A steam
locomotive is fast becoming a rarity to be exhibited in
museums. This has occurred because the efficiency of a
heat engine is much too low.

This does not imply that steam turbines have become
obsolete. But there as well the conversion of the energy
of expanding steam into mechanical motion of the rotor
is only an intermediate stage. The final stage is the pro
duction of electrical power.

As to aircraft and automobiles, there is obviously no
point in powering them with a steam boiler or steam tur
bine. The total weight of the engine and heating device
proves too great when calculated on a kilograms per horse
power basis.

We can, however, eliminate the separate heating plant.
In a gas turbine, the immediate working fluid consists
of the incandescent combustion products of a high-ener
gy fuel. In such engines, we use chemical reactions, i.e.
transformations of molecules, to produce mechanical
energy. This is what determines both the significant ad
vantages of gas turbines over the steam-powered type,
and the great design and manufacturing difficulties that
have to be overcome to ensure their reliable perfor
mance.

The advantages are obvious: the combustion chamber,
where the fuel is burned, has a small size and can be
placed under the casing of the turbine. The components of
combustion consisting, for example, of atomized kero
sene and oxygen have a temperature unattainable for
steam. The heat flow formed in the combustion chamber
of a gas turbine is very intense, which makes it possible
to obtain a high efficiency.

But these advantages turn into shortcomings. The steel
blades of the turbine function in streams of gas having
a temperature up to 1200 °C and inevitably saturated
with microscopic ash particles. It is easy to imagine
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what great demands have to be made of the materials
out of which gas turbines are manufactured.

During an attempt to construct a gas turbine with a
power of about 200 hp for an automobile, it became nec
essary to deal with quite a peculiar difficulty: the tur
bine was of such small dimensions that the usual engi
neering solutions and the customary materials simply
could not be used. However, the technological difficul
ties are already being overcome. The first automobiles
powered by gas turbines have been designed and built,
but it is difficult to foresee their future.

I t turned out easier to utilize the gas turbine in rail
way transport. Locomotives with gas turbines, gas-tur
bine locomotives, have already received universal rec
ognition.

But entirely different engines in which the gas turbine
is a subordinate although necessary component part paved
the way for the widespread use of the gas turbine.
We are speaking of the turbojet engine, the basic type of
engine at the present time in jet aviation.

The principle on which the jet engine is based is simple.
A gas mixture is burned in a durable combustion cham...
ber; the combustion products, having an extraordinarily
great speed (3000 mIs, when hydrogen is burned in oxy
gen, somewhat less for other types of fuel), are thrust
through a smoothly expanding nozzle in the direction op
posite to that of motion. Even relatively small amounts
of combustion products will carry a large momentum
away from the engine.

With the creation of jet engines, people received the
realistic opportunity of carrying out interplanetary
flights.

Liquid propellant rocket engines have become very
widespread. Definite portions of a fuel (for example,
ethyl alcohol) and an oxidizer (usually liquid oxygen)
are injected into the combustion chamber of such an
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engine. The mixture burns, creating traction. In high
altitude rockets, such as the V-2, the traction is of the
order of 15 tonf. The figures are sufficiently eloquent:
8.5 tons of fuel and oxidizer which take 1.5 minutes to
burn up are poured into the rocket. The use of liquid pro
pellant rocket engines is only expedient for flights at
great heights or beyond the Earth's atmosphere. It makes
no sense to pour large amounts of a special oxidizer into
an aircraft destined for flights in the lower layers of the
atmosphere (up to 20 km), where there is enough oxygen.
But then the problem arises of forcing huge amounts of
air necessary for intensive burning into the combustion
chamber. This problem is solved in a natural fashion:
part of the energy of the gas stream created in the com
bustion chamber is taken away to rotate the powerful
compressor forcing air into the chamber.

We have already said what engine can do work at the
expense of the energy of a stream of incandescent gases;
of course, this is the gas turbine. The whole system is
called a turbojet engine (Figure 7.4). A turbojet engine has
no competitor for flights with speeds from 800 to 1200 km/h.

For long-distance flights with speeds of 600-800 km/h
an ordinary aircraft propeller is added to the shaft of a
turbojet engine. This is a turboprop engine.

At flying speeds of about 2000 km/h or more, the air
pressure developed by the aircraft is so great that the
need Ior a compressor no longer arises. I t is then only nat
ural that neither is a gas turbine needed. The engine'
is converted into a pipe of variable cross-section, in
which fuel is burned at a very definite place. This is a
ramjet engine. I t is clear that a ramjet engine cannot lift
an aircraft off the ground: it becomes capable of function
ing only at very high flying speeds.

Jet engines are completely inexpedient for flights at
small speeds owing to the large expenditures of fuel.

For motion on land, on water or in air with speeds from
t 4-0389
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Figure 7.4

o to 500 krn/h, people are reliably served by gasoline or
diesel internal-combustion piston engines. As indicated
by the name, the main part of such an engine is the cyl
inder inside which the piston can move. The back-and
forth motion of the piston is transformed into a rotary
motion of the shaft with the aid of the connecting rod and
crank system (Figure 7.5).

The motion of the piston is transmitted through the con
necting rod to the crank, which is part of the crankshaft.
The motion of the crank sets the shaft into rotation. Con
versely, if the crankshaft is turned, this will move the
connecting rods and a displacement of the pistons inside
the cylinders will set in.

The cylinder of a gasoline engine is equipped with two
valves, one of which is meant for the inlet of the fuel mix
ture, and the other for the exhaust of waste gases. In
order to start the engine, we must turn it over, using
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the energy of some outside source. Assume that at a cer
tain moment the piston is moving down and the inlet
valve is open. A mixture of atomized gasoline and air is
sucked into the cylinder. The inlet valve is connected to
the shaft of the engine in such a way that it closes at the
moment when the piston reaches its lowest position, As
the shaft continues to turn, the piston starts coming up.
The automatic drive of the valves keeps then closed dur
ing this stroke, and the fuel mixture is therefore compres
sed. When the piston reaches its highest position, the
compressed mixture is ignited by an electric spark, which
jumps between the electrodes of the spark plug. The
mixture ignites and the expanding combustion products
act, pushing the piston down. The engine shaft receives a
powerful thrust, and the flywheel on the shaft stores
considerable kinetic energy. All of the next three pre
liminary strokes proceed at the expense of this energy:
first the exhaust, when the exhaust valve is open and the
piston is moving up, driving the exhaust out of the cyl-
14*
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inder, next the intake and compression that we already
know about, then a new ignition. The engine is started.

Gasoline engines have powers from fractions of a horse
power to 4000 hp, an efficiency of up to 40~o and weigh
up to 300 gf per horsepower. Their widespread utiliza
tion in automobiles and aircrafts is explained by such a
good showing.

How might we increase the efficiency of a gasoline
engine? The major means is by raising the degree of com
pression.

If the fuel mixture is more highly compressed before
ignition, it will have a higher temperature. And why is
~t of advantage to raise its temperature? The point is that
we can rigorously prove that the maximum attainable ef
ficiency equals i-TITo, where T is the temperature of
the working body, and To is the ambient temperature.
This proof is tedious and uninteresting, and we omit it.
In numerous instances we have asked our readers to just
take our word for various statements. Since the ambient
temperature, i.e. the temperature of the surrounding me
dium, is something we cannot do much about, we make
every effort to raise the temperature of the working body
as high as is feasible. But-there, unfortunately, is a but
a highly compressed fuel mixture detonates (see p.
204). Then the working stroke acquires the features of
a heavy explosion which may damage the engine.

One has to take special measures to decrease the deto
nation properties of the gasoline, and this would greatly
raise the cost of a fuel that is already quite expen
sive.

The problems of raising the temperature during the
working stroke, of eliminating detonation and reducing
the cost of the fuel have been successfully solved in the
diesel engine.

A diesel engine resembles a gasoline engine to a great
extent in its construction, but is designed for products
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of oil distillation which are cheaper than and inferior
in quality to gasoline.

The cycle begins with the admission of pure air into
the cylinder. The air is then compressed by the piston to
approximately 20 atm. It would be very difficult to achieve
such" a high compression by turning over the eng-ine by
hand. Therefore, diesel engines are started with a s-pecial
starting'motor, usually a gasoline one, or by compressed
air.

When highly compressed, the temperature of the air in
a cylinder rises so much that it becomes sufficient for the
fuel mixture to ignite. But how can it be admitted into
the cylinder, where a hig-h pressure has been attained?
An inlet valve would not be suitable here. It is replaced
by a sprayer which forces the fuel into the cylinder through
a tiny opening. It ignites as it enters, eliminating the
danger of a detonation considerable for a gasoline engine.

Eliminating the danger of a detonation permits us to
construct slow diesels with many thousands of horsepow
ers. Naturally, they acquire quite considerable dimen
sions, but remain more compact than an aggregate consist
ing of a steam boiler and a turbine.

A ship in which there are direct-current generator and
motor between a diesel engine and a blade is called a
diesel-electric motor 'ship.

Diesel locomotives, now being widely introduced on
railroads, are built along the same lines; they may in
a sense be called diesel-electric locomotives.

Internal-combustion piston engines, considered last
by us, have borrowed their basic constructive elements
the cylinder, the piston, the connecting rod and crank
mechanism which helps obtain rotary motion-from the
steam engine, now gradually leaving the scene. The steam
engine could have been called an "external-combustion
piston engine" It is precisely this combination of the
unwieldy steam boiler with the no less unwieldy system
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of transforming translatory motion into rotary one that
deprives the steam engine of the possibility of success
fully competing with more modern engines.

Modern steam engines have an efficiency of about 10 %.
The locomotives which have been taken out of production
released up to 95 % of the fuel they burned through the
smoke-stack to no !advantage.

This "record-breaking" low efficiency is explained
by the inevitable deterioration in the properties of a steam
boiler designed for installation on locomotive as com
pared to a stationary steam boiler.

But why were steam engines employed so widely in
transportation for such a long time? Besides adherence to
customary solutions, the circumstance that a steam en
gine has a very good tractive characteristic also played
a role: the greater the force with which the load
resists a displacement of the piston, the greater the
force exerted on it by the steam, i.e. the torque developed
by a steam engine grows under difficult conditions, which
is important in transportation. But, of course, the fact
that the steam engine does not need a complicaterl 'system
of variable transmission to the driving axles cannot in
the least compensate for its basic defect, a low efficiency.
This is what explains the supplanting of the steam engine
by other engines.



8. Laws of Thermodynamics

Conservation of Energy
at the Molecular Level

The laws of thermodynamics belong to the basic laws
of nature. There are not many such laws. You can count
them on the fingers of one hand.

The chief aim of science, including physics, of course
ic; the search for the rules, regularities, general laws and
the basic laws that govern nature. This search begins
with observations or experiments. That is why we say
that all of our knowledge is of an empirical or experimen
tal nature. Investigations and observations are followed
by a search for generalization. Persistent brain work,
meditation, calculations and inspiration enable us to
find laws of nature. Next comes the third stage: from the
general laws, we derive, in a strictly logical manner, the
ensuing effects and special laws that can be checked by
experiments. This, by the way, is what the explanation
of a phenomenon consists of. To explain means to corre
late the particular with the general law.

A cherished goal of science has been, of course, suc
cessful attempts to reduce laws to the minimum number
of postulates. Physicists tirelessly search for such oppor
tunities; they seek to express the whole sum of knowledge
about nature in several concise and elegant formulas.
Albert Einstein tried for about thirty years to unify the
laws of gravitational and electromagnetic fields. The
future will show whether or not this proves possible.

What, then! are these laws of thermodynamics? Too
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brief a difinition must necessarily be somewhat inac
curate. Maybe we approach the essence of the matter clos
est of all if we contend that thermodynamics is a study of
the rules according to which bodies exch inge energy.
The laws of thermodynamics enable us to find strictly
logical relations by mathematical means between the
thermal and mechanical properties of bodies, and to es
tablish a number of vital principles concerned with the
change of state of bodies. Perhaps, the most precise def
inition of the branch of physics we are about to give our
attention to is the trivial statement: thermodynamics is
the totality of knowledge that follows from the first and
second laws of thermodynamics.

The first law of thermodynamics was formulated in a
concise and expressive form back in the time when phys
icists preferred not to mention molecules. Such a formu
lation (which does not require us to "get inside" a body)
is said to be phenomenological, i.e. one simply referring
to the phenomena. The first law of thermodynamics con
stitutes a certain refinement and expansion of the energy
conservation law.

We have established that a body has kinetic and po
tential energies, and that in a closed system, the sum of
these energies-the total energy-can neither be de
stroyed nor created. Energy is conserved.

Except with respect to the motion of celestial bodies,
we can contend without exaggeration that there are no
phenomena in which mechanical motion is not accompa
nied with heating or cooling surrounding bodies. When a
body is stopped by friction, its kinetic energy would seem,
on the face of it, to be lost. This first impression is mis
leading, however. Actually, it can be proved that con
servation is maintained with absolute precision: the me
chanical energy of the body has been utilized to heat the
surrounding medium. What does this mean at the molec
ular level? Simply that the kinetic energy of the body has
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been transformed into kinetic energy of molecules.
This seems clear enough, but what happens when we

crush ice in a mortar with a pestle? We keep pounding and
the thermometer reading remains at zero all the time.
It would seem that the mechanical energy we exert has
vanished. If not, what has happened to it? Again, we
find a clear answer: the ice has been converted into water.
This means that the mechanical energy was expended in
rupturing the bonds between the molecules, and their
internal energy has been changed. Each time we observe
that the mechanical energy of a body has disappeared, we
readily discover that this only seems to be so, and that
actually mechanical energy has been converted into the
internal energy of the bodies being observed.

In a closed system, certain bodies can lose and others
can gain internal energy. But the sum of the internal ener
gies of all the bodies added to their mechanical energies
remains constant for the given system.

Now let us turn our attention away from mechanical
energy. We consider two instants in time. At the first
instant, the bodies were at rest, then certain events oc
curred, and at the second instant the bodies are again
at rest. We are certain that the internal energy of all the
bodies in the system remained constant. But some bodies
have lost and others have acquired energy. This could hap
pen in two ways. Either one body performed mechanical
work on another (for example, by compressing or
stretching it), or one body transferred heat to another
body.

The first law of thermodynamics states that the change
in the internal energy of a body is equal to the sum of
the work done on the body plus the heat transferred to
it.

Heat and work are two different forms in which energy
can be transferred from one body to another. Heat ex
change is accomplished by disordered collisions of mole-
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cules. Mechanical energy is transmitted with the mole...
cules of one body aligned in orderly "rows and ranks"
transferring their energy to another body.

How Heat Is Converted into Work

The word "heat" in this heading has been employed
somewhat carelessly. As mentioned immediately above,
heat is a form of energy transfer. Consequently, a
more proper formulation of the question would be:
How to convert thermal energy, i.e. kinetic energy of
molecular motion, into work. But the word "heat" is
customary, concise and expressive. We hope the reader will
not be confused if we continue to apply the word in the
sense we have just accurately defined.

There is certainly plenty of heat around us. But, un
fortunately, all of this energy of molecular motion is ab
solutely useless insofar as it cannot be converted into
work. Such energy cannot be ranked in any way among our
energy resources. Let us look into this matter.

A pendulum which has been deflected from its equilib
rium position will sooner or later come to rest, a wheel of
an upside-down bicycle, which has been spun by hand,
will make a lot of turns, but it, too, will eventually stop
moving. There is no exception to the following important
law: all the spontaneously moving bodies surrounding
us will eventually come to rest.*

If there are two bodies, one heated and the other COld,
heat will be transferred from the former to the latter until
their temperatures are equalized. Then the heat trans
fer will cease and the states of the bodies will stop
changing. Thermal equilibrium will set in.

There is no phenomenon whereby a body spontaneous
ly leaves a state of equilibrium. A wheel on an axle at

-Here, of course, we do not have in mind a uniform translatory
motion or a uniform rotation of a system of bodies al a whole.
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rest never starts turning by itself. Neither does it happen
that an ink-well on a table warms up by itself.

The tendency towards equilibrium implies that events
take a natural course: heat passes from a hot body to a
cold one, but cannot spontaneously pass from 8 cold bo
dy to a hot one.

As a result of air resistance and friction at the suspen
sion, the mechanical energy of an oscillating pendulum
will be converted into heat. However, not under any con
ditions will a pendulum begin swinging at the expense of
the heat of the surrounding medium. Bodies come to a
state of equilibrium, but cannot leave it spontaneously.

This law of nature shows at once what part of the energy
surrounding us is absolutely useless. This is the energy of
the thermal motion of the molecules of those bodies which
are in a state of equilibrium. Such bodies are incapable
of converting their energy into mechanical motion.

This part of the energy is immense. Let us calculate
the value of this "inaccessible" energy. If the tempera
ture is lowered by one degree, then a kilogram of earth,
having a heat capacity of 0.2 kcal/kg, loses 0.2 kcal.
A relatively small figure. However, let us estimate how
much energy we would obtain if we were able to cool
by only one degree a substance with the mass of the
Earth, i.e. 6 X 1024 kg. Multiplying we obtain an im
mense figure: 1.2 X 1024 kcal. In order that you might
picture this value, let us state at once that at the present
time, the yearly energy output of all the electric power
stations in the world is equal to 1015-1016 kcal, i.e. about
a thousand million times less.

We needn't be astonished by the fact that such calcu
lations act hypnotically on poorly informed inventors.
We have spoken above of attempts to construct a perpet
ual motion machine ("perpetuum mobile") creating work
out of nothing. Operating with the principal proposi
tions of physics following from the law of conservation
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of energy, one cannot possibly refute this law with the
creation of a perpetual motion machine (we shall now
call it a perpetual motion machine of the first kind).

The same sort of error is also committed by certain
cleverer inventors, who create models of machines per
forming mechanical motion at the expense of nothing but by
cooling the medium. Such, alas, unrealizable machines
are called perpetual motion machines of the second kind.
Here, too, a logical error is committed, since the inventor
bases himself on laws of physics, which are consequences
of the law by which all bodies tend towards a state of
equilibrium, and with the aid of thes- laws, tries to refute
the foundations on which they are based.']

Thus, it is impossible to produce work by merely
taking heat from a medium. In other words, a system of
bodies in equilibrium with each other is energetically
barren.

Hence, in order to obtain work, it is first of all neces
sary to find bodies which are not in equilibrium with their
neighbours. Only then will one succeed in realizing a
process of transferring heat from one body to another or
converting heat into mechanical energy.

The creation of an energy flux is a necessary condition
for obtaining work. In the "path" of such a flux a conver
sion of some of the energy of bodies into work is possible.
Therefore, the energy of only those bodies which are not
in equilibrium with the surrounding medium is ranked
among the energy reserves which are of use to 'people.

The law which we have just expounded, the impossi
bility of building- a perpetual motion machine of the sec
ond kind, is called the second law of thermodynamics.
So far we have expressed it in the form of a phenomenolog
ical rule. But since we know that bodies consist of mole
cules and that the internal energ-y is the sum of the kinet
ic and potential energies of the molecules, the sudden
appearance of some kind of "additional" law may seem
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strange. Why is the law of conservation of energy formu
lated for molecules insufficient to explain all phenomena
in nature?

In short, this poses the following question: Why do
molecules behave so that when left to themselves they
tend towards a state of equilibrium?

Entropy

This question is very important and interesting. In
order to answer it, we will have to begin from afar.

Frequently encountered events that occur at every turn
are said to be highly probable. On the contrary, events
that occur thanks to a rare coincidence are regarded as
improbable.

An improbable event does not require a display of any
supernatural forces whatsoever. There is nothing impos
sible about it, nothing contradicting the laws of nature.
And nevertheless, in many cases we are perfectly sure
that the improbable is identical with the impossible.

Consider a lottery prize-list. Count the number of win
ning tickets whose numbers end with a 4, 5 or 6. You will
not be the least bit surprised when you find that approxi
mately one-tenth of the winning tickets correspond to each
digit. Well, but perhaps tickets with numbers ending with a
5 were to make up one-fifth of the winners, instead of
one-tenth? Unlikely, you say. Well, and if half of the
winning tickets were to have such numbers? No, that
would be absolutely improbable and therefore, also
impossible.

Heflecting on what conditions are necessary for an event
to be probable, we arrive at the following conclusion:
the probability of an event depends on the number of
ways in which it can be realized. The greater this Dum
ber, the more frequently will such an event occur.
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More precisely, the probability is the ratio of the num
ber of ways of realizing a given event to the number of
ways of realizing all possible events.

Write down the numbers from 0 to 9 on ten cardboard
discs and place them in a sack. Now pullout a disc, note
its number and put it back in the sack. This is very much
like a lottery drawing. It can be confidently said that you
will not draw one and the same number, say, seven times
in a row, even if you devote an entire evening to
this boring occupation. Why? The drawing of seven iden
tical numbers is an event which is realizable in only ten
ways (7 zeros, 7 ones, 7 twos, etc.). But there are a total
of 107 possible ways of drawing seven discs. Therefore,
the probability of drawing seven discs in a row with
identical numbers is equal to 10/107 = 10-6, i.e. only
one-millionth.

If black and white grains are poured into a box and
mixed with a shovel, the grains will very soon be distri
buted uniformly throughout the entire box. Scooping up
a handful of grains at random, we shall find approxi
mately the same number of white and black grains in it.
No matter how much we mix them, the result will always
be the same-uniformity is preserved. But why doesn't
the separation of the grains take place? Why won't we
succeed in driving the black grains to the top and the
white grains to the bottom by means of a prolonged mix
ing? Here, too, it is entirely a matter of probability.
The state in which the grains are distributed disorderly,
i.e. black and white grains are uniformly intermingled,
can be realized in an enormous number of ways and, con
sequently, possesses the greatest probability. On the
contrary, the state in which all the white grains are on the
top and all the black grains at the bottom is unique.
Therefore, the probability of its realization is negligibly
small.
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We can easily pass from grains in a sack to the mole
cules that bodies are made of. The behaviour of mole
cules is subject to chance. This can be seen particularly
clearly in the case of gases. As we know, gas molecules
collide randomly and move in all possible directions,
first with one speed and then with another. This eternal
thermal motion continually reshuffles the molecules,
mixes them like a shovel mixes the grains in a box.

The room in which you are now is filled with air. Why
can't it happen at some moment that the molecules in the
lower half of the room pass into the upper half-under the
ceiling? Such a process is not impossible-it is very im
probable. But what does very improbable mean? If
such a phenomenon were even a thousand million times less
probable than a disordered distribution of molecules,
someone might nevertheless observe it. Will we really
observe such a phenomenon?

A computation shows that such an event for a t-ern"
vessel in volume takes place once in 103xi018 cases. It
hardly pays to make a distinction between the words
"extremely improbable" and "impossible" For the num
ber written above is unimaginably great; if we divide it
by the number of atoms not only on the Earth but also in
the entire solar system, it will still remain enor
mous.

But what will the state of the gas molecules be? The
most probable one. And the most probable state will be
that which is realizable in the greatest number of ways
(the molecules will all be distributed at random) for
which there are approximately the same numbers of mol
ecules moving to the right as to the left, upwards as
downwards, for which one finds identical numbers of
molecules in equal volumes, the same proportion of fast
and slow molecules in the upper and lower halves of the
vessel. Any deviation from such a disorder, i.e. from the
random intermingling of molecules with respect to posi-
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tion and velocity, is linked with a decrease in probability,
or, more concisely, is an improbable event.

On the contrary, phenomena linked with an intermin
gling, with the creation of disorder out of order increase the
probability of state. Hence, it is these phenomena that
will determine the natural course of events. The law of
the impossibility of a perpetual motion machine of the
second kind and the law by which all bodies tend towards
an equilibrium state receive their explanation. Why is
mechanical motion transformed into thermal? Simply
because mechanical motion is ordered and thermal is
disordered. The transition from order to disorder in
creases the probability of state.

Physicists called the quantity characterizing the degree
of order and related by a simple formula to the number of
ways of creating states entropy. We shall not give the for
mula, but shall only say that the greater the probability,
the greater the entropy.

The law of nature which we are now discussing asserts:
all natural processes proceed in such a way that the prob
ability of state increases. In other words, this same law
of nature can be formulated as the law of increasing en
tropy.

The law of increasing entropy is one of the most im
portant laws of nature. From it follows, in particular,
the impossibility of constructing a perpetual motion ma
chine of the second kind, or, which is the same, the as
sertion that bodies left to themselves tend to a state of
equilibrium. The law of increasing entropy is the same
second law of thermodynamics. Only its formulation is
different, but its content is the same. What is more im
portant is that we have given an interpretation of the
second law of thermodynamics at the molecular level.

In a certain sense, the union of these two laws "under
a single banner" was quite fortunate. For the law of con
servation of energy is an absolute law. But as for the law
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of increasing entropy, as follows from what has been said
above, it is applicable only to sufficiently large collections
of particles and is simply impossible to formulate for
individual molecules.

The statistical (this means pertaining to a large col
lection of particles) character of the second law of ther
modynamics does not in the least diminish its signifi
cance. The law of increasing entropy predetermines the di
rection of processes. In this sense, entropy may be called
the managing director of natural resources, while energy
serves as its bookkeeper.

Fluctuations

We have seen that spontaneous processes bring a sys
tem to its most probable state, i.e. to the growth in en
tropy. After the entropy of a system has become maximum,
equilibrium is reached.

But a state of equilibrium does not by any means im
ply internal rest. An intensive thermal motion takes
place within the system. Therefore, strictly speaking,
any physical body "stops being itself" at each instant:
the mutual distribution of its molecules at every succes
sive moment is not the same as it was at the preceding one.
Consequently, the values of all physical quantities are
conserved only "on the average"; they are not exactly
equal to their most probable values, but vary around
them. Deviations from the most probable values at equi
librium are called fluctuations. The values of the various
fluctuations are extremely negligible. The greater the
value of a fluctuation, the less probable it is.

The average value of a relative fluctuation, i.e. the
fraction of the magnitude of the physical quantity of
interest by which it can change as a result of the chaotic
thermal motion of molecules, can be approximately
represented by the expression flV ]V, where N is the num-
1/2 t 5-0389
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bel' of molecules in the body, or in that part of it, which
we are investigating. Therefore, fluctuations are appre
ciable for systems consisting of a small number of mole
cules, and completely insignificant for large bodies con
taining millions of millions of millions of molecules.

The formula 1/VN shows that in one cubic centimetre
of a gas, the density, pressure, temperature and also any
other properties can change by 1/y 3 X 1019, i.e. by not
more than 10-8 %. Such fluctuations are too small to be
detected experimentally. However, things are entirely
different for a volume of a cubic micrometre. Here N ==
== 3 X 107 and fluctuations will attain measurable val
ues of the order of hundredths of a per cent.

A fluctuation is an "abnormal" phenomenon in the sense
that it implies a transition from a more probable state to
a less probable one. In the course of a fluctuation, heat
transfers from a cold body to a hot one, the uniform dis
tribution of molecules is violated and an ordered motion
sets in.

Will someone perhaps succeed in constructing a perpet
ual motion machine of the second kind on the basis of
these violations?

Let us imagine, for example, a tiny turbine placed in
a rarefied gas. Can't we arrange things in such a way
that this small machine would react to all fluctuations in
an arbitrary but fixed direction? For example, so that
it would rotate if the number of molecules flying to the
right became greater than the number of molecules mov
ing to the left? Such small tremors might be accumulated,
eventually giving rise to work. The law asserting the im
possibility of a perpetual motion machine of the second
kind would be refuted.

"But, alas, such a mechanism is impossible in princi
ple. A detailed examination, taking into account the fact
that the turbine would have its own fluctuations (the
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greater, the smaller its dimensions), shows that fluctua
tions can never perform any work whatsoever. Although
violations of the tendency towards equilibrium continual
ly arise around us, they cannot change the inexorable
course of physical processes in the direction increasing the
probability of state, i.e. entropy.

Who Discovered the Laws of Thermodynamics!

Here it is impossible to limit ourselves to a single
name. The second law of thermodynamics has its own
history. Here, too, just as in the history of the first law
of thermodynamics, the name of the Frenchman Sarli
Carnot should be mentioned first of all. In 1824, he pub
lished a work entitled Reflections on the Motive Power of
Fire at his own expense. I t was first demonstrated in
this work that heat cannot pass from a cold body to a
warm one without the consumption of work. Carnot also
showed that the maximum efficiency of a heat engine is
determined only by the difference in the temperatures of
the heater and the cooling medium.

Only after Carnot's death in 1832 did other physicists
pay attention to this work. However, it had little influ
ence on the further development of science because all of
Carnot's writings were based on the recognition of an inde
structible and uncreatable "substance" -caloric.

Only after the work of Mayer, Joule and Helmholtz,
who established the law of equivalence of heat and work,
did (the great German physicist Rudolf Clausius (1822
1888) arrive at the second law of thermodynamics and
formulate it mathematically. Clausius introduced the
concept of entropy and showed that the essence of the
second law of thermodynamics can be reduced to the
inevitable growth of entropy in all 'real processes.

The second law of thermodynamics permits one to for
mulate a number of general laws which all bodies should
15*
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Rudolf Clausius (1821-1888)-an outstanding German theoretical
physicist. Clausius was the first to accurately formulate the second
law of thermodynamics: in 1850, in the form of the thesis of the
impossibility of heat being spontaneously transmitted from a
colder body to a hotter one, and in 1865, with the aid of the
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obey, regardless of their structures. However, there still
remains the problem of finding the relationship between
the structure of a body and its properties. The branch of
physics, which is called statistical physics, gives an answer
to this question.

It is clear that in calculating physical quantities de
scribing a system consisting of millions of millions of
millions of particles, a new approach is absolutely nec
essary. In fact, it would be pointless, not to say complete..
ly impossible, to follow the motions of all the particles
and describe this motion with the aid of formulas of me
chanics. However, it is precisely this enormous number of
particles which enables us to apply new "statistical'
methods to the study of bodies. These methods widely
use the concept of the probability of events. The founda
tions of statistical physics were laid down by the outstand
ing Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906).
In a series of papers, Boltzmann showed how the indicated
program can be carried out for gases.

The statistical interpretation of the second law of ther
modynamics given by Boltzmann in 1877 was the logi
cal culmination of these investigations. The formula
relating the entropy and probability of state of a system
was carved out on Boltzmann's tombstone.

It would be difficult to overestimate the scientific
achievement of Boltzmann, who discovered completely
new paths in theoretical physics. Boltzmann '8 inves-

concept of entropy which he introduced. Clausius was one of the
first to consider the questions of the heat capacity of polyatomic
gases and the thermal conductivity of gases. Clausius' work in the
kinetic theory of gases contributed to the development of statis
tical concepts of physical processes. A series of interesting in
vestigations into electrical and magnetic phenomena are due to
Clausius.
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tigations were subjected to ridicule during his lifetime
by conservative German professors: at that time, atomic
and molecular conceptions were regarded by many as
naive. Boltzmann committed suicide, and the role played
by the situation just described was undoubtedly far
from the least important,

The edifice of statistical physics was perfected to a
considerable degree by the work of the outstanding Amer
ican physicist Josiah Willard Gibbs (1839-1903). Gibbs
generalized Boltzmann's methods and showed how
one might extend the statistical approach to all bodies.

Gibbs' last paper appeared at the beginning of the
20th century. A very modest researcher, Gibbs published
his papers in the proceedings of a small provincial uni
versity. A considerable number of years had passed until
his remarkable investigations were made known to all
physicists.

Statistical physics has shown the way in which one can
calculate properties of bodies consisting of a given num
ber of particles. Of course, it should not be thought that
these computational methods are all-powerful. If the
nature of the motion of the atoms in a body is very com
plicated, as is the case for liquids, the actual computa
tion becomes unfeasible in practice.
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Chains of Atoms

Chemists and technologists have been dealing for a
long time with natural substances consisting of long
molecules in which the atoms are bound like the links of
a chain. We find examples on every hand: abundant
substances as rubber, cellulose and protein constitute
chain-type molecules made up of many thousands of
atoms. The structural conceptions of such molecules were
formed and developed in the twenties, when chemists
learned to produce such substances in their laborato
ries.

One of the first steps in producing substances built of
long-chain molecules was the creation of synthetic caout
chouc. This brilliant research was completed in 1926
by the Soviet chemist Sergei Vasilyevich Lebedev (1874
1934). The industrial production of synthetic caoutchouc
(as crude rubber is called) was a vital problem in the
USSR as it was in great demand for the manufacture
of automobile tires (rubber is made of caoutchouc, or
crude rubber) and because the rubber tree requires a
tropical climate for its cultivation.

The hevea, or simply rubber, tree flourishes in the
Brazilian jungle and from it oozes latex, a milky liquid
that is a suspension of crude rubber. The Brazilian
Indians made balls of crude rubber and also used it for
making footwear. But in 1839, Charles Goodyear (1800
1860) originated the process for vulcanizing crude rub-
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ber. Treating crude rubber with sulphur and subjecting
it to heat convert the sticky plastic crude rubber into
elastic rubber.

At first the demand for rubber was low, but today man
kind requires millions of tons annually. As we have al
l eady mentioned, rubber trees grow only in tropical
forests so that countries in cold or temperate zones must
produce synthetic rubber in plants on an industrial scale
to avoid dependence on crude rubber imports.

To produce synthetic crude rubber, it is necessary, of
course, to know what crude rubber (caoutchouc) is.
When Lebedev began his investigations, the chemical
formula of crude rubber was already known. It has the
following form:

CHz- CH2 /' CH2 - CH2 / CH2 - CH2 //

/ ~C~CH -. C=CH -'C==CH
/ // /

CHa CH3 CH3

The chain shown here has neither beginning nor end. We
see that the molecules are built up of identical links.
We can therefore write the formula for crude rubber in
a more concise form:

[
- CH2 - ~~ CH - CH2 - ]-

C 3 n

The quantity n may reach many thousands. Long-chain
molecules built of repeating groups are called polymers.

An enormous number of synthetic polymers have found
most extensive application in engineering and in the
textile industries. They include nylon, polyethylene,
capron, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride and many, many
others.
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Figure 9.1

Of simplest structure are the molecules of polyethylene.
Bags of this material are found in the kitchen tables of
houses and apartments almost allover the world. If
a molecule of polyethylene is stretched as far as it will
go, it resembles the illustration in Figure 9.1. As you
can see, physicists were able to determine the distances
between the atoms and the angles between the valence
bonds.

Long-chain molecules are not necessarily polymers,
i.e. they do not necessarily consist of repeating groups.
Chemists have learned to "design" molecules built up
of two or more different groups. If the groups alternate
in a definite order, for example, according to the ar
rangement ABABABABAB, it is still appropriate to call
such a molecule a polymer. We often deal, however, with
molecules not having such an ordered sequence. Can we
call a molecule with the arrangement ABBBABABAAA
BBBBABABAAB BA a polymer? This, however, is a matter
of taste and tastes in names may differ.

A natural protein molecule is rarely called a polymer.
Proteins are built up of some twenty pieces of different
kinds. These pieces, or building blocks, are called amino
acid radicals.
16-038~
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There is one essential difference between protein mole
cules and synthetic molecules built up of several pieces
arranged in disorder. No two molecules are the same in
a piece of synthetic polymer. Such a chain molecule may
consist of one random sequence of component pieces,
with another, different random sequence in another mol
ecule. This usually has a detrimental effect on the prop
erties of the polymer. If themoleculesdonot resemble one
another, they cannot be efficiently packed together. In
principle, such molecules cannot build up a crystal.
Substances of this type produce amorphous glasses.

In the last decades, chemists have learned to build
regular polymers, and have thus made many valuable
materials available to industry.

As to natural proteins of a definite type (say the hem
oglobin of a bull), the molecules are all the same even
though they have a disordered structure. A molecule
of protein of a given sort can be compared to a page of
a book: the letters follow one another in a random, but
quite definite order. All the molecules of a protein are
copies of the same page of the book.

Flexibility of Molecules

A long-chain molecule can be likened to a rail. A line
0.1 mm long can accommodate a million atoms. The
crosswise dimension of a molecule of polyethylene is
about 3 or 4 A. Thus the length of the molecule is great
er than its width by several hundred thousand times.
Since a rail of the kind used in railways has a thickness of
about 10 em, with the same length-to-thickness ratio as
the molecule, the rail would have to be 10 km long.

This does not imply, of course, that there are no short
er polymer molecules. Unless special measures are taken,
we find in a polymer substance molecules of different
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Figure 9.2

lengths, from one consisting of several groups to those
built up of thousands of groups.

We likened a long-chain molecule to a rail. In another
sense, this is not a very apt comparison. A rail is diffi
cult to bend, while a molecule bends easily. The flexibil
ity of a macromolecule is not similar to that of a willow
switch. The molecule owes its flexibility to a capacity
possessed by all molecules: one part of the molecule can
swivel about another part if they are joined by bonds
that chemists call single (monovalent) bonds. We can
readily understand that this property of polymer mol
ecules enables them to assume the queerest shapes.
Illustrated in Figure 9.2 is a model of a flexible molecule
fe·
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ip three positions. If a molecule is suspended in a solu
tion, it is usually coiled into a ball.

The stretching of a rubber band consists in the uncoil
ing of its molecules. Thus, the flexibility of polymers is of
an entirely different nature than that of metals. If the
stretched band is released, it contracts to its former length.
Hence, the molecule tends to go over from its linear
(stretched) shape to a coiled one. Why does this occur?
There are two possible reasons. In the first place, we can
assume that the coiled shape is more advantageous from
energy considerations. In the second place, we can sup
pose that coiling contributes to an increase in entropy.
Hence, which law of thermodynamics governs this be
haviour: the first or the second? Evidently, hoth. But the
coiled state is doubtlessly advantageous from the entropy
viewpoint as well. Obviously, the sequence of the atoms
of molecules coiled into a ball is in more disorder than
when the molecules are stretched out in a straight line.
We also know that disorder and entropy are closely re
lated.

Globular Crystals

Many molecules are capable of winding up into tight
coils or, as they are sometimes called, globules. Very neat
and quite identical globules make up a protein molecule.
There is one subtle reason for this. As a matter of fact,
a protein molecule contains parts that "like" water, and
other parts that have an aversion to water. The parts
that do not "like" water are said to be hydrophobic. The
coiling of the protein molecules is governed by a single
tendency: all the hydrophobic parts are to be hidden in
side the globule. This is why the globules in a solution
of protein resemble one another like identical twins.

Protein globules are more or less spherical. The size
of a globule ranges from 100 to 300 A., making it read-
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ily visible under an electron microscope. The first elec
tron micrographs of globular crystals were obtained
several decades ago, when electron microscopy tech
niques were considerably less advanced than they are to
day. Such a photograph of the tobacco mosaic virus is
shown in Figure 9.3. A virus is more complex than a
protein, but this example is quite suitable to illustrate
our point, the tendency of biological globules to an ex
ceptionally high degree of order.

But why haven't the authors provided a micrograph
of a protein crystal? The answer is simple. Protein crys
tals are absolutely extraordinary. They contain an im
mense amount of water (sometimes up to 90%). This
makes it impossible to photograph them in an electron
microscope. Protein crystals can be investigated only by
manipulating them in a solution. A tiny flask contains the
solution and a monocrystal of the protein. This object
can then be studied by all available physical methods,
including X-ray structure analysis, which we have re
peatedly mentioned.

Notwithstanding the huge amount of water-s-ordinary
water, no different from tap water-the globular protein
molecules are arranged in absolutely strict order. Their
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orientation to the axis of the crystal is the same for all
the molecules. We have already mentioned that the mol
ecules are identical. This superior order enables the
structure af the protein molecule to be determined. This
is no simple task and the investigators Max Ferdinand
Perutz (b. 1914) and John Cowdery Kendrew (b. 1917),
the first to determine the detailed structure of hemoglo
bin and myoglobin, were awarded a Nobel prize for their
work.

The structure of about a hundred protein molecules
is known today. Research continues in this field. Alto
gether, there are about ten thousand different proteins in
a living organism. The activity of the living organism
depends upon the way in which the proteins are coiled and
in which order the different amino acid radicals follow
one another in the molecule. No doubt that research con
cerning the structure of protein molecules will continue
until all the details of the ten thousand kinds of molecules
that govern life processes have been completely cleared
up.

Bundles of Molecules

If molecules can be closely packed when they are
stretched to the limit, the solid polymer material they com
prise can form various quite complex structures that pos
sess one common property. The solid body contains more
or fewer regions in which the molecules adjoin one ano
ther like a bundle of pencils held in the fist.

Depending upon the percentage of such bundle-type
regions in the body, and on how neatly the molecules com
prising each such region are packed, the polymer pos
sesses a certain "degree of crystallinity". Most polymers
object to being simply classified as either amorphous or
crystalline solids. There is nothing strange in this because
we are dealing with giant molecules and, moreover, most-
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Figure 9.4

ly of different kinds. Ordered ("crystalline") regions in
polymers can be roughly divided into three classes:
bundles, spherulites and crystals of folding molecules.

A typical microstructure of a polymer is shown in Fig
ure 9.4. This photograph has been magnified 400 times
and was made from a film of polypropylene. The star-shaped
figures are kinds of crystallites. The growth of the spher
ulite began from the centre of the star as the polymer was
cooled. Then the spherulites met and interfered with one
another's growth. Consequently, they did not acquire a
perfect spherical shape (if you succeed in observing the
growth of a separate spherulite, you will actually see a
sphere, so that the name is justified). Inside the spheru
lite, the long molecules are arranged with sufficient neat
ness. Most likely, a spherulite can be envisioned as a
neatly coiled rope. The rope represents a bundle of mol
ecules. Thus the long axis of the molecules is positioned
perpendicular to a radius of the spherulite. On the same
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photograph we see lamellar regions. These may consist
of bundles of molecules, or they may be crystals of fold
ing molecules. The existence of such crystals is, per
haps, one of the most interesting and absolutely authen
tic facts concerning the structure of polymers.

The following outstanding discovery was made twenty
years ago. Small crystals of various polymer substances
were separated out of solutions. The investigators were
astonished to find that the same kind of crystals, with a
surface resembling a winding staircase, grew from solu
tions of various paraffins. What is the cause of spiral
growth of crystals which look like they had been prepar
ed by a skilled pastry-cook (Figure 9.5)?

When we discussed crystal growth on p. 119, we omit
ted one important circumstance. Imagine that a growing
plane (face) of a crystal is completely filled with a toms.
No positions remain that attract new atoms strongly
enough. This being the case, it can be calculated that
growth should proceed at an inconceivably slower rate
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Figure 9.6
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than that actually observed. This contradiction between
theory and practice was finally solved: such rapid crystal
growth was found possible when there are screw disloca
tions in the growing crystal. If there is a screw disloca
t ion, the faces grow so that the steps at which new atoms
can be readily attached never grow out to the edge of the
crystal where they disappear. Physicists were certainly
relieved when screw dislocations extricated them from their
dilemma. The growth rates became clear as did the essence
of the winding staircase feature indicated above for pa
raffin. Such spiral pyramids are frequently observed, and
there is nothing strange about the fact that they exist.

Nothing strange while we are referring to crystals
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built up of small molecules. The explanation is appropri
ate for such crystals: the size of the molecules, height of
the steps and the thickness of the crystal are all data that
do not contradict one another.

But, when such a picture of crystal growth is observed
in a polymer, it is, at first, puzzling. The point is that
the thickness of the layers of polyester ranges from 190
to 120 A, while the length of the molecule is 6000 A.
What conclusion can we reach on the basis of these fig
ures? There is only one feasible explanation: the molecules
are folded in these crystals. The flexibility of the mole
cules enables them to fold without difficulty. All that re
mains is to ponder (and such pondering continues to the
present day) over the choice of the most suitable of the
three models illustrated in Figure 9.6. The differences
between the models are only minor ones. However, a spe
cialist in this field will resent such a statement. "How can
you call them minor?" he will object. "In the upper
drawing, the molecules are folded over haphazardly, skip
ping their nearest neighbours; in the second model, the
molecules become their own neighbours. The difference
between the second and third models is that the surface
of the crystal is smoother in the middle drawing than in
the lower one."

The specialist is right: the packing or stacking arrange
ment of polymer molecules is of exceptional significance
and has a fundamental effect on the properties of the sub
stance. Although polyethylene, nylon and like materials
were first synthesized several decades ago, the study of
tneir supramolecular structure and investigation in the
techniques required to pack the molecules in different ways
are being continued to this day by many scientists in this
field.
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We shall complete our discussion on giant molecules
by considering an example that demonstrates how macro
molecules behave in a living organism.

Biologists considered it to be their task to explain the
conformity of the shapes of living organs-for instance,
the shape of the hand or a leaf of a tree-to the functions
of the organs.

Physicists, having decided to apply methods for in
vestigating the structure of matter and the laws of nature
in studying processes that occur in living organisms, are
making efforts to understand life at the molecular level.
The structure of tissues can be investigated today in
great detail. After establishing the structure, it becomes
feasible to develop a model of biological events.

A quite significant achievement in this line is the advance
ment of the theory of muscular contraction. The mus
cle fibre consists of two types of threads: thin ones and
thick ones (Figure 9.7a). The thick threads consist of pro
tein molecules called myosin. Physicists have estab
lished that a myosin molecule has the shape of a rod with
a thickening at the end. In the thick thread, the mole
cules join with their thickened tails in the middle (Figure
9.7c). The thin threads consist of actin whose structure
resembles two strings of beads forming a double helix.
Muscle contraction consists in the thick threads slidiag
into the helixes of the thin threads.

The details of this mechanism are known, but we cannot
discuss them here. The signal for a muscle contraction is
given by a nerve pulse. Its arrival releases atoms of cal
cium which transfer from one part of the thread to another.
As a result, the molecules turn towards one another so
that it becomes advantageous from an energy viewpoint
for one set of molecules to slide into the other set. The
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illustration gives two schematic diagrams with an elec
tron photomicrograph (Figure 9.7b) between them.

I fear that these pages provide only a faint idea of the
degree of detail to which the mechanism of muscle con
traction has been studied. But our aim was only to in
terest the reader. Consider the last page of this book de
voted to molecules as only a preview of a detailed discus
sion on biological physics which we hope to include in
one of the subsequent books of Physics for Everyone.
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TO BE PUBLISHED

Electrons
A. KITAIGORODSKY, D.Sc.

The book continues the famous series Physics for
Everyone by the late renowned scientist, winner of
the Nobel and Lenin prizes, Academician Lev Landau,
and the distinguished physicist Alexander Kitai
gorodsky. The principal aim of the book is to explain
to a layman reader in an easy-to-understand manner
the basic concepts and latest developments in the
field of physics.
The book provides information on the general theory
of electric currents and electromagnetic fields, as
well as on current now in liquids, metals- and semi
conductors. A discussion of present-day knowledge
of dielectrics and magnetics is included to widen
the scope of the book.



Photons and Nuclei
A. KITAIGORODSKY, D.Sc.

The book concludes the famous series Physics for
Everyone by the late renowned scientist, winner
of the Nobel and Lenin prizes, Academician Lev
Landau, and the distinguished physicist Alexander
Kitaigorodsky. This book discusses in a simple and
easy-to-understand manner the phenomena of electro
magnetic waves, thermal radiation, and the most
recent treatment of spectroscopic analysis. It provides
an introduction to nuclear physics and explains
the most common types of lasers. It outlines the
principal .. aspects of the special theory of relativity
and quantum mechanics.



Physical Bodies
L. LANDAU, A. KITAIGORODSKY

The aim of the authors, the late renowned scientist,
winner of the Nobel and Lenin prizes, Academician

1 Lev Landau, and the distinguished physicist Alexan
der Kitaigorodsky, was to provide clear conceptions
of the fundamental ideas and latest discoveries of
modern physics, set forth in readily understandable
language for the nonexpert. As a whole, the four
books of the new edition of Physics for Everyone
(Physical Bodies, Molecules, Electrons, and Photons
and Nuclei) cover the fundamentals of physics.
This is a new edition of the first half of Physics for
Everyone: Motion and Heat. In Book I, the motion
of bodies is dealt with from the points of view of
two observers: one in an inertial and the other in
a non-inertial reference frame. The law of universal
gravitation is taken up in detail, including its ap
plication to calculating space velocities and to
interpreting lunar tides and various geophysical
phenomena.
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